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BULL GROUP LTD
UNIT D HENFIELD BUSINESS PARK

HENFIELD SUSSEX BN5 9SL
TERMS: C/ CARDS, CASH, PO, CHEQUE OR

ONLINE ORDERING. PRICES PLUS VAT

UK DELIVERY £5.50

TEL 0870 7707520  FAX 01273 491813

sales@bullnet.co.uk

HB7 Stirling Engine

Base measurements: 128 mm x 108 mm x 170 mm, 1 kg 

Base plate: beech - Working rpm: 2000 rpm/min. (the

engine has a aluminium good cooling Cylinder) 

Bearing application: 10 high-class ball-bearings 

Material: screw, side parts all stainless steel

Cylinder brass, Rest aluminium and stainless steel.

Available as a kit £80.75 or built £84.99

www.mamodspares.co.uk

HB9 Stirling engine

Base measurements: 156 mm x 108 mm x 130 mm, 0,6

Kg Base plate: beech Working rpm: approx. 2,000 min 

Bearing application: 6 high-class ball-bearings 

Material of the engine: brass, aluminium, stainless steel  

running time: 30-45 min.

Available as a kit £97.75 or built £101.99

www.mamodspares.co.uk

HB10 Stirling Engine

Base measurements: 156 mm x 108 mm x 130 mm, 0,6

Kg Base plate: beech  Working rpm: approx. 2,000 rpm 

Bearing application: 6 high-class ball-bearings 

Material of the engine: brass, aluminium, stainless steel  

running time: 30-45 min

Available as a kit £97.75 or built £101.99

www.mamodspares.co.uk

HB11 Stirling Engine

Base measurements: 156 mm x 108 mm x 130 mm, 0,7

Kg Base plate: beech 

Working rpm: 2000 - 2500 rpm/min,run Bearing applica-

tion: 4 high-class ball-bearings Material: screw, side parts

total stainless steel Cylinder brass Rest aluminium, stain-

less steel.

Available as a kit £97.75 or built £101.99

www.mamodspares.co.uk

HB12 Stirling Engine

Base measurements: 156 mm x 108 mm x 130 mm, 1 Kg 

Base plate: beech Working rpm: 2000 - 2500

rpm/min,Bearing application: 6 high-class ball-bearings 

Material: screw, side parts total stainless steel

Cylinder brass Rest aluminium, stainless steel.

Available as a kit £136 or built £140.25

www.mamodspares.co.uk

HB13 Stirling Engine

Base measurements: 156 mm x 108 mm x 150 mm, 0,75

kg  Base plate: beech Working rpm: 2000 - 2500 rpm/min,  

Bearing application: 6 high-class ball-bearings  Material:

screw, side parts total stainless steel Cylinder brass

Available as a kit £97.75 or built £101.99

Everything in the kit enables you to build a fully functional

model steam engine. The main material is brass and the

finished machine demonstrates the principle of oscillation.

The  boiler, uses solid fuel tablets, and is quite safe. All

critical parts (boiler, end caps, safety vent etc.) are ready

finished to ensure success. The very detailed instruction

booklet (25 pages) makes completion of this project pos-

sible in a step by step manner. Among the techniques

experienced are silver soldering, folding, drilling, fitting

and testing. £29.70 ref STEAMKIT Silver solder/flux pack

£3.50 ref SSK

www.mamodspares.co.uk

STEAM ENGINE KIT

HB14 Stirling Engine

Base measurements: 156 mm x 108 mm x 150 mm, 1 kg 

Base plate: beech Working rpm: 2000 - 2500 rpm/min, .

Incl. drive-pulley for external drives  Bearing application:

10 high-class ball-bearings Material: screw, side parts total

stainless steelCylinder brass Rest aluminium, stainless

steel  Available as a kit £140.25 or built £144.50

www.mamodspares.co.uk

HB15 Stirling Engine

Base measurements: 128 mm x 108 mm x 170 mm, 0,75

kg Base plate: beech  Working rpm: 2000 rpm/min. (the

engine has a aluminium good cooling Cylinder) 

Bearing application: 6 high-class ball-bearings 

Material: screw, side parts total stainless steel

Cylinder brass Rest aluminium, stainless steel 

Available as a kit £97.75 or built £102

www.mamodspares.co.uk

HB16 Stirling Engine

Base measurements: 128 mm x 108 mm x 170 mm, 1 kg 

Base plate: beech Working rpm: 2000 rpm/min. (the

engine has a aluminium good cooling Cylinder) 

Bearing application: 10 high-class ball-bearings 

Material: screw, side parts total stainless steel

Cylinder brass Rest aluminium, stainless steel.

Available as a kit £140.25 or built £144.50

2kW WIND TURBINE KIT

The 2kW wind turbine is sup-

plied as the following kit: turbine

generator 48v three taper/

twisted fibreglass blades & hub

8m tower (four x 2m sections)

guylines / anchors / tensioners /

clamps foundation steel rectifier

2kW inverter heavy-duty pivot

tower. £1,499 

Solar Panels

We  stock a range of solar photovoltaic panels. These are

polycrystalline panels made from  wafers of silicon lami-

nated between an impact-resistant transparent cover and

an EVA rear mounting plate. They are constructed with a

lightweight anodised aluminium frame which is predrilled

for linking to other frames/roof mounting structure, and

contain waterproof electrical terminal box on the rear. 5

watt panel £29 ref 5wnav 20 watt panel £99 ref 20wnav

60 watt panel £249 ref 60wnav. Suitable regulator for up

to 60 watt panel £20 ref REGNAV

Solar evacuated tube panels

(20 tube shown) These top-of-the-range solar panel

heat collectors are suitable for heating domestic hot

water, swimming pools etc - even in the winter! One unit

is adequate for an average household (3-4people), and

it is modular, so you can add more if required. A single

panel is sufficient for a 200 litre cylinder, but you can fit

2 or more for high water usage, or for heating swimming

pools or underfloor heating. Some types of renewable

energy are only available in certain locations, however

free solar heating is potentially available to almost every

house in the UK! Every house should have one -really!

And with an overall efficiency of almost 80%, they are

much more efficient than electric photovoltaic solar pan-

els (efficiency of 7-15%). Available in 10, 20 and 30 tube

versions. 10 tube £199, 20 tube £369, 30 tube £549.

Roof mounting kits (10/20 tubes) £12.50, 30 tube

mounting kit £15

BENCH PSU 0-15V 0-2a Output

and voltage are both smooth

and can be regulated according

to work, Input 230V, 21/2-num-

ber LCD display for voltage and

current, Robust PC-grey hous-

ing Size 13x15x21cm, Weight

3,2kg £48 REF trans2

NEW ELECTRONIC CONSTRUCTION KITS 

This 30 in 1 electronic kit includes an introduction to elec-

trical and electronic technology. It provides conponents

that can be used to make a variety of experiments includ-

ing Timers and Burglar Alarms. Requires: 3 x AA batter-

ies. £15.00 ref BET1803

AM/FM Radio This kit enables you to learn about elec-

tronics and also put this knowledge into practice so you

can see and hear the effects. Includes manual with

explanations about the components and the electronic

principles. Req’s: 3 x AA batts. £13 ref BET1801

This 40 in 1 electronic kit includes an introduction to

electrical and electronic technology. It provides conpo-

nents that can be used in making basic digital logic cir-

cuits, then progresses to using Integrated circuits to

make and test a variety of digital circuits, including Flip

Flops and Counters. Req’s: 4 x AA batteries. £17 ref

BET1804

The 75 in 1 electronic kit includes an nintroduction to

electrical and electronic technology. It provides conpo-

nents that can be used to make and test a wide variety of

experiments including Water Sensors, Logic Circuits and

Oscillators. The kit then progresses to the use of an inter-

grated circuit to produce digital voice and sound record-

ing experiments such as Morning Call and Burglar Alarm.

Requires: 3 x AA batteries. £20 ref BET1806

www.slips.co.uk
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ABC Maxi AVR Development Board
The ABC Maxi is
ideal for developing 
new designs. Open
architecture built
around an ATMEL 
AVR AT90S8535 
microcontroller. All circuits are embedded 
within the package and additional add-on 
expansion modules are available to assist
you with project development.
Features 
8 Kb of In-System Programmable Flash (1000
write/erase cycles)  512 bytes internal SRAM
512 bytes EEPROM  8 analogue inputs (range 0-
5V)  4 Opto-isolated Inputs (I/Os are bi-
directional with internal pull-up resistors)  Output 
buffers can sink 20mA current (direct LED drive) 
4 x 12A open drain MOSFET outputs  RS485 
network connector  2-16 LCD Connector 
3.5mm Speaker Phone Jack  Supply: 9-12Vdc

The ABC Maxi STARTER PACK includes 
one assembled Maxi Board, parallel and 
serial cables, and Windows software CD-
ROM featuring an Assembler, BASIC com-
piler and in-system programmer.
Order Code ABCMAXISP - £89.95
The ABC Maxi boards only can also be 
purchased separately at £69.95 each.

Rolling Code 4-Channel UHF Remote 
State-of-the-Art. High secu-
rity. 4 channels. Momentary 
or latching relay output.
Range up to 40m. Up to 15 
Tx’s can be learnt by one Rx
(kit includes one Tx but more 
available separately). 4 indicator LED ’s.
Rx: PCB 77x85mm, 12Vdc/6mA (standby).
Two & Ten Channel versions also available.
Kit Order Code: 3180KT - £44.95  
Assembled Order Code: AS3180 - £54.95 

Computer Temperature Data Logger
Serial port 4-channel tem-
perature logger. °C or °F.
Continuously logs up to 4
separate sensors located
200m+ from board. Wide 

range of free software applications for stor-
ing/using data. PCB just 45x45mm. Pow-
ered by PC. Includes one DS1820 sensor.
Kit Order Code: 3145KT - £17.95 
Assembled Order Code: AS3145 - £24.95 
Additional DS1820 Sensors - £3.95 each

Quasar Electronics Limited 
PO Box 6935, Bishops Stortford 
CM23 4WP, United Kingdom
Tel: 0870 246 1826 
Fax: 0870 460 1045 
E-mail: sales@quasarelectronics.com
Web: www.QuasarElectronics.com

All prices INCLUDE 17.5% VAT.
Postage & Packing Options (Up to 2Kg gross weight): UK Standard 3-7 
Day Delivery - £3.95; UK Mainland Next Day Delivery - £8.95; Europe (EU)
- £6.95; Rest of World - £9.95 (up to 0.5Kg). 
!Order online for reduced price UK Postage!
Payment: We accept all major credit/debit cards. Make cheques/PO’s 
payable to Quasar Electronics.  
Call now for our FREE CATALOGUE with details of over 300 kits, 
projects, modules and publications. Discounts for bulk quantities.

Credit Card
Sales 

NEW! USB & Serial Port PIC Programmer
USB/Serial connection.
Header cable for ICSP.
Free Windows XP soft-
ware. See website for PICs
supported. ZIF Socket and 
USB lead extra. 18Vdc.

Kit Order Code: 3149KT - £39.95 
Assembled Order Code: AS3149 - £49.95 

NEW! USB 'All-Flash' PIC Programmer 
USB PIC programmer for all
‘Flash’ devices. No external
power supply making it truly 
portable. Supplied with box and 
Windows XP Software. ZIF
Socket and USB lead not incl.
Assembled Order Code: AS3128 - £44.95 
Assembled with ZIF socket Order Code:
AS3128ZIF - £59.95 

‘PICALL’ ISP PIC Programmer
Will program virtually all 8 
to 40 pin serial-mode AND
parallel-mode (PIC15C 
family) PIC microcontrol-
lers. Free Windows soft-

ware. Blank chip auto detect for super fast
bulk programming. Optional ZIF socket.
Assembled Order Code: AS3117 - £24.95 
Assembled with ZIF socket Order Code:
AS3117ZIF - £39.95 

ATMEL 89xxxx Programmer 
Uses serial port and any 
standard terminal comms
program. 4 LED’s display 
the status. ZIF sockets not
included. Supply: 16Vdc.

Kit Order Code: 3123KT - £24.95 
Assembled Order Code: AS3123 - £34.95 

Introduction to PIC Programming
Go from complete beginner 
to burning a PIC and writing 
code in no time! Includes 49 
page step-by-step PDF
Tutorial Manual, Program-
ming Hardware (with LED 
test section), Win 3.11—XP Programming 
Software (Program, Read, Verify & Erase),
and 1rewritable PIC16F84A that you can use 
with different code (4 detailed examples pro-
vided for you to learn from). PC parallel port.
Kit Order Code: 3081KT - £16.95 
Assembled Order Code: AS3081 - £24.95 

PIC & ATMEL Programmers
We have a wide range of low cost PIC and
ATMEL Programmers. Complete range and 
documentation available from our web site.

Programmer Accessories:  
40-pin Wide ZIF socket (ZIF40W) £14.95 
18Vdc Power supply (PSU010) £18.95 
Leads: Parallel (LDC136) £3.95 / Serial
(LDC441) £3.95 / USB (LDC644) £2.95 

4-Ch DTMF Telephone Relay Switcher
Call your phone num-
ber using a DTMF
phone from anywhere 
in the world and re-
motely turn on/off any 
of the 4 relays as de-
sired. User settable Security Password, Anti-
Tamper, Rings to Answer, Auto Hang-up and 
Lockout. Includes plastic case. 130 x 110 x
30mm. Power: 12Vdc.
Kit Order Code: 3140KT - £54.95 
Assembled Order Code: AS3140 - £69.95 

8-Ch Serial Port Isolated I/O Relay Module
Computer controlled 8 
channel relay board. 5A
mains rated relay outputs
and 4 opto-isolated digital
inputs (for monitoring 
switch states, etc). Useful
in a variety of control and sensing applica-
tions. Programmed via serial port (use our 
new Windows interface, terminal emulator or 
batch files). Serial cable can be up to 35m
long. Includes plastic case 130x100x30mm.
Power: 12Vdc/500mA.
Kit Order Code: 3108KT - £54.95 
Assembled Order Code: AS3108 - £64.95 

Infrared RC 12–Channel Relay Board 
Control 12 onboard relays with
included infrared remote con-
trol unit. Toggle or momentary.
15m+ range. 112 x 122mm.
Supply: 12Vdc/0.5A

Kit Order Code: 3142KT - £47.95 
Assembled Order Code: AS3142 - £59.95

Audio DTMF Decoder and Display
Detect DTMF tones from
tape recorders, receivers,
two-way radios, etc using 
the built-in mic or direct
from the phone line. Char-
acters are displayed on a

16 character display as they are received and 
up to 32 numbers can be displayed by scroll-
ing the display. All data written to the LCD is
also sent to a serial output for connection to a
computer. Supply: 9-12V DC (Order Code 
PSU445). Main PCB: 55x95mm.
Kit Order Code: 3153KT - £24.95 
Assembled Order Code: AS3153 - £34.95 

Telephone Call Logger 
Stores over 2,500 x 11 
digit DTMF numbers with
time and date. Records all
buttons pressed during a
call. No need for any con-
nection to computer during operation but
logged data can be downloaded into a PC via 
a serial port and saved to disk. Includes a 
plastic case 130x100x30mm. Supply: 9-12V
DC (Order Code PSU445).  
Kit Order Code: 3164KT - £54.95 
Assembled Order Code: AS3164 - £69.95 

Controllers & Loggers
Here are just a few of the controller and 
data acquisition and control units we have.
See website for full details. 12Vdc PSU for 
all units: Order Code PSU445 £8.95 

Most items are available in kit form (KT suffix) 
or pre-assembled and ready for use (AS prefix). 

Get Plugged In!Get Plugged In!Get Plugged In!Get Plugged In!



Secure Online Ordering Facilities  Full Product Listing, Descriptions & Photos Kit Documentation & Software Downloads

500-in-1 Electronic Project Lab 
Top of the range. Com-
plete self-contained elec-
tronics course. Takes you 
from beginner to ‘A’ Level
standard and beyond!
Contains all the hardware 
and manuals to assemble
500 projects. You get 3
comprehensive course
books (total 368 pages) - Hardware Entry 
Course, Hardware Advanced Course and a
microprocessor based Software Program-
ming Course. Each book has individual circuit
explanations, schematic and connection dia-
grams. Suitable for age 12+.
Order Code EPL500 - £149.95
Also available - 30-in-1 £16.95, 130-in-1 
£39.95 & 300-in-1 £59.95 (details on website)

Professional Digital Multitester (9 Func-
tion inc Temperature)  
High quality DMM offering 31 ranges and 9
functions (see table below
for full details) and adjust-
able LCD screen for easy 
viewing.
Supplied with shrouded 
test leads, K type tem-
perature probe, shock-proof rubber holster,
built-in probe holder & stand.

Large 36mm digit adjustable LCD display •
Auto power OFF • Data hold • Automatic 
polarity indication • Low battery indication • 
Audible continuity test • Transistor hFE and 
diode test
Technical Specifications
DC voltage: 200mV-1000V • AC voltage: 2V-750V • 
DC current: 20mA-10A • AC current: 20mA-10A • 
Resistance: 200 -200M • Capacitance: 2nF-20uF
• Temperature: 0 - 1000°C • Max display: 1999
Order Code: DMM225 - Was £31.95  
Now on sale at just £21.95!

See website for more super deals!

Tools & Test Equipment
We stock an extensive range of soldering 
tools, test equipment, power supplies,
inverters & much more - please visit web-
site to see our full range of products.

Most items are available in kit form (KT suffix) 
or assembled and ready for use (AS prefix).

DC Motor Speed Controller (100V/7.5A)
Control the speed of
almost any common 
DC motor rated up to
100V/7.5A. Pulse width 
modulation output for 
maximum motor torque 

at all speeds. Supply: 5-15Vdc. Box supplied.
Dimensions (mm): 60Wx100Lx60H.
Kit Order Code: 3067KT - £13.95 
Assembled Order Code: AS3067 - £21.95

PC / Standalone Unipolar
Stepper Motor Driver 
Drives any 5, 6 or 8-lead 
unipolar stepper motor 
rated up to 6 Amps max.
Provides speed and direc-
tion control. Operates in stand-alone or PC-
controlled mode. Up to six 3179 driver boards
can be connected to a single parallel port.
Supply: 9Vdc. PCB: 80x50mm.
Kit Order Code: 3179KT - £12.95 
Assembled Order Code: AS3179 - £19.95 

Bi-Polar Stepper Motor Driver 
Drive any bi-polar stepper 
motor using externally sup-
plied 5V levels for stepping
and direction control. These
usually come from software 
running on a computer.
Supply: 8-30Vdc. PCB: 75x85mm.
Kit Order Code: 3158KT - £17.95 
Assembled Order Code: AS3158 - £27.95 

Bidirectional DC Motor Controller
Controls the speed of
most common DC 
motors (rated up to
32Vdc/10A) in both 
the forward and re-
verse direction. The 

range of control is from fully OFF to fully ON
in both directions. The direction and speed 
are controlled using a single potentiometer.
Screw terminal block for connections.
Kit Order Code: 3166v2KT - £17.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3166v2 - £27.95

AC Motor Speed Controller (700W)
Reliable and simple to
install project that allows
you to adjust the speed of
an electric drill or single
phase 230V AC motor
rated up to 700 Watts.
Simply turn the potentiometer to adjust the
motors RPM. PCB: 48x65mm. Not suitable 
for use with brushless AC motors.
Kit Order Code: 1074KT - £12.95 
Assembled Order Code: AS1074—£18.95 
Box Order Code 2074BX - £5.95

Motor Speed Controllers 
Here are just a few of our controller and 
driver modules for AC, DC, Unipolar/Bipolar 
stepper motors and servo motors. See 
website for full details.

Embedded Engineer's Development Tool
(Atmel 89S & AVR) 
At last the develop-
ment tool kit for
Atmel 89S & AVR 
devices  that engi-
neers have 
dreamed of has
arrived. The kit
includes a Built-in ISP Programmer, Target
Section, Interfacing Board, Cables, eBook
with codes, e-Learning Software with expla-
nation and CD all in one neat package. De-
vices covered include 89S51, 89S52,
89S8253, mega8515, mega8535, mega8,
mega16 & mega32.
Features
Designed for working professionals, students
and product development companies
You can connect any device like LCD, 7-
Segment, Sensors, Switches to any desired 
port of the microcontroller
No dedicated connections between microcon-
troller and the interfacing sections. You can 
connect anything, anywhere   
e-Learning Tutorial and Book are included   
Once you start using the kit, you will should 
never feel the need to attend any trainings
because it is simple to use and all concepts 
are explained in simple language using the 
tutorial and book   
Includes 89S51, 89S52, ATmega8, AT-
mega16, ATmega32 In-circuit Programmer - 
no need to buy a separate programmer!
No ZIF Sockets. No hassle inserting and 
removing microcontroller to program
In-circuit programming reduces development
time as you do not need to move microcon-
troller
Contents
�� In circuit programmer for 89S and AVR

series (supports up to Atmega128) 
�� 89S51/52 target section 
�� ATmega8 Target section 
�� ATmega16/32 Target section 
�� Switches
�� Relays
�� LEDs
�� 7 Segment Displays
�� 16 X 2 LCD 
�� ADC 
�� Motor Driver
�� RS232 
�� EEPROM
�� Cables
�� Connectors
�� Serial Port Lead 
�� e-Learning Software 
�� e-Datasheets
�� HandyProg Programming software
�� IDEs for code writing
�� Application source code 

Assembled Order Code: EEDT - £89.95

Hot New Products!
Here are a few of the most recent products
added to our range. See website or join our 
email Newsletter for all the latest news.

Electronic Project Labs 
Great introduction to the world of electron-
ics. Ideal gift for budding electronics expert!

Get Plugged In!



SHOP ONLINE AT  www.compactcontrol.co.uk

Compact Control Design has a range of off the shelf products designed to meet your control, monitoring and acquisition 
needs. All products use the latest technology to provide top performance in a small size and at a low cost. We also 

provide a full hardware and software design service.

Compact Control Design Limited, 77 Woolston Avenue, Congleton, Cheshire. CW12 3ED, UK
Tel : (+44) 01260 281694, Fax : (+44) 01260 501196, E-mail : sales@compactcontrol.co.uk

P0613 DC Motor
Pulse width modulation control for DC 
motors, electro-magnets etc.
It has a motor supply voltage of 8 to 36V. 
The maximum drive current is 2.5 Amp. 
There are pulse and direction inputs. 
The PWM control is up to 100KHz.
Mode input for controlling motor braking 
and sleep input for power saving.
There is built in short circuit and over 
temperature protection, a fault output pin 
activates if either of these is detected. 
No heat sink is required. 
The board has dimensions of 66x30mm and 
is 12mm high.
There is an adapter available providing easy 
to use screw terminals for all connections.
All the control inputs are opto-isolated.

PRICE:£14.00
+ VAT

P0701 USB PIC
USB 2.0 interface. Can be bus powered 
or self powered.
Powerful PIC18F4580 Microcontroller 
running at 40MHz. Up to 10MIPS 
performance.
All microcontroller I/O pins available 
except RA6, RA7 (oscillator) and RC6, 
RC7 (serial port).
Bootloader pre-programmed and 
download software included, enabling 
quick and easy programming of 
applications.
No need for a separate programming 
device.
Many example applications and 
firmware available, see Compact 
Control Design download page.
Connector has standard 40 pin 
0.1'' pitch 0.6'' wide footprint.
High quality tuned pin connectors 
suitable for most IC sockets and 
prototyping boards. 

Compatible with Microchip's 
MPLab 'free of charge' 
programming environment.
Libraries and linker scripts 
included to support assembler 
programs (MPLab) and
popular
compilers.

PRICE:£26.00
+ VAT

PRICE:£55.00
+ VAT

MonCon
MonCon is a product range intended to form the 
intelligence at the heart of any equipment from bench-
top scientific instruments, production equipment, ATE 
etc. up to large process control systems.
The MonCon range takes a new approach to monitoring 
and control by using modules that encapsulate a 
complete task, such as the stepper motor controller 
module that includes all inputs and outputs necessary 
to form a complete stepper motor controller/driver 
including encoder feedback.
The general purpose modules, such as the Analogue 
input board are designed to be customized at minimum 
cost. We can supply such modules to your 
requirements at little or no additional cost. 
The MonCon range is based on a collection of modules, 
each performing specific and well defined tasks. All 
modules plug into a back plane which provides power 
distribution, intercommunication and incorporates the 
necessary connectors linking the MonCon system to 
the rest of the equipment.
The modules and backplane connectors have been 
designed to simplify the interconnection requirements 
within your equipment. 

P0612 Stepper Motor Driver
The unit has a motor supply voltage of 5 to 30V. 
The maximum drive current per phase is 
750mA.
It has current mode control. 
The drive current is controlled with a resistor.
It has a selectable step size of full, half, 1/4 + 
1/8.
There is a step frequency of 0 to 200KHz and 
reset and sleep inputs for initialization and 
power saving.
It is a compact size with dimensions of 
66x32mm by 12mm high. 
The P0612 does not require a heat sink.
There is an adapter available which provides 
easy to use screw terminals for
all connections. 
All the control inputs are opto-isolated.

PRICE:£15.00
+ VAT

P0704 Developer Board
The P0704 developer board is an 
ideal way to get started with our 
USB-PIC module and motor driver 
modules. All of the USB-PIC module 
I/O signals are available through 
screw terminals making connections 
to sensors, switches, lamps, relays 
etc. easy. Ports B & E (11 I/O 
signals) can also be configured with 
pull- ups and input filtering suitable 
for connection to limit switches, 
home position sensors etc. The 
board supports up to 4 motor driver 
modules, each module position 
accepts either a Stepper motor 
module or a DC motor module. The 
board allows bus-powered or self 
powered operation of the USB-PIC 
module & includes a P0615 mini 
regulator so only a single power 
supply is required for the motor 
driver modules. 

All options are configured using 
jumpers, and stepper motor drive 
current can be easily adjusted for each 
module by variable resistors. 
All connections are made by high 
quality screw terminals. 
The board has been
designed to 
accommodate
other driver 
modules as they
become available.

Most devices, such as stepper motors, sensors etc. are wired 
to the MonCon backplane directly with no splices or links so 
the wiring loom is simplified, cheaper to manufacture and 
more reliable.
We understand that many manufacturers would want to have 
full control over critical parts of their products, so we are 
happy to allow our customers to manufacture under license.
The product range currently consists of the following -
standard back planes with 4, 6 or 8 slots,
controller modules for stepper and DC motors,
controller modules for valves and solenoids, pressure control, 
flow control etc.
a USB interface to allow connection to a PC etc.
various I/O modules, Parallel I/O, 
relay output and Analogue
I/O modules.
The MonCon range has been 
designed with flexibility in
mind. Backplanes and modules
to meet your requirements can 
generally be designed & supplied
within 6 weeks of receiving a full
specification.  
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Monitor, control or re-program your application
remotely using the integrated Ethernet PIC18F97J60
Microcontroller family and FREE TCP/IP software.

3 EASY STEPS TO GET STARTED...
1. Learn about our Ethernet devices in 20 minutes

Take advantage of our Ethernet web seminars.

2. Download our FREE TCP/IP software
Our TCP/IP stack is available in source code for 
flexible and optimized code size.

3. Check out our low-cost Ethernet tools
Evaluate the PIC18F97J60 family with the 
PICDEM.net™ 2 Demonstration Board (DM163024)
at www.microchipDIRECT.com.

The Microchip name and logo, the Microchip logo, dsPIC and PIC are registered trademarks of Microchip Technology Incorporated in the USA and in other countries. PICDEM.net is a trademark of 
Microchip Technology Incorporated in the U.S.A. and other countries. All other trademarks mentioned herein are property of their respective companies. © 2007 Microchip Technology Incorporated. All rights reserved. ME176/Eng/07.07

PIC
®

MCU
...adding Ethernet to any application with Microchipʼs
ENC28J60 stand-alone Ethernet controller with full
software support for PIC18, PIC24 and dsPIC® DSCs.

Or you may consider...

10-BaseT Ethernet
12 KB RAM

(8 KB dedicated Ethernet)
5x 16-bit timers

10-bit ADC, 16 channels
analog comparators

2 UART with LIN protocol
2 SPI, 2 I²C™

Industrial Temperature
-40° to +85°C

Device Pins Flash (KB) Features
PIC18F97J60 100 128
PIC18F87J60 80 128
PIC18F67J60 64 128
PIC18F96J65 100 96
PIC18F86J65 80 96
PIC18F66J65 64 96
PIC18F96J60 100 64
PIC18F86J60 80 64
PIC18F66J60 64 64 

ENC28J60 28 8K RAM MAC, PHY, SPI Interface

Visit www.microchip.com/ethernet today!

www.microchip.com/ethernet
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Prices Exclude Vat @17½%.
UK Carriage £2.50 (less than 1kg)

£5.50 greater than 1kg or >£30
Cheques / Postal orders payable to

ESR Electronic Components.
PLEASE ADD CARRIAGE & VAT TO ALL ORDERS

www.esr.co.uk

Station Road
Cullercoats
Tyne & Wear
NE30 4PQ

Tel: 0191 2514363
Fax: 0191 2522296
sales@esr.co.uk

PCB Production - Development
0.1” Copper Stripboard
Size Tracks/Holes
25 x 64mm 9T / 25H £0.24
64 x 95mm 24T / 37H £0.87
95 × 127mm 36T / 50H £1.41
95 × 432mm 36T / 170H £4.39
100 × 100mm 39T / 38H £1.40
100 × 500mm 39T / 199H £6.20
119 × 455mm 46T / 179H £5.40
Stripboard track cutter £1.99

Solderless Breadboard
Tie Points & Size Power Rails
390 81 x 60mm 2 £2.75
840 175 x 67mm 2 £4.86
740 175 x 55mm 1 £4.03
640 175 x 42mm 0 £3.08
Many other sizes available,
also jump wires & matrix board.

PCB Production - Drafting Materials
A4 Artwork Film (per 10 sheets)
Clear Manual Film £1.20
Clear Laser Film £1.75
White HQ Laser Film £4.62
Etch Resist Pens
“Dalo” Pen £3.36
“Staedtler” Fine Pen £0.96
Etch Resist Transfers
Seno mixed DIL pads £2.24
Seno mixed Rnd pads £2.24
Alfac mixed pads £1.84
Transfer Spatular £1.25

We carry the full range of Seno & Alfac PCB transfers,
see our catalogue for full details.

Soldering Irons
We carry in stock a wide range of soldering iron and
soldering accessories. Irons from 12 to 100 Watts.
20W 240V Basic £3.74
25W 240V Ceramic £7.14
30W 240V Basic £4.68

Desolder Pumps
Basic 165 x 18mmØ £2.85
Antistatic 195mm £3.92
Antex Mini 198mm £6.02
Antex Pro 210mm £10.26

Digital Multimeter
Model: 121-120
Price: £11.47
A highly featured digital
multitester for professional
use. Offers 30 ranges and 8
functions including temper-
ature, capacitance, diode,
continuity and hFE measure-
ment. Large 3.5 digit LCD
display with automatic po-
larity indicator. Supplied
with shrouded test leads, K
type temperature probe and
shock proof rubber holster.

Technical Specifications
DC voltage 200mV - 1000V
(±0.5%)
AC volts 2V - 700V (±0.8%)
DC current 2mA - 20A (±1.2%)
AC current 200mA - 20A
(±1.8%)
Resistance 200 Ohms - 20M
Ohms (±0.8%)
Capacitance 2000pF - 20µF (±2.5%)
Temperature 0°C - 1000°C (±1.5%)
Frequency 20kHz (±1%)
Max display 1999
Power supply 9V (PP3 battery)
Dimensions 88 x 173 x 40 mm

PCB Production - Processing Equipment
We carry a large range of the photographic & chemical
processing equipment for PCB production, a full list with
full technical specifications is available in our catalogue
or vist our web site.
UV Exposure units
2 x 8W Tubes, 6 min timer
229 x 159mm working area
Model 332-002 £98.75
4 x 15W Tubes, 7½ min timer
330 x 260mm working area
Model 332-004 £209.48
Chemical Processing
Low cost plastic tray £2.30
Process tanks feature electrically
operated pumps and/or heaters
with thermostat control, suitable
for boards upto 320 x 260mm.
Universal Tank with heater
Model 333-007 £169.58
Bubble etch Tank with heater
& bubble pump.
Model 333-004 £208.48 Any of these items, carriage £5.50

PCB Production - Tools
Drill Bits
HSS parallel shank bits available in sizes from 0.3mm to
2.0mm
0.3-0.95mm in 0.05mm steps £0.60ea £4.00/10
1.0-2.0mm in 0.1mm steps £0.40ea £3.60/10

HSS Reduced shank (2.35mm) bit available in sizes from
0.6mm to 1.7mm in 0.1mm steps £0.84ea £7.60/10

Reground Tungsten carbide reduced shank available in
sizes from 0.6 to 1.6mm in 0.1mm steps £1.90

Drilling Machines
Expo Reliant 12V drill, 3.8mm capacity, 8400rpm £12.78
Expo Zircon 12V drill, 3.8mm capacity, 11900rpm £14.20

Minicraft MX1 230V, 8000 - 21000rpm with
chuck & collet. Model EPE270-390
Normal price £48.51

SPECIAL PRICE
£31.02

Servisol Products
Aerosols
200ml Switch Cleaner £2.30
200ml Freezer £4.39
400ml Foam Cleanser £2.13
400ml Cleaner / lubricant £2.79
75ml Vide Head Cleaner £1.94
200ml Aero Klene £3.33
200ml Aero Duster £5.13
250ml Cold Clean £3.14
200ml Label remover £3.52
400ml Isopropyl alcohol £3.42
Tubes
10g Heatsink Compound £1.66
25g Heatsink Compound £2.60
50g Silicone grease £3.16

Bench Power Supplies
A range of single output regulated bench power sup-
plies with variable voltage & current limiting. Features:
Short circuit and “Foldback” overload protection, Metal
case with on/off switch, outputs via Red, Black & Green
(Earth) 4mm shrouded sockets.

Model: 461-550 0-30V0-3A £70.88
Model: 461-552 0-50V 0-3A £81.00
Model: 461-554 0-30V 0-10A £135.00

Panel Meters
High quality analogue panel meters, class 2, zero point
correction, mirror scale and prewired for panel illumi-
nation. Meter size 46 x 60mm, Cutout size: 38mmØ.
Range Int
0-50uA 6k5 All meters £5.89 each
0-100uA 1k0 6V Lamps £1.23 /pair
0-500uA 430
0-1mA 200
0-10mA 2 6
0-50mA 1 2
0-100mA 0 65
0-1A 60m
0-3A 20m
0-5A 12m
0-15A 4m
0-10V 10k
0-15V 15k
0-30V 30k
±50uA 1k9

PCB Production - Laminates
Copper clad - paper
Single sided low cost paper composite board
100 × 160mm Board £0.54
100 × 220mm Board £0.62
160 x 233mm Board £1.02
220 x 233mm Board £1.40
8“ x 12” Board £1.96
Copper clad - glass fibre
Single & Double 1.6mm 305g/m²
100 × 160mm Single £1.06
100 × 220mm Single £1.49
160 x 233mm Single £2.29
220 x 233mm Single £2.88
8“ x 12” Single £3.98
100 × 160mm Double £1.09
100 × 220mm Double £1.25
160 x 233mm Double £2.30
220 x 233mm Double £2.90
8“ x 12” Double £4.05
Photoresist Coated
1.6mm 35 micron Pre-coated with a high quality photo-
resist layer. Available in low cost paper composite or
Glass fibre, Single & Double sided. Other sizes also
available.

Paper Glass Fibre
Size Single Double Single Double
4 × 6” £1.47 £1.82 £1.89 £2.17
6 x 12” £4.20 £5.04 £5.60 £6.23
9 x 12” £6.30 £7.70 £8.40 £9.38
10 x 12” £8.19 £10.01 £10.78 £11.83
12 x 12” £8.26 £10.08 £10.99 £12.25
100 x 160mm £2.38 £2.66
203 x 114mm £3.01 £3.43
220 x 100mm £3.08 £3.71
233 x 160mm £4.83 £5.32
233 x 220mm £6.83 £7.70

PCB Production - Chemicals
100ml Aerosol Photoresist spray, covers 2m² £4.62
50g Powder developer, makes 1lt £1.09
500g Powder developer, makes 10lt £7.08
250g Ferric Chloride Pellets, makes 500ml £1.68
500g Ferric Chloride Pellets, makes 1lt £3.04
2.5kg Ferric Chloride Pellets, makes 5lt £9.84
1.1kg Clear Fine etch crystals, makes 5lt £17.58
90g Tin Plating Powder, makes 1lt £11.58
200ml Aerosol Flux spray £3.41
110ml Aerosol PCB Laquer spray £3.54

Magnifying Desk Lamp
A high quality scratch resistant
magnifying glass fitted to a bal-
anced swivel arm and desk
mount. An integral flourescent
tube provides illumination.
Magnification: 3x Lens: 120mmØ
Tube: 22W Daylight simulation.

Model: 028-205 £28.80

Tools - Ratchet Crimping Pliers
High quality ratchet crimping pliers for various terminals
including Automotive, Data, Power and Data connections.
Red / Blue / Yellow £15.80
BNC /TNC RF series £15.08
RJ11/12 Data Series £22.32
RJ45 Data Series £20.43
RJ11/12 & 45 Series £11.83
CK® Tools Crimp Pliers
Green/Red/Blue £24.38
Red/Blue/Yellow £22.88
0.24-2.5mm² crimps £26.01
0.5-6.0mm² crimps £26.01
Non insulated crimps £24.38

Tools - Cutters & Strippers
We carry a wide range of specialist tools for the elec-
tronics industry including:
Side Cutters
130mm Low cost £1.99
115mm Draper £2.38
115mm Box Jointed £4.26
145mm Long reach £3.40
Wire Strippers
130mm Low cost £2.30
150mm Draper 5mmØ £5.86

Cable - Ribbon
7/0.127mm Grey ribbon cable on a 0.05” 1.27mm pitch
with a red identifying stripe. Supplied by 305mm (1ft) or
on full 30.5m (100ft) reels.
Size per 305mm per Reel
10 Way £0.10 £5.80
14 Way £0.14 £7.50
16 Way £0.16 £8.58
20 Way £0.20 £10.72
26 Way £0.26 £13.94
34 Way £0.34 £18.22
40 Way £0.40 £21.44
50 Way £0.50 £26.80
60 Way £0.64 £33.92
IDC Crimp tool £10.60

CAT5e Networking
UTP Cable
Conforms to CAT5E
100MHz standard,
ETA verified TIA/EIA 568-B.2

305m Box £45.31
100m Reel £22.28
exc carriage.

RJ45 Outlet Kit
Backing Box
2 Gang Plate
RJ45 Module
Blank Module
Coloured id inserts.
£2.99ea £2.42 (10+)

Tools
Plastic punch down tool
& cable stripper £1.40
Professional punch down
IDC & trim tool £7.38
Outlets
CAT5e Outlet Module £1.70
1Gang Plate (2 Mods) £0.50
2 Gang Plate (4 Mods) £0.75
½ Module Blank £0.25
1 Module Blank £0.35
2 Module Blank £0.45
Other keystone outlets, switches & accessories avail-
able. Patch & Cross-over leads from £0.50

Soldering Station
A 48W adjustable temperature
soldering station with a rotary di-
al, LED Temperature metering, on-
off switch, iron holder and tip clean-
ing sponge. This station features ac-
curate heat sensing for instant
compensation & stable tempera-
tures. Adjustable temperature
range of 150 - 420°C, Low volt-
age iron with Silicone cable.
Supply: 240V, Iron: 24V 48W

Model 167-540 £41.66

Soldering Station
A 48W adjustable temperature
soldering station with a rotary di-
al, Digital Temperature Indication,
on-off switch, iron holder and tip
cleaning sponge. This station fea-
tures accurate heat sensing for
instant compensation & stable
temperatures. Adjustable tem-
perature range of 150 - 480°C,
Low voltage iron with Silicone
cable.
Supply: 240V, Iron: 24V 48W

Model 167-570 £55.61

Now available online
Our large range of Tools by

0607

Sound & Lighting
equipment for the Entertainment Industry

New
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READERS’TECHNICAL ENQUIRIES
E-mail: techdept@epemag.wimborne.co.uk
We are unable to offer any advice on the use,
purchase, repair or modification of commercial
equipment or the incorporation or modification
of designs published in the magazine. We
regret that we cannot provide data or answer
queries on articles or projects that are more
than five years’ old. Letters requiring a personal
reply must be accompanied by a stamped
self-addressed envelope or a self-
addressed envelope and international reply
coupons. We are not able to answer techni-
cal queries on the phone.

PROJECTS AND CIRCUITS
All reasonable precautions are taken to ensure
that the advice and data given to readers is reli-
able. We cannot, however, guarantee it and we
cannot accept legal responsibility for it.
A number of projects and circuits published in
EPE employ voltages that can be lethal. You
should not build, test, modify or renovate
any item of mains-powered equipment
unless you fully understand the safety
aspects involved and you use an RCD
adaptor.

COMPONENT SUPPLIES
We do not supply electronic components or
kits for building the projects featured, these
can be supplied by advertisers.
We advise readers to check that all parts are
still available before commencing any pro-
ject in a back-dated issue.

ADVERTISEMENTS
Although the proprietors and staff of
EVERYDAY PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS take
reasonable precautions to protect the interests
of readers by ensuring as far as practicable that
advertisements are bona fide, the magazine
and its publishers cannot give any undertak-
ings in respect of statements or claims made
by advertisers, whether these advertisements
are printed as part of the magazine, or in
inserts.
The Publishers regret that under no circum-
stances will the magazine accept liability for
non-receipt of goods ordered, or for late
delivery, or for faults in manufacture.

TRANSMITTERS/BUGS/TELEPHONE
EQUIPMENT
We advise readers that certain items of radio
transmitting and telephone equipment which
may be advertised in our pages cannot be
legally used in the UK. Readers should check
the law before buying any transmitting or
telephone equipment, as a fine, confiscation of
equipment and/or imprisonment can result
from illegal use or ownership. The laws vary
from country to country; readers should check
local laws.

AVAILABILITY
Copies of EPE are available on subscription
anywhere in the world (see opposite) and from
all UK newsagents (distributed by SEYMOUR).
EPE can also be purchased from retail magazine
outlets around the world. An Internet on-line ver-
sion can be purchased and downloaded for just
$18.99US (approx £9.50) per year, available
from www.epemag.com

SUBSCRIPTIONS
Subscriptions for delivery direct to any address in the
UK: 6 months £18.75, 12 months £35.50, two years
£66; Overseas: 6 months £21.75 standard air service or
£30.75 express airmail, 12 months £41.50 standard air
service or £59.50 express airmail, 24 months £78 stan-
dard air service or £114 express airmail. To subscribe
from the USA or Canada call Express Mag toll free on
1877-363-1310
Online subscriptions, for downloading the magazine via
the Internet, $18.99US (approx £9.50) for one year
available from www.epemag.com.
Cheques or bank drafts (in £ sterling only) payable to
Everyday Practical Electronics and sent to EPE Subs. Dept.,
Wimborne Publishing Ltd. Sequoia House, 398a Ringwood
Road, Ferndown, Dorset BH22 9AU. Tel: 01202 873872. Fax:
01202 874562. Email: subs@epemag.wimborne.co.uk. Also
via the Web at: http://www.epemag.wimborne.co.uk.
Subscriptions start with the next available issue. We accept
MasterCard, Amex, Diners Club, Maestro or Visa. (For past
issues see the Back Issues page.)
BINDERS
Binders to hold one volume (12 issues) are available
from the above address. These are finished in blue
PVC., printed with the magazine logo in gold on the
spine. Price £7.95 plus £3.50 p&p (for overseas readers
the postage is £6.00 to everywhere except Australia
and Papua New Guinea which cost £10.50). Normally
sent within seven days, but please allow 28 days for
delivery – more for overseas.
Payment in £ sterling only please. Visa, Amex, Diners
Club, Maestro and MasterCard accepted. Send, fax or
phone your card number, card expiry date and card
security code (the last 3 digits on or just under the sig-
nature strip), with your name, address etc. Or order on
our secure server via our UK web site. Overseas cus-
tomers – your credit card will be charged by the card
provider in your local currency at the existing
exchange rate.
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Saving the planet...
This month we present the Standby Power Saver. With much noise (hot air!)

being generated about the cost to the environment of carbon emissions this is a
topical subject. If we all turned off all of our appliances, instead of leaving them
on standby, the power saved would be around 1TWh (one terrawatt hour – that is
1 with 12 zeros or 1012) annually. With our fossil fuels running out it is a very
significant saving. Of course, the Power Saver uses energy and its construction
also uses energy, so we could never save the whole 1TWh, but every little helps!

The other area raising interesting arguments on power saving is the use of com-
pact flourescent lamps (CFLs) and various views on this have been aired in EPE
over the last few months; the subject is addressed again this month in our
Banning The Bulb article.

...or not!
I personally do not believe that the carbon emissions we generate are having

any effect on the environment. A number of scientific studies do not support the
global warming bandwaggon – it may be getting warmer, but not because we take
plane flights or run our cars, or turn on our TVs etc.

As John Becker shows in the Standby Power Saver article, the ‘standby’
electricity consumption in a year is equivalent to 1.4 million long haul flights, so
maybe we should be protesting the equipment manufacturers and the government
to legislate against ‘standby’ in its present form, rather than protesting airport
expansion. Global travel is never going to go away, but we can easily do some-
thing to save electrical energy, as our project demonstrates.

As a matter of fact, the emissions from the cattle we breed for milk and beef do
far more ‘harm’ than travel. Livestock are responsible for around 18 percent of
‘greenhouse gasses’ – more than all forms of travel put together, so maybe we
should all become vegans!

TTHHEE  UUKK’’ss  NNoo..11  MMAAGGAAZZIINNEE FFOORR  EELLEECCTTRROONNIICCSS  TTEECCHHNNOOLLOOGGYY  &&  CCOOMMPPUUTTEERR  PPRROOJJEECCTTSS



Printing Without Wires
Has the security problem been cracked? Barry Fox examines the question.

NNeewwss  ..  ..  .. A roundup of the latest
Everyday News from the world

of electronics

Pico Technology have just added a set
of advanced trigger types to the
PicoScope 5000 series of scopes to
make it easier to trigger on complex
waveforms.

The PicoScope 5000 series PC
Oscilloscopes are Pico’s top-performing
scopes, with the world’s fastest real-
time sampling rate, for a USB PC scope,

of 1GS/s. This, together with a probe-tip
bandwidth of 250MHz, makes them
ideal for use with high-speed analogue
and digital signals. The scope’s huge
memory buffer – either 32M or 128M
samples depending on the version –
ensures that the high sampling rate can
be used on a wide range of timebases
without losing detail.

The new advanced trigger types are
part of a continuing programme of
upgrades for the PicoScope 5000
series scopes, which has recently seen
the addition of an auto-setup com-
mand and a new spectrum view. The
new trigger types are dual-edge, win-
dow, pulse-width, drop-out, interval
and logic triggering. Window trigger-
ing detects when signals go into or
out of a given range, so is useful for
finding overvoltages. Pulse-width
triggering can recognise short or long
pulses, so it helps you find glitches
and timing violations. 

The drop-out trigger finds the moment
when a repetitive signal, such as a clock,
goes dead. Interval triggering detects
when two successive clock edges fail to
meet a timing condition. Finally, logic
triggering lets you trigger on practically
any combination of up to four input lev-
els or voltage windows.

If you’re troubleshooting digital
signals, you will be able to use these
new trigger types to obtain a stable
display of complex digital wave-
forms, such as serial data streams
and control signals. The PicoScope
5000 series scopes are ideal instru-
ments for digital troubleshooting
because of their high sampling rate
and large buffer size, which when
used together allow you to capture
long-duration snapshots with high
time resolution.

The latest PicoScope 6 upgrade with
advanced triggering is available now for
download, free of charge, from the Pico
Technology website at www.picotech
.com. Call Pico on +44 (0) 1480 396
395 for more details.

Printing without wires is not as easy
as it sounds. The system must ensure
privacy for document printing and no
risk of someone in the street or next
door eavesdropping data or hijacking
the printer, accidentally or malicious-
ly, to waste paper and ink by printing
hundreds of pages. 

Bluetooth is reasonably secure
because the signal is weak and does
not leak through walls. But this makes
it well nigh useless for home or office
wireless networking. 

WiFi to the IEEE 802.11 family of
standards uses much stronger signals
which reach several hundred metres,
and through some walls. But WiFi is
notoriously insecure unless the
owner sets WEP or WPA password

keys on all networked equipment.
Firewalls, antivirus and anti-spyware
protection can then block communi-
cation unless correctly set up. So
many people still use WiFi without
security. 

Lexmark claims to have cracked the
problem of security with simplicity in
a new range of seven printers, all with
built-in WiFi. Set-up is by a Lexmark
software CD which is run on the PC
while connected to the printer by USB
cable. The PC sends password instruc-
tions down the cable to the printer,
which stores the instructions in non-
volatile memory. The USB cable can
then be disconnected and the PC and
printer thereafter communicate secure-
ly by WiFi.
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So the long-reach signals cannot be
intercepted by a third party. Surprisingly,
the new printers cannot be connected by
WiFi to one of the new generation of
WiFi cameras. Nor do they have built-in
Bluetooth for wireless connection to a
camera phone. 

To print pictures from a camera, the
owner must resort to the traditional tech-
niques of connecting the printer to a PC
by USB cables, or using the PictBridge
standard for connecting the printer direct
to a camera by USB cable, or taking the
memory card from a camera and slotting
it into the printer’s card reader.

Lexmark was unable to say whether a
future firmware upgrade will be avail-
able to let the new printers connect wire-
lessly to a WiFi camera. 

Pico Trigger Power



Robotics Research
Fosters Wales and

French Connection
Robots that are programmed to explore

underwater and send images to the sur-
face were among the research projects
tackled by students from France who have
spent four months working closely with
lecturers at the University of Wales,
Newport.

The four students, from Ecole
Nationales Superieure de Mecanique et
des Microtechniques (L’ENSMM) in
Besancon in Eastern France, came to
Wales to work on a series of ongoing
projects at the Mechatronics Research
Centre in the University’s Departments of
Computing and Engineering.

“It was a pleasure to welcome these
overseas students, whose work on a num-
ber of diverse robotics-based projects will
enable us to continue our research by
providing us with the hardware and soft-
ware to try new control systems and arti-
ficial intelligence algorithms,” said com-
puting lecturer Dr Christopher Tubb.

“The students came here on the
SOCRATES programme which supports
European cooperation in key areas,
including new technologies. They have
been working with the Department of
Computing on projects that make up the
final year module element of the universi-
ty’s degree programme and also meet the
requirements of their programme of study,
which involves an internship with an
industrial partner.

“One of the students, Antoine Faucher,
carried out work on a new project we are
looking at, possibly in conjunction with
the local authority, which involves

Human Power Vehicles (HPVs). The local
authority is interested both from a recy-
cling and an in town without the car per-
spective, as we will probably be using old
bikes and other recycled material. This
project is linked to the idea that within an
urban environment the use of human pow-
ered vehicles can provide personal trans-
port in a clean, quiet and safe manner”.

For further information browse
www3.newport.ac.uklnews/displayStory.
aspx?story_id=163.

MERG’s 40th Anniversary
The Model Electronic Railway Group

(MERG) is celebrating its 40th
anniversary. Its Summer Journal just
received reflects this.

As usual, the Journal reports the
activities of the various groups around
the southern UK. Features focus on
model railways in general, including a
PIC-based design for reading track
occupancy into a PC, complete with the
ASM code. Other electronic add-ons
are discussed as well. It’s good to see
that matters relating to DCC controllers
are coming more to the fore in the UK.

The Group also report that they have
over 900 members and new ones are
joining at the rate of 15 per month.
They believe that this is due to the huge
interest in DCC and the large reservoir
of resources the Group is able to offer
modellers.

To find out more about MERG, con-
tact the Membership Secretary, Brian
Martin, 40 Compton Avenue, Poole,
Dorset BH14 8PY. Tel: 01202 701930.
Email: memsec@merg.info.

TV SURGERY BOOKINGS
The Science Photo Library tell us

that it is now posssible to book a doc-
tor’s appointment in the UK through
your digital TV. More than 1100 doc-
tor’s surgeries across the UK are
offering booking and cancellation
services through a TV, after a two-
year pilot study showed that the
method reduced the number of missed
appointments, saving time for GPs
and support staff.

The system is planned to expand in
the near future, with the ability to
order repeat prescriptions being
added. The service is available
through an interactive button on a dig-
ital TV remote control.

The Science Photo Library is at 327-
329 Harrow Road, London W9 2RB.
Tel: 020 7422 1100. Web: www.scien
cephoto.com.

EOCS Magazine
We have been sent the latest quarter-

ly issue of the magazine of the
Electronic Organ Constructors Society
(EOCS). Just one item that it’s interest-
ing to highlight here is an article on
copying and restoring recording tapes.
This news writer recently tried to buy
some more quarter inch recording tape,
and failed. Few shops knew what was
wanted. None had product. This article
relates to copying tapes to CD.

If you are interested in constructing
electronic organs and related items,
browse www.eocs.org.uk, or contact
Ron Coates, Treasurer/Secretary
EOCS, 2 Boxhill Way, Seaford, Sussex
BN25 3QB. Tel: 01323 894909.
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Microchip Launches
Semiconductor Wiki
Microchip has announced ICwiki – a

website that enables engineers to col-
laborate and share information related
to semiconductor products, applications
and best practices. Using Wiki technol-
ogy, participants can change content on
the site and participate in web logging
(‘blogging’), voting and messaging.
ICWiki is available in several different
languages, including English, Chinese,
Japanese, French, German, Italian,
Portuguese, Russian and Spanish.

Following recent trends toward online
social networking, ICwiki was designed
to help engineers share knowledge about
designs and applications, as well as help-
ing university students gain access to
knowledge that can help bridge their
transition from academia to industry. 

Participants can work together in either
public or private blogs via the site’s Group
Decision Support Systems (GDSS) fea-
ture. Subject areas on the new Wiki include
particular market areas such as automotive,
home appliances and robotics; functional
topics such as algorithms, oscillators, PCB
layout best practices and signal condition-
ing; and product topics such as microcon-
trollers, Digital Signal Controllers (DSCs),
analogue and memory products.

The new ICwiki, while promoting
links between academia and industry,
also forms an important part of the
‘University of Microchip’. This is
Microchip’s education and training pro-
gram, not only supporting universities
all around the world, but also encom-

passing training provision in Regional
Training Centres (RTCs) worldwide, at
Microchip’s MASTERs conferences and
in online Design Centers.

For further information, visit
Microchip’s Web site at (www. microchip
.com/ICwiki).



T
oday’s prodigious consumption of
electricity is unsustainable. But own-
ers of tellies, washing machines and

dishwashers are not minded to trade these for
board games, tubs with hand mangles and
washing-up brushes. Big problem? Yes.
Inevitable? Not necessarily.

Right now everyone is contemplating the
incredibly high cost of replacing traditional
power stations with nuclear, windpower or
wavepower systems. All of these have prac-
tical and environmental drawbacks ranging
from minor to severe.

Radical rethink
Frequently received wisdom is wrong. So-

called ‘eco bulbs’ (CFLs or compact fluores-
cent lamps) are totally un-ecological, as I
explained last month. And there’s a growing
number of radical scientists who consider
today’s method of electrical power genera-
tion and distribution totally out-of-date.

Today, we generate electricity centrally
and distribute it to consumers down long
cables. It made perfect sense 50 years ago,
but does the method still stack up? Does it
make sense in a world starved of fossil fuel
resources for generating that power?

Not according to energy analyst Walt
Paterson, whose new book, Keeping The
Lights On: Towards Sustainable Electricity,
discusses how to deliver a genuinely sustain-
able electricity system for the future. 

The self-professed troublemaker trained
as a nuclear physicist and has spent the rest
of his life teaching, writing and acting as a
consultant. Now he proposes an entirely  dif-
ferent way to think about energy, what we
want from it and how we get it.

In his view, we can still enjoy the benefits
of having electricity on tap; the only thing is
that we’ll produce it locally instead of cen-
trally. This will require major investment but
if this is the cheapest way of ‘keeping the
lights on’, then it certainly deserves consid-
eration. At the same time it opens the door to
vast opportunities for designers and manu-
facturers to supply the electronic systems for
supporting the new paradigm.

Paterson’s patter
According to Walt Paterson, “Traditional

electricity is a century old, obsolete and
overdue for improvement. But we keep get-
ting it wrong. The decisions that govern-
ments and companies are taking now are
making matters worse, missing opportunities
all over the world.”

But although innovative technologies,
novel finance models and greener business
ethics all simplify the route towards sustain-
able electricity services, the evolution is
much too slow. Too many governments, too
many companies, too many people cling

stubbornly to out-of-date assumptions and
mindsets, argues Paterson.

So what does he advocate? In a nutshell,
the decentralisation of power generation. A
very substantial amount of the electricity
used in homes and offices worldwide is used
to keep the ambient temperature more agree-
able. Better thermal insulation and ventila-
tion would eliminate much of the energy cur-
rently used in poorly designed buildings.
Installing this in existing buildings is expen-
sive but would cost far less if designed into
all new buildings.

We also waste a lot of power on lights left
on unnecessarily; simple time switches
linked to motion detectors can switch off
unneeded lights in factories and offices.
These switches are available now but the
cost of buying and retro-fitting them in exist-
ing buildings is a serious disincentive.
Making them compulsory in new structures
would open new mass markets, bringing
down unit prices and guaranteeing reduced
electricity bills.

Wrong model
The measures just described would reduce

the amount of power used, as would greater
use of more efficient (LED-based) light
sources. Nevertheless, they are only pallia-
tives and do not address the root cause of our
waste of electricity – producing more than
we need. 

Unlike other public utilities such as water
or gas, mains electricity cannot be stored. It
has to be generated at the time it is used. The
system, explains Paterson, therefore needs to
have enough generation capacity available to
meet the maximum load on the system. For
most of the day, however, this generation
operates below its maximum output or else
stands idle. 

To match the quantity of power generated
to people’s needs we can do this far more
accurately on a small-scale decentralised
basis, either locally for small groups of con-
sumers or on-site per building or group of
properties. Gas engines are feasible as are
microturbines and solid-state inverters sup-
plied by banks of batteries charged by solar
cells and wind turbines. Stirling engines and
fuel cells will be commercially more attrac-
tive too. “But such local generation still faces
stubborn opposition in some quarters”,
remarks Paterson with obvious regret.

Dreams into reality
Early moves in this direction are already

looking promising. A textbook scheme of
this kind is working in Woking (Surrey),
where the local authority installed the first
sustainable community energy system of its
type in the world. The technical description
is combined heat and power (CHP) 

co-generation, in which the heat produced in
generating electricity is captured to produce
hot water and central heating, unlike conven-
tional power stations, which lose heat from
electricity generation to the atmosphere.

Phase 1 of Woking’s sustainable com-
munity energy network serves the Civic
Offices, the Victoria Way Car Park (where
the CHP station is located), two hotels, a
conference and events centre and other
premises. Surplus power is exported to
other local buildings and sheltered hous-
ing. Woking is also the location of the
UK’s first combined residential photo-
voltaic/CHP project, where the integrated
photovoltaics (solar cell) roof and CHP
system have the potential to achieve 100%
sustainability in electricity.

Woking is undoubtedly a world leader in
sustainable energy use. The town has the
UK’s most energy-efficient public sector
building stock, while the council offers pri-
vate householders a condensing boiler for
the same price as a conventional boiler.
Nearly 10 per cent of Britain’s solar photo-
voltaics are installed in Woking. 

Further small-scale CHP plants, in which
electronics have a vital control function, are
being rolled out without fuss or commotion
all over the country now. These so-called
‘micro CHP’ systems are being installed in a
growing number of new residential develop-
ments by local authorities and housing asso-
ciations, supplying affordable and constant,
low-cost hot water, heating and electricity,
and reduces emissions of carbon dioxide. 

A typical system is the one supplied by
specialist supplier EC Power Ltd at the
Abbeyfields sheltered housing scheme in
Faversham, Kent, which the company esti-
mates will reduce Swale Housing
Association’s carbon dioxide output by
12,000kg per year. 

Fantastic prospect?
Is this fantastic news for those worried

about the planet – or simply fantasy? It’s far
too soon to determine but supporters of this
approach are putting up powerful arguments.
Walt Paterson is under no illusions and the
last word goes to him.

“Sustainability can only emerge gradually,
in electricity as in every other aspect. Minds,
however, can change rapidly. If people stop
taking the existing structure of electricity for
granted, begin to examine and question it,
and come to feel that an alternative structure
would be preferable, this change of mind will
have a fundamental effect on decisions taken
from then on. If decisions are made not by
some central authority but by a wide range of
participants with varied interests, who see
electricity differently, the effect may be
untidy but dramatic.”
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Keeping The Lights On

The chaos predicted by doomsayers for when fossil fuel resources run out is not
inevitable. The radically new approach to power generation that we’ll need may

exist already. Mark Nelson examines an idea that defies received wisdom.
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We carry a wide range of robot kits from BEAM to 
full combat and includes 
the very popular Robonova 
biped walker.  Kits range 
in price from £16.95 to 
£689.05 built by enthusi-
asts & school pupils from 
all over the UK.  Many are 
programmable via a PC, 
RC or 
autono-
mous.  
Full 
details 
of these 

and lots more 
can be found on 
our website.

Zinc Chloride, Alkaline, NiMH, 
NiCD & Sealed Lead Acid
batteries.  We carry battery 
packs for racing & radio control.  
We also manufacture the NiCD 
Bot-Pack+, a high performance 
custom made pack with forced 
cooling options for the most 
demanding applications.

Sample pricing:
•GP AA Greencell £0.79 / pk4

•GP AA Greencell £0.13 / cell in trade boxes of 320 
(ideal for schools)

•GP AA Ultra Alkaline £1.20 / pk4
•GP AA NiMH 1300mAh £3.95 / pk4

•Racing packs from £11.95
•12V 2.2Ah to 44Ah SLA from £6.99

Batteries

Power Supplies / Chargers
Power supplies fixed and 
variable voltage to 15V 
40A.  Chargers for NiCD, 
NiMH, LiPo & SLA batteries 
to 12V 20A. 

13.8V 20A power
supply with Amps 

display £43.87

Sample pricing:
•GP AA charger with 2 off 1300mAh cells £5.45

13.8V 20A Power Supply from £34.12

Motors
Probably the best range 
of DC model motors in the 
UK.  From under 0.5W 
to 1000W, 1.5 to 36V.  
Geared motors from 0.3W 
to 800W.  Ideal for most 
model engineering applica-
tions especially robotics.
Planetary geared motors 
from just 1.2g to our top 
of the range 750W (that’s 
1HP) weighing in at 6.35kg.

As well as motors, we 
have wheels, axles & 
bearings to help complete your project.

Sample pricing:
Visit our website to see over 140 models of motor

•12V 150W Motor £17.95
•Geared motors from £4.70

•750W 36V geared motors from £90.95

Visit our website to see over 2,000 products 
to order on-line.  Need advice?, we offer full 

technical support via our FAQ forum. 

Technobots Ltd
The Old Grain Store

Rear of 62 Rumbridge Street
Totton, Hampshire, SO40 9DS

Tel: 023 8086 3120   Fax 023 8086 1534
Lines open Mon - Thur 0900 to 1330

Motor Speed Controllers

Technobots.co.uk
Robotics, Models and
Technology Supplies

All prices include VAT

Established in 2001, Technobots Ltd supply 
a wide range of electronics and engineering 

products to the hobby market, schools,
Colleges & Universities.

DC motor speed controllers 
from 1A to 300A.  Various 
interfacing options 
including RC, I2C, serial & 

analogue voltage.  Relay 
reversing and fully solid 
state H-bridge, single and 
dual channel varients.

Sample pricing:
•Dual 1A motor controller £17.09

•10A motor controller kits from £19.87 
•75A controllers from £87.50

Radio Control
A wide range of radio 
control products including 
transmitters, receivers, 
servos, gyros, crystals, 
interfaces, leads etc.

Sample pricing:
•4-Channel 40MHz FM 
transmitter / receiver / 
crystals from £34.95

Microcontrollers
The ‘PICAXE’ range 
of programmable 
microcontrollers.  Write in 
BASIC or Flowchart and 
download straight into 
the microcontroller, so no 

expensive programmers are required.  The 8 pin 
version provides 5 i/o pins (1 analogue input). The 
18 pin version provides 8 outputs and 5 inputs (3 
of the inputs have analogue capabilities). The 28-
pin version provides 9-17 outputs, 0-12 inputs and 
0-4 separate analogue inputs. 

Sample pricing:
•8 pin starter kit including software, lead, battery 

holder, PCB & components for £9.94
•28 pin version pictured above £21.74

Robot Kits

Mechanical & Hardware
We carry a wide range of 
mechanical products many 
of which are hard to find 
elsewhere.  Bearings from 
1mm to 30mm bore.  Plastic 
and steel pulleys, plastic and 

steel gears from MOD 0.5 
to MOD 2.0.  Steel chain 
sprockets in 6 & 8mm, 3/8” 
& 1/2” pitch.  Silver steel, 
EN24T steel, collets & 
shaft couplings.  Nuts and 

bolts from M2 to M12, 
springs, clips & Pins.  Wide 
range of engineering ma-
terials including aluminium 
(6082 T6 to 12mm thick), 
brass tube, rod, sheet etc.. 

Polycarbonate sheet from 1mm to 12mm thick, 
PVC sheet, polymorph etc..  Wheels from 9mm to 
250mm diameter. 

Featured Product
We believe this 
to be the lowest 
retail priced 4-
channel 40MHz 
FM radio control 
set in the UK.  
The set includes 
the transmitter, 
receiver and 
crystal pair from 
just £34.95.  
Upgrade options 
available.

Sample pricing:
•Transmitter, receiver and xtals £34.95

•As above but with a set of 8 AA batteries £35.95
or with a set of 8 AA rechargeable batteries £41.49

•Add a fast charger for an additional £11.46 

Electrical

Glass, automotive and 
maxi fuses from 1A to 
100A, fuse holders, cable 
from 0.5mm2 to 16mm2.  
Pre-stripped wire kits for 

breadboards.  Connectors from 5A to 300A, wide 
range of crimp connectors bagged in 100’s or 
in kits.  Circuit breakers 
from 3A to 30A.  Cable 
ties, tie bases, spiral wrap 
and heatshrink (1.2 to 
101.6mm diameter). 

Whilst we are 
an internet 
based 
company, we 
do have a 
shop where 
visitors are 
very welcome 
to browse.  

Please check our website 
for opening hours and if 
making a long journey, we 
suggest phoning first to 
ensure stock availability. 
If ordering on-line, 90% of 
orders dispatched within 2 
working days.
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Does the sound of a powerful V8 
instead of a boring 2-tone door-

bell appeal to you? This V8 doorbell 
really does sound like a V8 and it is 
loud as well, with an inbuilt 5-watt 
amplifier.

Not only does it sound like a 
proper V8, it also lights up an 8-LED 
‘V’ display, each time you press the 
doorbell pushbutton. In fact, you 
can have a V8-LED display at your 
front door and another on the door-
bell case.

The V8 Doorbell is housed in a plas-
tic case and is powered by a plugpack. 
For normal use, the internal 100mm 
diameter loudspeaker can be used 
and this provides a good simulation 

Is the sound of a V8 music to your ears? 
Does the roar and deep rumble of a V8 
engine raise your pulse rate? With this V8 
doorbell you can impress your friends and 
neighbours. You can have the sound of a V8 
without even starting your car. In fact, you 
don’t even need a car.

of the V8 sound, particularly if the 
loudspeaker is ‘tuned’ using a length 
of PVC pipe – more on this later. For 
more volume, you can use a larger 
loudspeaker or if you want to go the 
whole hog, connect a bigger power 
amplifier and loudspeaker.

If the V8 Doorbell does not sound 
quite how you like it, you can eas-
ily tailor the circuit to make small 
changes to the way the V8 sounds. 
Altering the software can make even 
greater changes. That way, you may be 
able to reproduce the sound of your 
favorite V8.

We even allow for simulation 
of V6 engines. Well, grudgingly, 
and there are some restrictions on 

the settings that can be used. But 
enough of puny engines; let’s get 
back to V8s.

That ‘luvverly’ V8 burble
V8s have a characteristic sound 

that makes them stand out from 
smaller engines. Each marque has 
its own ‘sound’ that distinguishes it 
from the others and much effort is 
made by the manufacturers to ensure 
that their V8 has the most appealing 
‘signature’.

The characteristic V8 sound is 
mainly determined by the way the 
exhaust system is configured. In a 
typical V8, each cylinder of the en-
gine is connected to an exhaust outlet 
pipe with four pipes merging into 
one, on each side of the engine.

Some V8s have completely separate 
left and right exhaust systems (twin 
exhausts). The lengths of pipe between 
the engine and silencer affect the way 
the sound is mixed from the two sides 
of the engine. In a single exhaust system, 
one exhaust pipe must be longer than 
the other, to reach to the one side of the 
car body. In a twin exhaust, the mixing 
happens in the air and at our ears.

B y  J O H N  C L A R K E

V8
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Block diagram
We have simulated the sound of a V8 

with the above principles in mind. The 
block diagram of Fig.1 shows how it 
is done. When the doorbell is pressed, 
the microcontroller begins to produce 
signals from eight ports to simulate 
the firing of the eight cylinders. They 
produce tones in a sequence similar to 
the firing in a real engine. Typically, 
there can be an overlap between when 
one cylinder fires and the next, so in 
effect there can be two sources of signal 
at any one time.

In this design, you can select sev-
eral overlap options and the degree 
of overlap between the cylinders will 
affect the sound of the simulated en-
gine. The overlaps that can be selected 
are a 60° overlap, a 30° overlap, zero 
overlap or a 30° gap between cylinder 
firing.

Cylinder outputs 1-4 produce their 
tones with different phasing to that 
of cylinder outputs 5-8. This is to 
simulate mixing of the left and right 
side exhausts of the engine. You can 
alter the phase from its initial 180° 
setting to any other value in steps of 
about 20°.

Cylinder outputs are mixed to-
gether in IC2b and then fed through 
a low-pass filter. This filter acts like 
a silencer in that it attenuates high 
frequency noise but allows through 
some low frequency noise. The Ac-
celerate Filter Control (Q1) and the 
Snarl Filter Control (Q2) alter the way 
the filter works. These make changes 
to the filter characteristics to allow 
more high frequency signals to pass 
during acceleration and at high RPM 
simulation.

The microcontroller’s RA2 port 
functions as a gated noise source, 
generating random noise only dur-
ing part of each cylinder’s firing 
cycle. This simulates valve, tappet, 
drive train and air inlet sounds. 
This is fed to bandpass filter IC3a 
and then mixed with the cylinder 
signal by IC3b.

Transistor Q3 provides for an 
increase in volume level at higher 
RPM, under control of a pulse width 
modulated (PWM) signal from port 
RB3 of the micro. After filtering, 
the PWM signal becomes a DC volt-
age to drive Q3. This DC voltage 
also controls a voltage controlled  

oscillator (VCO) which alters its fre-
quency depending on the input volt-
age. The VCO’s output is fed to port 
RA4 of IC1 and it therefore determines 
the effective engine RPM.

The final signal is fed to the vol-
ume control pot and amplifier IC5a. 
This is muted so that there is no 
signal until the doorbell is pressed. 
Power amplifier IC6 drives the  
loudspeaker.

Circuit details
Fig.2 shows the complete circuit. 

IC1 is a PIC16F628 microcontroller 
that produces the simulated V8 engine 
signals. IC1 operates at 20MHz, as set 
by crystal X1. 

The doorbell input at RA5 is normally 
low (0V) when switch S1 is open, since 
the 1kΩ  resistor pulls it to ground. When 
the switch is closed, the input is pulled 
to +5V. A 100nF capacitor across the 
resistor removes noise picked up by the 
doorbell wiring, while the 2.2kΩ resistor 
acts to restrict current to the RA5 input 
if there is a transient voltage spike. The 
closed switch is detected by IC1 and so 
it begins to produce the engine sound 
sequence.

IC1

Fig.1: the block diagram of the V8 Doorbell. Most of the action takes place inside the microcontroller but there’s also 
some fancy filtering and mixing to get the V8 ‘burble’ sound we want.
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The port outputs at RB0 to RB2, RA3 
and RB4 to RB7 are applied via 2.2kΩ 
resistors to op amp IC2b, connected 
as a mixer with its gain set by trimpot 
VR1. These ports also drive LEDs 1 
to 8 via 560Ω resistors to give the V8 
display. Op amp IC2a is the low-pass 
filter stage. In its normal state, this 
filter acts to sharply roll off the signal 
above 600Hz when MOSFETS Q1 and 
Q2 are both switched on.

When Q1 is switched off, its asso-
ciated 220nF capacitor is effectively 
switched out of circuit and this reduc-
es the filter’s effectiveness at rolling off 
signal levels above 185Hz. Similarly, 
when Q2 is switched off, the 100nF 
capacitor is out of circuit and the filter 
action is further reduced. 

The 1MΩ resistors tying the capaci-
tors to ground are included to maintain 
the DC voltage across these capacitors 
so that there is no DC shift in signal 
when they are switched in or out. Q1 
and Q2 are controlled by the RA1 and 
RA0 outputs of IC1 respectively. The 
10kΩ resistor and 1µF capacitor on the 
gate (G) of each MOSFET slow down 
the switch-on and switch-off rates of 
the MOSFETS to eliminate switching 
noise.

In practice, both MOSFETS are 
switched on during idle to provide 
the full effect of the filter. When the 
‘engine’ speed is increased, Q1 is 
switched off to produce the noise of 
acceleration and as RPM rises further, 
Q2 is switched off for the ‘snarl’ ef-
fect at high RPM. The low-pass filter 
output at pin 1 of IC2a is fed to op 
amp IC3b, another mixer, via a 2.2kΩ 
resistor. 

Gated noise
Gated noise from the RA2 output 

of IC1 is attenuated via a voltage di-
vider comprising a 1MΩ resistor and 
a 10kΩ resistor in series with a 10µF 
capacitor. The 10nF capacitors and 
1.2kΩ resistor form a half-T filter that 
allows a relatively narrow band of 
frequencies, centred on about 6.6kHz, 
to pass through. The 100kΩ resistor 
between pin 2 and pin 1 broadens the 
bandwidth of the filter to allow a wider 
range of frequencies to pass than if the 

resistor was not present. The output 
of IC3a is fed to mixer IC3b via a 1MΩ 
resistor. 

The output from IC3b is passed 
through a 2.2kΩ resistor and a 10µF 
DC blocking capacitor. MOSFET Q3 
shunts this signal to ground when 
conducting but has no effect on 
the signal throughput when it is 
switched off. 

Q3 is controlled via the filtered 
PWM signal from pin 9 of IC1. The 

1kΩ resistor and 10µF capacitor filter 
this 19kHz signal and the filtered DC 
voltage is applied via trimpot VR2 to 
the gate of Q3.

Op amp IC5a is a non-inverting am-
plifier with a gain of 11. It amplifies the 
signal taken from the wiper of VR3 so 
that the level is suitable for the following 
power amplifier. IC5a is biased at +5V 
so that when there is no signal, its pin 1 
output sits at 5V. This allows a large volt-
age swing before the output clips. High 

1 main PC board, code 637, avail-
able from the EPE PCB Serv-
ice, size 171mm × 105mm

1 display PC board, code 638,  
size 56 x 48mm

1 plastic utility box, 197 x 113 x 
63mm

1 12V DC 1A plugpack
1 4Ω 100mm diameter loudspeaker
1 130mm length of 100mm dia-

meter PVC tubing
1 doorbell switch (S1)
1 20MHz crystal (X1)
1 8-way right-angle pin header
1 8-way pin header
2 8-way pin header sockets
1 2-way PC-mount screw terminal 

block
1 2.5mm DC socket 
1 panel-mount RCA phono socket
1 knob to suit potentiometer
1 80mm length of 8-way rainbow 

cable
1 150mm length of 3-way rainbow 

cable
1 80mm length of hookup wire
1 80mm length of single-core 

shielded cable
1 80mm length of figure-8 light 

duty wire
1 suitable length of figure-8 door-

bell wire 
1 150mm length of 0.8mm tinned 

copper wire
4 12mm M3 tapped spacers
13 M3 x 10mm screws
5 M3 nuts  
9 PC stakes

Semiconductors
1 PIC16F628 microcontroller 

programmed with engine3.hex 
(IC1). Ready-programmed PICs 
are available from Magenta 
Electronics – see their advert

3 LM358 dual op amps (IC2, IC3, IC5)

1 7555 CMOS timer (IC4)
1 TDA1905 5W amplifier (IC6)
3 2N7000 MOSFETS (Q1-Q3)
1 BC547 NPN transistor (Q4)  
1 7805 5V regulator (REG1)
1 1N4004 1A diode (D1)
1 1N4148 switching diode (D2)
8 5mm red high intensity LEDs 

(LED1-LED8)

Capacitors
2 1000µF 16V PC electrolytic
1 470µF 16V PC electrolytic
3 100µF 16V PC electrolytic
1 47µF 16V PC electrolytic
10 10µF 16V PC electrolytic
2 2.2µF 16V PC electrolytic 
3 1µF 16V PC electrolytic
3 220nF MKT polyester
5 100nF MKT polyester
2 10nF MKT polyester
1 5.6nF MKT polyester
2 2.2nF MKT polyester
1 1nF MKT polyester
1 100pF ceramic
3 22pF ceramic

Resistors (0.25W 1%)
4 1MΩ	 2 4.7kΩ
5 100kΩ	 13 2.2kΩ
2 47kΩ	 1 1.2kΩ
1 33kΩ	 5 1kΩ
1 22kΩ	 8 560Ω
11 10kΩ	 1 100Ω
1 8.2kΩ	 1 1Ω

Potentiometers
1 1kΩ multi-turn side adjust 

screw trimpot (code 102) 
(VR1)

1 500kΩ horizontal trimpot (code 
504) (VR2)

1 10kΩ log 16mm potentiometer 
(VR3)

1 10kΩ horizontal trimpot (code 
103) (VR4)

Parts List – V8 DoorbellFig.2 (left): the complete circuit 
of the V8 Doorbell. A PIC16F628 
microcontroller (IC1) produces the 
simulated V8 engine signals. These 
signals are then processed and fed to 
audio amplifier stage IC6.
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frequency roll-off for the amplifier is set at 
around 16kHz to prevent high-frequency 
instability. Its output is coupled to power 
amplifier IC6 via a 4.7kΩ resistor and a 
10µF DC blocking capacitor.

Transistor Q4 provides muting of 
the output signal and is controlled by 
comparator IC5b and the filtered PWM 
signal from pin 9 of IC1. IC5b operates 
in the following way. When the circuit 
is quiescent (ie, not producing any V8 
sounds), the filtered PWM signal is at 5V. 
This is monitored at pin 5 of IC5b and is 
compared with the voltage set by trimpot 
VR4, fed to pin 6. VR4 is set so that pin 6 
is at about 4.7V and so pin 7 of IC5b will 
be high at around 11V. This high signal 
drives the base of Q4 which therefore 
shunts any noise signals to ground.

When the doorbell is pressed, the 
microcontroller begins to produce 
the V8 sounds and the PWM signal 
immediately drops to 4.5V and so 
pin 7 of IC5b goes low and Q4 is 
switched off. The signal at IC5a’s 
output now passes to the Line out-
put socket and to IC6, the power 
amplifier.

Power amplifier
IC6 is a TDA1905 power amplifier 

rated to produce 5W into 4Ω with a 14V 
supply. It includes thermal shutdown if 
it overheats and a very low noise output. 
For the intermittent use it gets in this 
circuit, it is ideal. Gain of the amplifier 
is set at 11 by the 100Ω and 1kΩ resistors 
connected between pin 1 and ground, 
with the feedback signal AC-coupled to 
pin 6 via a 2.2µF capacitor.

The 100µF capacitor at pin 7 pro-
vides supply ripple rejection, while 
the 47µF capacitor between pin 1 and 
pin 3 provides classic bootstrapping 
between the amplifier’s output and 
driver stages. A 1000µF capacitor 
across the 12V supply provides a re-
serve for transient power output while 
a 100nF bypass capacitor provides 
high-frequency filtering. 

IC4 is a CMOS 555 timer set up as 
a voltage controlled oscillator (VCO). 
Its output is fed to port RA4 (pin 3) of 
the microcontroller to determine the 
audible engine RPM.

Pin 5 (threshold control) is used to 
set the output frequency. When pin 
3 of IC4 is low, diode D2 discharges 
the 220nF capacitor at pins 2 and 6 
relatively quickly, via the series con-
nected 2.2kΩ resistor. When pin 3 goes 
high, the 220nF capacitor only charges 
via the 33kΩ resistor since D2 is now 
reversed-biased.

The resulting pulse waveform at pin 
3 has a relatively short low period and 
a longer high-level period; ie, a high 
duty cycle. We then vary the voltage at 
pin 5 to control the output frequency. 
When pin 5 is up around 5V, the fre-
quency is low and if pin 5 is low the 
frequency is higher.

Power for the circuit is provided by 
a 12V DC plugpack. Diode D1 prevents 
damage if the supply is connected the 
wrong way round, while the 470µF 
capacitor provides extra filtering. The 
12V supply feeds IC5 and IC6 while 
REG1, an LM7805 5V regulator, sup-
plies the rest of the circuit.

Construction
The V8 Doorbell is built onto two 

PC boards: a main board coded 637 
(171 x 105mm) and an LED display 
board coded 638 (56 x 48mm). The 
two PC boards and the 100mm diam-
eter loudspeaker are housed inside a 
plastic utility box measuring 197 x 
113 x 63mm.

Before installing any of the parts, 
check the two PC boards for any shorts 
between the copper tracks or for any 
breaks in the connections. Also check 
the hole sizes. You will need 3mm 
holes for the mounting positions in 
the four corners of the display PC 
board and for the regulator screw on 
the main PC board.

That done, begin the assembly by 
installing the links and resistors on 
the main PC board – see Fig.3. Use the 
resistor colour table as a guide to se-
lecting each resistor, then check each 
value using a digital multimeter.

Once the resistors are in, the diodes 
can be installed, taking care with their 
orientation. Follow these with IC2 to 
IC6, make sure that each IC goes in 
the correct position and is mounted 
the right way around. 

An IC socket must be used for IC1, 
the PIC. Install it now, then solder in 
the three MOSFETS (Q1 to Q3) and 
transistor Q4.

	 o	 No.  Value  4-Band Code (1%)  5-Band Code (1%)
	 o	 	 4  1MΩ  brown black green brown  brown black black yellow brown
	 o	 	 5  100kΩ  brown black yellow brown  brown black black orange brown
	 o	 	 2  47kΩ  yellow violet orange brown  yellow violet black red brown
	 o	 	 1  33kΩ  orange orange orange brown  orange orange black red brown
	 o	 	 1  22kΩ  red red orange brown  red red black red brown
	 o	 11  10kΩ  brown black orange brown  brown black black red brown
 o	 	 1 8.2kΩ	 grey red red brown grey red black brown brown	
	 o	 	 2  4.7kΩ  yellow violet red brown  yellow violet black brown brown
	 o	 13  2.2kΩ  red red red brown  red red black brown brown
	 o	 	 1  1.2kΩ  brown red red brown  brown red black brown brown
	 o	 	 5  1kΩ  brown black red brown  brown black black brown brown
	 o	 	 8  560Ω  green blue brown brown  green blue black black brown
	 o	 	 1  100Ω  brown black brown brown  brown black black black brown
	 o	 	 1  1Ω  brown black gold gold   brown black black silver brown

Table 2: Resistor Colour Codes

Table 1: Capacitor Codes

 Value  µF Code  IEC Code  EIA Code
 220nF  0.22µF   220n    224
 100nF  0.1µF   100n    104
 10nF  0.01µF    10n    103
 5.6nF  0.0056µF   5n6    563
 2.2nF  0.0022µF   2n2    222
 1nF  0.001µF    1n0    102
 100pF    NA   100p    100
 22pF    NA    22p     22
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The trimpots and capacitors can go 
in next. When installing the capaci-
tors, note that the polarised types must 
be installed with the correct polarity. 
Note also that three electrolytic capaci-
tors have to be placed on their side, so 
that there is room for the loudspeaker 
later on (see layout diagram photos).

Regulator REG1 is mounted with 
its metal tab flat against the PC board. 
This involves first bending its leads at 

right-angles so that they pass through 
their matching holes in the board. That 
done, the regulator tab is secured to 
the board using an M3 screw and nut 
and the leads soldered.

The following parts can now all be in-
stalled: the 2-way terminal block, the DC 
socket, the eight PC stakes (at the external 
wiring points shown) and the 2 × 8-way 
pin headers (the right-angle header is 
installed on the display PC board).

You will need to connect the two 
header socket shells using 8-way rain-
bow cable. This is done by stripping 
the wire ends and crimping them to 
the pins supplied. These pins are then 
slid into the header shells.

Display board assembly
The display PC board can now be 

assembled. For the time being, it’s just 
a matter of installing the resistors, the 

Fig.3 install the parts on the two PC boards as shown here. Make 
sure that you install each part in its correct location and take care 
to ensure that all polarised parts go in the right way round. Note 
that there are two 8-way pin headers on the main board. This lets 
you drive two separate display boards if required.

Reproduced by arrangement with 
SILICON CHIP magazine 2007.

www.siliconchip.com.au
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right-angle header plug and a PC stake. 
Don’t install the LEDs just yet – that 
step comes later.

Putting aside the display board for the 
moment, our next task is to prepare the 
case. This involves drilling eight holes 
in a ‘V’ pattern for the eight LEDs, plus 
four mounting holes each for the display 
board and the loudspeaker. In addition, 
you will also have to drill holes in the 
lid in front of the loudspeaker cone area, 
to allow sound to escape.

Another hole is required in the front 
panel for the volume control pot. And 
finally, two holes are required in one 
end of the base for the RCA (phono) 
output socket and the DC power plug, 
plus another hole in the opposite end 
for the doorbell switch wire entry.

The four 12mm tapped Nylon 
spacers can now be fastened to the lid 
at the display board mounting points. 
These are secured using four M3 × 
6mm screws. 

That done, slip the eight LEDs into 
their mounting holes on the PC board 
(make sure you get them the right 
way around), then secure the board 

Fig.4: you can change the sound 
produced by your V8 Doorbell by 
making the connections shown 
here and then applying power 
– see text for further details.

– set it too far clockwise and the 
sound will become very harsh. A 
lower setting will produce a cleaner 
engine sound.

Trimpot VR2 is set so that you obtain 
the required idle volume, compared to 
the ‘rev up’ volume. It’s just a matter 
of slowly adjusting this pot until the 
idle volume is suitably lower than the 
‘revved-up’ volume.

If required (ie, if you want more 
‘ooomph’), a 100mm PVC pipe joiner 
(or 120mm length of pipe) can be 
secured to the lid in front of the loud-
speaker using silicone sealant. This 
‘tuned’ pipe makes the sound more 
resonant and penetrating. If you like, 
you can try different lengths of pipe 
to vary the effect.

Note that you may need to file some 
slots in the pipe so that it clears the 
loudspeaker mounting screws.

Individual preferences
There are seven setting changes that 

can be made to IC1’s software to produce 
different sounds. This involves connect-
ing a wire and a series 1kΩ resistor be-
tween the +5V terminal (for the doorbell 
switch) and one of seven terminals on the 
8-way header pin, as shown in Fig.4.

When a connection is made to one 
of these pins during power up, the 
required software change is made 
automatically. Note, however, that it’s 
important that the +5V supply rail is 
fully discharged to 0V before powering 
up if the change is to take effect.

The unit gives a good 
V8 sound on its own 
but it’s even better 
with the tuned pipe 
installed.

to its spacers. It’s then simply a mat-
ter of pushing the LEDs through their 
respective holes in the front panel 
and then soldering their leads to their 
copper pads.

Finally, the loudspeaker and pot can 
be secured to the lid and the wiring com-
pleted as shown in Fig.3. Don’t forget to 
run the wire lead from the PC stake near 
the 8-way header on the main board to 
the PC stake on the display board.

Test and adjustment
Now for the smoke test. First, apply 

power to the circuit and check for 5V 
between pins 4 and 8 of both IC2 and 
IC3, between pins 1 and 4 of IC4 and 
between pins 5 and 14 of IC1. That 
done, check for about 12V between 
pins 4 and 8 of IC5 and pins 2 and 9 
of IC6.

If these voltages are correct, switch 
off and install IC1 in its socket. How-
ever, if there are no voltages, check 
the polarity of the DC plug on the 
plugpack. The centre pin should be 
positive.

OK, now let’s see if it actually works. 
To do this, connect the doorbell switch 
to the terminal block (using figure-8 
wire) and adjust the various trimpots 
as follows:
(1) set VR1 fully anticlockwise;
(2)  se t  VR2 and VR3 ful ly  
clockwise;
(3) set VR4 so that its wiper voltage is 
at +4.7V with respect to ground.

Now press the doorbell and slowly 
adjust multi-turn trimpot VR1 clock-
wise. The engine sound should 
start to increase in volume. The 
final setting for VR1 depends 
on personal preference 
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In fact, it’s a good idea to meas-
ure the voltage between the +5V 
terminal of REG1 and ground after 
the power is switched off, to ensure 
the power has been completely 
removed.

Note also that the resistor only has 
to be connected at power up. It can 
then be disconnected when you are 
satisfied with the new sound. The 
options available are summarised 
below:
Terminal 1: you can adjust the V8 
sound to simulate different lengths of 
exhaust pipe between the lefthand and 
righthand sides of the engine. This is 
the phasing adjustment. Phasing can 

be altered in steps of about 20°, from 
its original default of 180°.
Terminal 2: the 180° default set-
ting of the phase and the exhaust 
note frequency can be reset using 
this input (see Terminals 5 and 6 
below).
Terminal 3: this terminal alters the 
amount of overlap for the sound gener-
ated by each cylinder firing. It can be 
altered in sequence from 60° to 30° to 
0° and finally to a 30° gap.
Terminal 4: the 6 or 8-cylinder selec-
tion is made using this input. This 
alternatively selects either setting, 
with the LED display showing which 
cylinders are firing.

Here’s how it all goes together inside the plastic case. You can use light-duty 
hook-up wire to make the connections to the volume pot and the loudspeaker.
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Note that only the 0° and 30° gap 
settings should be used in 6-cylinder 
mode. Do not use the 60° and 30° 
overlap settings, as this will simulate 
a 6-cylinder engine with an erratic 
seventh cylinder. The correct setting 
will be seen on the ‘V’ display when 
only six LEDs light. If seven LEDs 
light, change the overlap setting using 
Terminal 3.  
Terminals 5 and 6: these inputs 
allow the exhaust frequency to be 

altered slightly. Terminal 5 increases 
the frequency, while Terminal 6 
lowers it.

If the frequency is increased too 
far from the original value, the sound 
will have a ‘raspy’ quality at the top of 
the rev range. However, it takes many 
applications of power to make large 
changes to the frequency.

The frequency can be reset to its 
default value using Terminal 2.
Terminal 7: this selects whether the 

doorbell includes an idling period 
before the two revving sequences. 

Other changes 
The idle RPM can be set by changing 

the 33kΩ resistor at pin 3 of IC4 – a 
larger resistance will lower the RPM or 
you can use a 50kΩ trimpot to adjust 
this to your liking.

The ambient noise can be increased 
in frequency by decreasing the 1.2kΩ 
resistor in the ‘twin-T’ filter of IC3a and 
vice versa. In addition, the 10kΩ resis-
tor at pin 3 of IC3a sets the degree of 
mixing with the cylinder firing sound. 
A lower value will reduce the ambience 
and vice versa, or you can use a 22kΩ 
trimpot to adjust this.

You can also make major changes 
to the doorbell sound characteristics 
by altering the software. To do this, 
you will need to be able to modify the 
software, reassemble the code and re-
program IC1. Some PIC programming 
experience will be necessary.

A much fuller sound is avail-
able if you use a large loudspeaker 
housed in a suitable box. For more 
volume, you may want to use a more 
powerful amplifier and this can be 
connected using the RCA phono line 
output socket.

If you do this, you can either discon-
nect the internal loudspeaker or you 
can leave it connected so that it oper-
ates as an extension.                    EPE

The PC board is secured by clipping it into the integral slots in the side of the 
case. Power comes from a 12V DC 1A plugpack.

OUT NOW £6.99
FROM WHSMITH, OR £8.50 INCLUDING P&P FROM OUR DIRECT BOOK SERVICE

ELECTRONICS TEACH-IN
BY MIKE TOOLEY

plus FREE CD-ROM
A broad-based introduction to electronics – find out how 
circuits work and what goes on inside them. Plus 15 easy-
to-build projects. The 152 page A4 book comes with a free 
CD-ROM containing the whole Teach-In 2006 series (originally 
published in EPE) in PDF form, interactive quizzes to test 
your knowledge, TINA citcuit simulation software (a limited 
version – plus a specially written TINA Tutorial), together 
with simulations of the circuits in the Teach-In series, plus 
Flowcode (a limited version) a high level programming system 
for PIC microcontrollers based on flowcharts.

Available from larger branches of WHSmith or see our Direct Book Service



PIC Training Course £159
The best place to begin learning about microcontrollers is the PIC16F627A.This is

very simple to use, costs just £1.30, yet is packed full of features including 16
input/output lines, internal oscillator, comparator, serial port, and with two software
changes is a drop in replacement for the PIC16F84.

Our PIC training course starts in the very simplest way. At the heart of our system
are two real books which lie open on your desk while you use your computer to type
in the programme and control the hardware. Start with four simple programmes. Run
the simulator to see how they work. Test them with real hardware. Follow on with a 
little theory.....

Our PIC training course consists of our PIC programmer, a 300 page book teach-
ing the fundamentals of PIC programming, a 274 page book introducing the C lan-
guage, and a suite of programmes to run on a PC. The module uses a PIC to handle
the timing, programming and voltage switching. Two ZIF sockets allow most 8, 18, 28
and 40 pin PICs to be programmed.The programming is performed at 5 volts, verified
with 2 volts or 3 volts and verified again with 5.5 volts to ensure that the PIC works
over its full operating voltage. UK orders include a plugtop power supply.

P927 PIC Training & Development Course comprising.....
Universal 16C, 16F and 18F PIC programmer module
+ Book Experimenting with PIC Microcontrollers
+ Book Experimenting with PIC C
+ PIC assembler and C compiler software on CD
+ PIC16F627A, PIC16F88, PIC16F870

and PIC18F2321 test PICs. . . . . . . . . . . £159.00
(Postage & insurance UK £10, Europe £18, Rest of world £25)

Experimenting with PIC Microcontrollers
This book introduces PIC programming by jumping straight in with four

easy experiments.The first is explained over ten and a half pages assuming
no starting knowledge of PICs. Then having gained some experience we
study the basic principles of PIC programming, learn about the 8 bit timer,
how to drive the liquid crystal display, create a real time clock, experiment
with the watchdog timer, sleep mode, beeps and music, including a rendi-
tion of Beethoven's Fur Elise. Then there are two projects to work through,
using a PIC as a sinewave generator, and monitoring the power taken by
domestic appliances.Then we adapt the experiments to use the PIC16F877
family, PIC16F84 and PIC18F2321. In the space of 24 experiments, two pro-
jects and 56 exercises we work through from absolute beginner to experi-
enced engineer level using the most up to date PICs.

Experimenting with PIC C
The second book starts with an easy to understand explanation of how to

write simple PIC programmes in C. Then we begin with four easy experi-
ments to learn about loops. We use the 8/16 bit timers, write text and vari-
ables to the LCD, use the keypad, produce a siren sound, a freezer thaw
warning device, measure temperatures, drive white LEDs, control motors,
switch mains voltages, and experiment with serial communication.

Web site:- www.brunningsoftware.co.uk

138 The Street, Little Clacton, Clacton-on-sea,
Essex, CO16 9LS. Tel 01255 862308

Mail order address:

Learn About Microcontrollers Visual C# Course £88
Visual C# Training Course comprising.....

Book Experimenting with Visual C#
+ AUX200 latching serial port
+ liquid crystal display assembly
+ programme text on CD
+ pack of components. . . . . . £88.00

(Postage UK £8, Europe £14, Rest of world £22)

You will need to download Visual C# Express which
is free. Full instructions are in the book.

In October 2003 Martin Crane purchased our original
PIC training course and in September 2005 he updated
to the latest version. Three weeks before Christmas
2006 we had a telephone call from Mrs Crane to order
our Visual C# training course as a Christmas present for
her husband. On 21st March 2007 we received an email
from Martin Crane which includes his personal review of
the course. Here are a few lines from his text......

For years I've wished to write my own applications
that control external equipment from my PC.

Eureka!! Peter Brunning has shown just how simple
it really is. I am up and running at last. Most people
seem to start with Visual BASIC, I found it truly frustrat-
ing. C# has combined everything you could wish for and
more besides.The visual interface will be instantly famil-
iar to Visual BASIC users but with far more options. The
code side is dealt with by Peter in such a way that with
no knowledge what so ever you can within a very short
time be using the serial port. Brunning Software's serial
port interface (included with the course) comes prepro-
grammed but the code is listed in the book together with
the available features. Congratulations Peter for produc-
ing a truly hands on training package.

Martin Crane
(a very satisfied customer)

See:- www.brunningsoftware.co.uk/vcreview.htm

Ordering Information
Both training courses need either a free serial port

on your PC or a USB to COM adapter (full details on
website). All software referred to in this advertise-
ment will operate within Windows XP, NT, 2000 or
later.

Telephone with Visa, Mastercard or Switch, or send
cheque/PO. All prices include VAT if applicable.

White LED and Motors
Our PIC training system uses a very practical approach.

Towards the end of the second book circuits need to be built on
the plugboard. The 5 volt supply which is already wired to the
plugboard has a current limit setting which ensures that even the
most severe wiring errors will not be a fire hazard and are very
unlikely to damage PICs or other ICs.

We use a PIC16F627A as a freezer thaw monitor, as a step
up switching regulator to drive 3 ultra bright white LEDs, and to
control the speed of a DC motor with maximum torque still avail-
able. A kit of parts can be purchased (£30) to build the circuits
using the white LEDs and the two motors. See our web site for
details.
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£200 - £499.99 £30
£500+ £40

Max weight 12lb (5kg). Heavier
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Speedo Corrector MkII Kit
KC-5435   £10.25 + post & packing
When you modify your gearbox, diff ratio or change
to a large circumference tyre, it may result in an
inaccurate speedometer. This kit alters the
speedometer signal up or down from 0% to 99% of
the original signal. With this improved   model, the
input setup selection can be automatically selected
and it also features an LED indicator to show when
the input signal is being received. Kit supplied with
PCB with overlay and all electronic components.

Universal Speaker Protection and
Muting Module Kit
KC-5450   £8.75 + post & packing
Protects your expensive speakers against damage in the
event of catastrophic amplifier failure such as a shorted
output transistor. In addition, the circuit also banishes
those annoying thumps that occur when many amplifiers
are switched on or off, especially when the volume is set
to a high level. The design also incorporates an optional
over temperature heat-sensor that will disconnect the
speakers if the output stage gets too hot. Configurable
for supply voltages between
22VDC-70VDC. Supplied
with a silk
screened PCB,
relay and all
electronic
components.

430+ Pages

Full Colour

675+ New

Products

How to order:
Phone: Call Australian Eastern Standard Time
Mon-Fri on 0800 032 7241
Email: techstore@jaycarelectronics.co.uk
Post: PO BOX 6424, Silverwater NSW 1811. Australia
Expect 10-14 days for air parcel delivery

Recommended box UB5 use HB-6015 £0.83

Adaptive Turbo Timer Kit
KC-5451   £13.25 + post & packing
Ordinary turbo timers with a fixed time
setting don't adapt to engine use and can
turn off too early it the car has been
driven hard, or run your engine overtime
if the car has only been pottering about.
This excellent kit overcomes the problem
by constantly monitoring engine load and
adjusting the timer run-time to
suit the turbo's cooling need.
Maximum cool down can be
adjusted from a few seconds to
15 minutes and the timer will
automatically work within this range.
Indicators show when the timer is in
operation, cooling period, and sensor
level. Kit supplied with silk screened PCB
and all electronic parts.

2 Channel USB Oscilloscope
QC-1930   £83.75 + post & packing
Using Plug 'n Play USB technology and providing
full optical isolation from the computer, this
oscilloscope is easy to setup and use, as well as
providing protection for the computer. The
software is a fully featured chart recorder, function
generator, logic generator, logic
analyser, and spectrum
analyser all in one easy to use
package. See website for
specifications.
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50MHz Frequency Meter MKII Kit
KC-5440   £20.50 + post & packing
This compact, low cost 50MHz Frequency Meter is
invaluable for servicing and diagnostics. This
upgraded version features an automatic indication
of units (Hz, kHz, MHz or GHz) and
prescaler. Kit includes PCB with
overlay, enclosure, LCD and all
electronic components.
• 8 digit reading

(LCD)
• Prescaler switch
• 3 resolution

modes
• Powered by 5 x

AAA batteries
or DC plugpack

Requires 5VDC wall 
adaptor (Maplin L66BQ £7.79) 

Improvedmodel for2007

Minimum

order now
only £10

Visit
www.jaycarelectronics.co.uk

and obtain your free copy
of our 430+ page full

colour catalogue.

JAYCAR ELECTRONICS
Minimum Order

Digital
Megohmmeter
QM-1492   £28.00 +
post & packing
Megohmmeters
generate high voltage,
low current signals for
testing the breakdown
strength of electrical
insulation. Includes a
rubber holster, test leads
with alligator clips,
200M and 2000M Ohm
ranges and simple, one
button 'push to test'
operation.

Precision Japanese Made
Carbon Steel Tools

125mm Precision Long Nose Pliers
TH-1885   £7.00 + post & packing
The pliers feature serrated jaws and a box joint to provide
a precise action and strong grip. The coil spring
ensures smooth, fatigue-free use.
Insulated soft touch handles.

These quality 
tools are made in Japan from
the same High Carbon Steel

that is used to make
professional chef's 

knives

We stock an
extensive range of

Digital Multimeters!

150mm Precision Side Cutters
TH-1891   £8.00 + post & packing
These cutters are designed for sharp
cutting in precision wiring'. They
have insulated soft-
touch handles and a
coil return spring for
fatigue-free use.

Autoranging DMM 
QM-1535   £8.50 +
post & packing
An excellent, accurate
meter that is Cat II
rated. It features
diode, frequency and
capacitance test, duty
cycle, continuity,
relative measurement
and includes battery,
probes and holster. 
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3V - 9V DC-to-DC Converter Kit
KC-5391   £4.95 + post & packing
This little converter allows you to use regular 
Ni-Cd or Ni-MH 1.2V cells, or alkaline 1.5V cells
for 9V applications. Using low cost, high capacity
rechargeable cells, this kit will pay for itself in no
time. You can use any 1.2-1.5V cells you desire.
Imagine the extra capacity you would have using
two 9000mAh D cells in replacement of a low
capacity 9V cell. Kit supplied with PCB, and all
electronic components.
• As published in Everyday Practical Electronics

Magazine June 
2007

Lead Acid Battery Zapper Kit
KC-5414   £11.75 + post & packing
This simple circuit is designed to produce bursts of
high-energy pulses to help reverse the damaging
effects of sulphation in wet lead acid cells. This is
particularly useful when a battery has been sitting
for a period of time without use. The effects are
dependant of the battery's condition and type, but
the results can be quite good indeed. Kit supplied
with case, silkscreened lid, leads, inductors, and all
electronic components, with clear English
instructions.
• As published in

Everyday Practical
Electronics
Magazine
July 2007

RFID Security Module Receiver Kit
KC-5393   £28.95 + post & packing
Radio Frequency Identity (RFID) is a contact free
method of controlling an event such as a door
strike or alarm etc. An "RFID Tag" transmits a
unique code when energised by the receiver's
magnetic field. As long as a pre-programmed tag
is recognised by the receiver, access is granted.
This module provides normally open and
normally closed relay contacts for flexibility. It
works with all EM-4001 compliant RFID tags. Kit
supplied with PCB, tag, and
all electronic components.
• As published in

Everyday
Practical
Electronics
Magazine
August 2007

Everyday Practical Electronics Magazine has been publishing a series of popular kits by the acclaimed Silicon Chip Magazine
Australia. These projects are 'bullet proof' and already tested down under. All Jaycar kits are supplied with specified board
components, quality fibreglass tinned PCBs and have clear English instructions. Watch this space for future featured kits.

Luxeon Star LED Driver Kit
KC-5389   £9.75 + post & packing
Luxeon high power LEDs are some of the brightest
LEDs available in the world. They offer up to 120
lumens per unit, and will last up to 100,000 hours!
This kit allows you to power the fantastic 1W, 3W,
and 5W Luxeon Star LEDs from 12VDC. Now you
can take advantage of these fantastic LEDs in your
car, boat, or caravan. 
• Kit supplied with PCB, and all electronic

components.
• As published in Everyday

Practical 
Electronics Magazine
April 2007

Log on to
www.jaycarelectronics.co.uk/catalogue

for your FREE catalogue!

0800 032 7241
(Monday - Friday 09.00 to 17.30 GMT + 10 hours only).

For those who want to write: 100 Silverwater Rd
Silverwater NSW 2128 Sydney AUSTRALIA

430+ page
Catalogue

All prices
in £
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V8 Sounding Doorbell
KC-5405   £25.95 + post & packing
Hear the rumble of a big V8 engine when visitors
press the button on your doorbell. The kit also
features a background noise that sounds like
tappets and valves working away, for an even
more realistic effect. There is a 'V' made from
LEDs that light up in sync with the rumble, and
the large 100mm speaker ensures that it sounds
genuine. Supplied with silk screened and solder
masked PCBs, silk screened and machined case,
push button bell switch,
speaker, wire,
and all
electronic
components.

As 

published in this

month’s Everyday

Practical Electronics

Magazine!

Jacob’s Ladder High 
Voltage Display Kit
KC-5445   £11.75 + post & packing
With this kit and the purchase of a 12V ignition coil
(available from auto stores and parts recyclers), create
an awesome rising ladder of noisy sparks that emits the
distinct smell of ozone. This improved circuit is suited to
modern high power ignition coils and will
deliver a spectacular visual display. Kit
includes PCB, pre-cut wire/ladder and all
electronic components.
• 12V car battery or >5 amp

DC power supply required

Improvedmodel for2007

Three Stage FM Transmitter
KJ-8750   £6.50 + post & packing
This is a Three-Stage radio transmitter that is
so stable you could use it as your personal
radio station and broadcast all over you house.
Great for experiments in audio transmission.
Includes a mic, PCB with overlay and all other
parts.
• Requires 9V battery (not included)
• Instructions included in kit

10A 12VDC Motor 
Speed Controller
KC-5225 £7.75 + post & packing
Use this kit for controlling 12V DC motors in cars
such as fuel injection pumps, water/air intercoolers
and water injection on performance cars. You can
also use it for headlight dimming and for running
12VDC motors in 24V vehicles. The kit will control
loads up to 10 amps, although the addition of an
extra MOSFET transistor will double that capacity to
an amazing 20 amps. 
• Kit includes PCB plus

all electronic
components to
build the 10A
version.

Minimum
order now
only £10

Value Now Only £10

Automotive Courtesy Light Delay
KC-5392   £5.95 + post & packing
This kit provides a time delay in your vehicle's
interior light, for you to buckle-up your seat belt
and get organised before the light dims and
fades out. It has a 'soft' fade-out after a set time
has elapsed, and has universal wiring. Kit
supplied with PCB with overlay, all
electronic components and
clear English instructions.
• As published in

Everyday
Practical
Electronics
Magazine
February 2007

Recommended
box UB5 HB-6015

£0.83
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More on 1-wire protocol – and a response to the Brain Teaser challenge!

PIC N’ MIX MIKE HIBBETT
Our periodic column for your PIC programming enlightenment

W E continue on from last month’s
article on the 1-wire protocol by
developing some software rou-

tines that can be used to communicate with
1-wire devices. These routines will be writ-
ten in assembler since this is the language
that most EPE readers seem to be familiar
with, and can be used with applications
written either in assembler or a high level
language like ‘C’. 

We will be using MPLAB as the devel-
opment environment and prototyping the
code on the PicKit2 hardware platform,
since this ties in nicely with recent tutorial
articles. Athough the code is targeted to a
PIC16 family part (the PIC16F917) it can
be easily ‘ported’ to other devices in the
Microchip range.

Portable code
Presenting general purpose re-useable

assembly language routines is always a dif-
ficult task. The author’s favorite PIC
devices are in the PIC18F range which
have additional instructions that can make
the code more efficient, but consequently
much harder to translate back to a simpler
processor family, such as the PIC10F or
PIC16F. By choosing a mid-range device,
like the PIC16F917, and keeping the code
as non-processor specific as possible
makes (hopefully!) the porting exercise to
other devices as simple as possible.

Do bear in mind that incorporating
assembly routines into your code is not the
only way to build a 1-wire application; as
we mentioned last month, some software
vendors provide routines implemented as
part of a BASIC language programming
environment. You would have to pay for
those of course, but if you want to under-
stand how to write the routines yourself (or
understand how they were written), there is
no real substitute for going right back to
basics and walking through the develop-
ment of the routines. Hopefully, you will
gather some understanding of the low level
software this month, and will gain the con-
fidence to incorporate the routines in to
your own future programs, or even better,
modify them for your own special needs.

Protocol detail
Before we start writing any code, let’s

take a look at the protocol in more detail.
The application note 132 from
Dallas/Maxim (available on their website,
see reference 1) details this, but in a quite
complex manner. We have simplified the
timing diagrams to the bare essentials, as
shown in Fig.1. It’s still complicated, so
let’s go through them in detail. 

The three diagrams in Fig.1 show how
the three main activities on the 1-wire
data wire are performed. Each diagram
shows how the voltage on the data wire
varies over time, starting from the left
and moving to the right. When the line on
the diagram is ‘high’, it indicates the data
wire is at the high voltage: 5V for exam-
ple. When the line is ‘low’, it indicates
the wire is being driven to zero volts. 

The sloping line indicates when the
signal is transitioning from one level to
another. This transition is normally
shown with an exaggerated slope, and in
most 1-wire systems the transition can
take a few microseconds. Note that the
default, idle state of the line is floating,
driven ‘high’ by the bus pull-up resistor.

The first activity used when one wishes
to send messages on the bus is the
Reset/Presence cycle, shown at the top of
Fig.1. This is used at the beginning of any
communication with a 1-wire device, as it
causes all devices on the bus to reset them-
selves back to a known default condition. 

The procedure is as follows:

1. The CPU drives the wire low for 
480µs (this is the ‘reset’ signal)

2. The CPU then turns its I/O pin to an 
input, allowing the signal to be pulled 
high

3. After 15µs, the CPU monitors its input 
I/O pin to look for a device on the bus 

driving the wire low (this is the ‘pres-
ence’ signal)

4. 15µs after detecting the reset signal,
any device connected to the bus will 
drive the wire low for at least 60µs to 
indicate its presence

All devices connected to
the bus will drive the signal
low, so detecting that the
wire has gone low only
indicates that there is at
least one device on the bus
– there could, of course, be
hundreds. How you com-
municate with a specific
device is determined by the
high level commands men-
tioned last month.

Once the CPU has fin-
ished waiting for the
devices to indicate their
presence (after a period of
about 480µs), the CPU can
send out one of the 1-wire

messages on the bus. As with any serial
communication protocol, messages are
sent by ‘waggling’ a data line up and down,
with a ‘high’ level on the data wire indicat-
ing a ‘1’ bit, and a ‘low’ level on the wire
indicating a ‘0’ bit. 

With only a single wire available to send
the data, some method is required to allow
the receiver to ‘know’ when to look at the
data wire for each data bit sent by the trans-
mitter. This is done by sending a short
‘low’ pulse on the data line prior to sending
the actual data bit.

The bottom two diagrams in Fig.1 show
how a ‘1’ and a ‘0’ data bit will be sent. By
using a short ‘trigger’ pulse at the start of
each data bit, the two devices – the main
CPU and the remote 1-wire device – do not
need to run tightly aligned clocks to keep
in sync.

For the CPU to receive data from a 
1-wire device, it simply leaves the I/O pin
connected to the data wire as an input and
‘listens’ for the voltage level to drop to zero
volts. The 1-wire protocol describes when
a device should transmit and when it
should listen, and as all devices connected
to the bus will obey the protocol, commu-
nication is possible even though there may
be hundreds of devices on a single wire.

Bottom up approach
Writing software for interfaces such as

this typically follows a ‘bottom up’
approach – you start off by thinking about
how you will control the voltages on the
wire, write and test those, then think about
how you will use those routines to generate
the correct timing (to correspond with the
timing diagrams such as in Fig.1) to give
data transfer between devices. Once those
routines are written, you can then forget
about the hardware issues, put your multi-
meter away and concentrate on writing

Fig.1. Basics timings
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software to use the 1-wire protocol com-
mands and messages.

In engineering circles, the low level rou-
tines used to provide the transfer of mes-
sages over the hardware are called drivers.
These typically consist of subroutines to
initialise the interface, read messages and
write messages, and tend to have names
like initHw, readByte and writeByte. We
will present some suitable driver code in
this article, with an example of how to use
it.

Developing code to talk to external
devices requires the use of a hardware
emulator or real hardware – you cannot use
a PC simulator such as the one available in
the MPLAB IDE. Emulators (complex
pieces of hardware that are essentially ver-
sions of the PIC processor, with access to
some of the internal signals) are expensive,
but for an interface like this we can build a
very simple circuit on which to test our
code.

Of course, if you have a hardware
debugger such as the PicKit2 or ICD then
testing is even easier. The test circuit
shown in Fig.2 uses the PIC16F917, to
match the processor on the PicKit2, but
you should be able to use any PIC proces-
sor with no or minimal changes.

The circuit does not show an oscillator –
this is because in our example code we will
use the internal, calibrated RC oscillator
that runs at 8MHz. It makes for a really
simple, compact circuit! You can, of
course, use an external oscillator if you
wish, just change the CONFIG register set-
tings for the clock source appropriately.

With such a simple interface – it can’t
get any simpler – the choice of which I/O
pin to use is easy. Any. We wired a Dallas
DS2430A 256-bit EEPROM to the proto-
typing area on the PicKit2 demo board and
used the debugger to assist with the code
development, but as this article is about 
1-wire interfaces we will ignore the debug-
ging activities.

Software
Once again, before even thinking about

writing your code, think about how you are
going to organise it into various source
files. Obviously, you will want a file to
hold the actual 1-wire ‘driver’ routines,
which we will call 1wire.asm. Then there
will be a different file that will hold the
high level program, which calls the driver

and does some useful work. We will call
that main.asm.

Thinking about the design a little further,
there will obviously be a need for some
routine or routines to provide very precise
delays. These could go in 1wire.asm, but
they are going to be very general purpose,
and quite likely to be useful in another
project. We will place any delay routines in
a file delays.asm.

At this stage, there is one further
improvement we could make: write higher
level routines for accessing particular
devices (such as readeeprom and
writeeeprom in the case of the DS2430A)
and store these in a file named after that
particular device (ds2430a.asm for exam-
ple). It’s a good idea, but for clarity we will
skip that step. So we will create three files:

main.asm
delays.asm
1wire.asm

Delay timing
Referring back to Fig.1, it’s clear that we

need several delay times: 15µs, 60µs,
240µs and 480µs. While we could create
routines to implement exactly those timing
delays, it’s much more flexible to produce
a general purpose routine that can satisfy
all the options. We do that by passing in the
time delay required in the W register.

Performing accurate delays in assembly
is quite easy, if you know how fast your
processor clock is running, and you don’t
mind not being able to do other things (like
service interrupts) while the delay is exe-
cuting. We have created a simple delay5us
routine that will delay for the number of
multiples of 5µs specified in the W register.
The routine is a little inaccurate at low
delay times (it adds about 2.5µs additional
time during the call) but will be perfectly
suited to our needs.

The routine, along with all the other code,
can be found on the EPE website download
page (access via www.epemag.co.uk) in the
Pic N’ Mix folder.

Sending data
Now we can time the delays for tog-

gling the I/O pin up and down, it’s time to
look at the meat of the problem – sending
data bits on the wire, as defined in 1-
wire.asm. We start with the initialisation
of the hardware.

The natural state of the 1-write data sig-
nal is floating, pulled high by the pullup
resistor that also serves to power the
remote device(s). To achieve this, we set
our chosen I/O pin, RB1, to an input.
Nothing else is required.

As we mentioned before, there are four
main activities required in our low level
software: sending a reset signal, writing a
‘1’ bit, writing a ‘0’ bit, and reading the
state of the bus. We will deal with these one
at a time.

Sending a reset signal to the remote
devices is really a three-staged procedure –
the CPU drives the wire low for 480µs,
waits for 15µs and then looks for a ‘low’
level on the wire for up to 240µs, indicat-
ing the presence of a device. The entire
detection time takes 480µs, presumably to

allow the remote devices time to finish
their own startup activities. The code for
this can be found in the routine reset1wire.

Writing ‘1’ and ‘0’ data bits to the bus is
very straight forward: pull the line low for
5µs, then either keep the line low for a ‘0’
bit or return the port pin to an input to
allow the wire to rise high, signaling a ‘1’
bit. After a delay of 55µs, the data line
must be returned to the high level by set-
ting the port pin to an input. These routines
are called write1bit and write0bit.

Reading data from the bus (or, more cor-
rectly, from a device on the bus) is always
initiated by the host microcontroller. To
read a data bit you drive the bus low and
then immediately release it. Then 15µs
later, read the level on the wire to deter-
mine the bit value. Repeat for however
many data bits need to be read. This routine
has been called read1wire, and returns the
value of the data bit in the W register.

These three routines, along with
reset1wire and init1wireHw, completely
define the code required to connect the
software we write to the physical hardware.
From now on, you can forget about what
pin your devices are connected to; all high-
er level software will rely on these five rou-
tines alone. This is what software engineers
call abstraction, hiding the complexity of
the lower levels of software. It’s an essen-
tial technique when you are working on
large, complex programs.

Finally
That about wraps it up for 1-wire interfac-

ing; performing the actual read and write
functionality is a simple case of calling the
write and read functions in an order that
matches the commands mentioned last
month. The remaining routines in 
1-wire.asm implement the high level com-
mands, such as reading and writing memory.
The file main.asm contains some example
calls to show how they all fit together.

Last, but by no means least, we must
specify the value of the CONFIG register.
Specifically for our example circuit, we
must select the INTOSC option to enable
the 8MHz internal oscillator. We do that in
the main application file main.asm.

The example source code available on
the EPE website’s download page contains
all the routines necessary to experiment
with this interesting and low cost network
interface.

Brain teaser
There were some interesting responses

to August’s ‘brain teaser’ on alternative
methods for generating random numbers.
One in particular caught our eye, from
Godfrey Manning in the UK:

Here’s a theoretical suggestion for hard-
ware random-number generation, although
I haven’t tried it out in practice. An electro-
mechanical buzzer generates electrical
noise and a relay can be wired as a buzzer.
The noise is then tapped off by inductive
coupling and capacitively coupled to the
next stage. Next come two possible means
of signal processing to produce digital
pulses, then two ideas as to what to do with
them.

Fig.2. Debugging test circuit
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First possibility: suitable Zener diodes
limit the peaks, but it’s no good having one
to each rail as one will be like a normal
forward-biased diode, depending on the
polarity of the pulse. So the appropriate
Zener diode comes into effect by having a
Schottky diode (fast, but low-voltage-drop)
in series with it, only allowing unidirec-
tional conduction. 

The signal, thus limited, is applied to the
mid-point of a high-impedance potential
divider (giving half-supply when quiescent),
also one input of an op amp comparator. The
other op amp input is fixed at half-supply.
The op amp output therefore bounces from
one rail to the other, depending on the polar-
ity of the incoming voltage spike.

Passed through a Schmitt-triggered gate
this produces a random pulse train.

Alternative processing: a Zener diode
limits positive peaks and a Schottky diode
limits negative ones, which is then passed
straight into a Schmitt-triggered gate.

First, a means of using this train of ran-
dom bits: read the digital value n times, at
each of n ‘ticks’ of a regular clock pulse.
These n readings then become the consec-
utive bits of an n-wide random number
(this technique is like a UART serial-to-
parallel conversion). So n would be eight
for a byte value, sixteen for a word.

Alternative application: a regular
clock pulse is applied to the D (Data)
input of a D-type flip-flop. Then the ran-
dom bit stream clocks the flip-flop. At any

given instant, the probability of a 0 or 1
entering the flip-flip is equal, but the ran-
dom effect is that the moment of clocking
is chosen according to the noise pulse
train. Presumably, the flip-flop state is
determined on the rising edge of the ran-
dom clock. On the descending edge of the
random clock, the Q output of the flip-
flop must be captured and becomes the
next bit to contribute to the n-wide final
number.

The buzzer is an electromagnetic com-
patibility nightmare and must be in a
screened enclosure! Power is taken into the
screened box by feed-through capacitors
with series inductors hard up against the
outside terminal.

Certainly an unusual suggestion,
although potentially limited due to
mechanical wear and tear over time if the
random data is being accessed continuous-
ly. Commercial random number generator
designs typically use the noise generated
by electrons moving through a resistor or
diode, amplified and then fed through a cir-
cuit not dissimilar to that which Godfrey
describes above. 

Thanks to everyone for their random
number suggestions.

New brain teaser
This month’s teaser is an exercise in

studying the Microchip website:
One of the features that the PIC10, 12, 16

and 18 families of processors share in com-

mon is that the rate at which instructions are
executed (the instruction cycle time) is fixed
at one instruction every four clock cycles.
This is why it is so easy to produce accurate
delay time routines in assembly languages. 

Assuming your design had to operate at
5V, if you wanted to choose a processor in
any of the above families that had the
fastest rate of instruction execution, which
one (or ones) would you choose? Would
the voltage at which you ran the processor
have an effect on your answer?

An honorary mention in a later article
for the first correct answer. Submissions
by email to mike.hibbett@gmail.com
or in writing or by email to EPE.

If there is a subject that you would
like to see covered in a future Pic ’N Mix
article feel free to contact the author,
either directly or via EPE. 

References
1. Application Note 132, http://pdf-

serv.maxim-ic.com/en/an/app132.pdf

PLEASE TAKE

NOTE
V2 PC Scope (August ‘07)

Page 15, Parts List. The type

number for IC7 and IC9 should

read LMC6482. The circuit

diagram Fig.2 is correct.
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Readers’ Circuits

Our regular round-up of
readers’ own circuits. 
We pay between £10 and
£50 for all material pub-
lished, depending on length
and technical merit. We’re
looking for novel applications and circuit designs, not simply mechani-
cal, electrical or software ideas. Ideas must be the reader’s own work
and mmuusstt  nnoott  hhaavvee  bbeeeenn  ppuubblliisshheedd  oorr  ssuubbmmiitttteedd  ffoorr  ppuubblliiccaattiioonn  eellssee--
wwhheerree..  The circuits shown have NOT been proven by us. Ingenuity
Unlimited is open to ALL abilities, but items for consideration in this col-
umn should be typed or word-processed, with a brief circuit description
(between 100 and 500 words maximum) and include a full circuit dia-
gram showing all component values. PPlleeaassee  ddrraaww  aallll  cciirrccuuiitt  sscchheemmaattiiccss
aass  cclleeaarrllyy  aass  ppoossssiibbllee..  Send your circuit ideas to: Ingenuity Unlimited,
Wimborne Publishing Ltd., Sequoia House, 398a Ringwood Road,
Ferndown, Dorset BH22 9AU. (We ddoo  nnoott accept submissions for IU via
email.) Your ideas could earn you some cash aanndd  aa  pprriizzee!!

IngenuitIngenuity Unlimitedy Unlimited
WWIINN  AA  PPIICCOO  PPCC--BBAASSEEDD  

OOSSCCIILLLLOOSSCCOOPPEE  WWOORRTTHH  ££779999

��  220000MMHHzz  AAnnaalloogguuee  BBaannddwwiiddtthh  DDuuaall  CChhaannnneell  

SSttoorraaggee  OOsscciilllloossccooppee    

��  SSppeeccttrruumm  AAnnaallyysseerr

�� MMuullttiimmeetteerr

�� FFrreeqquueennccyy  MMeetteerr

�� UUSSBB IInntteerrffaaccee..

IIff  yyoouu  hhaavvee  aa  nnoovveell

cciirrccuuiitt  iiddeeaa  wwhhiicchh

wwoouulldd  bbee  ooff  uussee  ttoo

ootthheerr  rreeaaddeerrss  tthheenn  aa  PPiiccoo

TTeecchhnnoollooggyy  PPCC--bbaasseedd

oosscciilllloossccooppee  ccoouulldd  bbee  yyoouurrss..

EEvveerryy  1122  mmoonntthhss,,  PPiiccoo  TTeecchhnnoollooggyy  wwiillll  bbee  aawwaarrddiinngg  aa

PPiiccooSSccooppee  33220066  ddiiggiittaall  ssttoorraaggee  oosscciilllloossccooppee  ffoorr  tthhee  bbeesstt  IIUU

ssuubbmmiissssiioonn..  IInn  aaddddiittiioonn  aa  PPiiccooSSccooppee  22110055  HHaannddhheelldd

‘‘SSccooppee  wwoorrtthh  ££119999  wwiillll  bbee  pprreesseenntteedd  ttoo  tthhee  rruunnnneerr  uupp..

When monitoring the output of a bench
PSU it is convenient to use a single

panel meter switched to read voltage or
current. I used the simple circuit at Fig.1.
Switch S1 selects the shunt R1 for current
measurement and S2 selects the series
resistance R2 for voltage.

But it was found that the current read-
ings were inconsistent. The penny finally
dropped when I realised that as resistor
R1 has a low value, the ‘on’ resistance of
switch S1 could be significant as they are
in series. Measurement using a low ohms
meter showed that the ‘on’ resistance of
S1 varied between 10mΩ and 30mΩ,
depending on how frequently it was
operated. 

A typical 100 microamp moving coil
meter, scaled to read 1A, requires a shunt of

about 150mΩ. If S1 adds 30mΩ or so to the
shunt, this causes a positive reading error of
about 20%. The effect is linear, so if S1 adds
only 15mΩ the error will be 10%.

Modifying the circuit to Fig.2 solved the
problem as S1 is no longer in series with the
shunt R1. Switch S2’s ‘on’ resistance has no
significant effect as it is much less than
either the meter coil or R2.

Incidentally, to find the shunt and series
resistances R1 and R2 quickly, I use the 
formulas:

Voltmeter Ammeter
R2 = Rm(n - 1) R1 = Rm/(n - 1)
Where: Rm = meter coil resistance in

ohms; n = voltage and current multiplication
factors.

Stephen Stopford,
London

MMoonniittoorriinngg  PPSSUU  oouuttppuutt  ccuurrrreenntt  aanndd  vvoollttaaggee ––  MMiinniimmiissiinngg  sswwiittcchh  rreessiissttaannccee

IU is your forum where you can offer 
other readers the benefit of your 

Ingenuity. Share those ideas, earn some 
cash and possibly a prize.

INGENUITY UNLIMITED
Fig.1. Basic circuit for a power supply
output current and voltage monitor

Fig.2. Final simple add-on circuit for
monitoring the output current and volt-
age of a bench power supply. Note
switch S1 is no longer in series with
shunt resistor R1

BE INTERACTIVE
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INDUCTORS ARE UbiqUiTOUS, 
being indispensable in circuits 
such as loudspeaker crossover 

networks, switchmode power sup-
plies and RF amplifiers. Unlike 
other components, inductors are 
often hand-made, particularly when 
prototyping or assembling a do-it-
yourself project. At a minimum, 
this suggests the need for a meter 
to check inductance values prior to 
use in circuit.

but that is not the end of the story. Of 
all the passive components, inductors 
typically show the greatest deviation 
from ideal behaviour. This is due 
primarily to coil resistance and the 
hysteresis of the core material.

The picture is further complicated 
by the fact that the losses are frequency 
dependent. The skin effect in copper 
wire and the complicated frequency 
characteristics of magnetic materials 
both come into play and are apparent 
even at audio frequencies.

To provide a more informative pic-
ture of inductor performance then, 
this meter allows you to measure the 
q factor of a prospective resonant 
circuit at the operating frequency. if 
you’ve never heard of q factor, then 
read on . . .

Measuring L and Q
There are several basic methods 

of measuring the inductance (L) and 

the q-factor of a tuned circuit, the 
most common being ‘temporal’ (time 
domain) and ‘spectral’ (frequency 
domain). The spectral method was 
described in the Poor Man’s Q-Meter 
article in the June 2007 issue of EPE. 
it consists of applying a sinusoidal 
voltage of varying frequency to a 
resonant circuit and measuring the 
circuit response as a function of ap-
plied frequency.

The response of such a circuit will 
generally follow that shown in Fig.1, 
with a peak at a given frequency, 
dropping away on both sides in a 
bell-shaped curve. Circuit theory 
demonstrates that the peak angular 
frequency squared is just the inverse 

This unique project demonstrates what 
can be achieved with a relatively simple 
circuit and some clever programming. 

With only a microcontroller and a 
handful of components, it functions 

as a wide-ranging, multi-frequency 
inductance and Q-factor meter.

Inductance &  
Q-Factor Meter

Pt.1: By LEONID LERNER
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of the inductance (L) times the capaci-
tance (C). So if we know C, then the 
inductance can be found.

On the other hand, the Q factor is the 
ratio of the peak frequency to the width 
of the bell-shaped curve at half-power. 
This is how the Q is manifested experi-
mentally. Theoretically, it is defined as 
the ratio of the circuit reactance to its 
resistance at resonance.

It should be emphasised that the 
preceding definitions are only ap-
proximations but give excellent results 
provided Q is greater than 2 or so. For 
heavily damped resonant circuits, the 
relationships between waveform and 
circuit parameters are more compli-
cated. However, we are not interested 
in such circuits here.

Temporal method
The temporal method of induct-

ance measurement is adopted in this 
design. It is based on the fact that 
when a rectangular pulse is applied 
to a resonant LCR circuit, such as that 
shown in Fig.2, decaying oscillations 
give rise to a ringing waveform. These 
oscillations continue until all energy 
is dissipated in the circuit resistance, 
with their frequency the same as that 
at which the peak occurred in the 
spectral response. The Q factor in the 
temporal response manifests itself as 
the ratio of the oscillation coefficient 
(the angular frequency) to twice the 
decay coefficient. 

We can use this information to meas-
ure the L and Q of a parallel-resonant 
circuit with a squarewave generator 
and a scope. The generator is con-
nected to the tuned circuit via a large 
resistor, so as not to appreciably load 
the circuit and thereby alter the Q. This 
resistance should be larger than the 
series resistance multiplied by Q2.

A typical oscilloscope trace of a 
ringing waveform set up in a resonant 
circuit by such a generator is shown in 
Fig.3. The period is the time required 
for the signal to undergo N oscilla-
tions, divided by N. The Q factor is 
the number of oscillations required for 
the peak amplitude (starting at some 
convenient peak) to drop to about 
0.043 of its initial value. In practice, 
one can get better accuracy by count-
ing the number of oscillations for the 
amplitude to drop to one fifth, and 
multiplying this number by two.

The above procedure is the basis 
for this project, with an AT90S2313 

microcontroller performing the multi-
ple functions of generator, scope and 
calculator. A liquid crystal display 
(LCD) and keypad are also included to 
provide a convenient means of setting 
basic parameters and observing the 
measurement results.

Fourier transformed
It is interesting that one can get from 

the ringing waveform of the temporal 
response to the bell-shaped curve of 
the spectral response by a technique 
called the ‘Fourier Transform’, or its 
numerically useful form, the Fast Fou-
rier Transform (FFT). This means one 

Fig.1: the spectral response of a resonant circuit reveals a peak at a given 
frequency, dropping away on both sides in a bell-shaped curve. The Q 
factor is manifest as the ratio of the peak frequency to the width of the 
bell-shaped curve at half-power.

Fig.2: the temporal method used in this design relies on decaying oscill-
ations after a rectangular pulse is applied to the resonant circuit. The 
Q factor manifests as the ratio of the oscillation coefficient (the angular 
frequency) to twice the decay coefficient.

SpecificationsSpecifications

Range
Inductance: 200nH - 10mH
Q-Factor: 1-120 (approx.)

Power Supply
9V DC 300mA plugpack

Features
(1) Internal or external tank 
capacitance facility for accurate 
Q measurements

(2) Measurement frequency 
autoranging up to 20MHz
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does not actually have to make spectral 
measurements in order to obtain the 
spectral response.

This is useful because it is much 
easier to extract the parameters of in-
terest from the spectral plot than from 
the temporal plot. The former involves 
just finding a peak in the data, while 
the latter requires establishing and 
then counting the zero-crossings. An-
other advantage in using FFTs is that 
the effects of the inevitable analogue 
noise, as well digitising distortions, are 
minimised, as they are separated from 
the signal in the Fourier analysis.

Depending on circuit Q, our meter 
can measure inductances as low as 
200nH and as high as 10mH. The range 

of Q measured varies from about 1 to 
120. In addition, the meter indicates 
when both L and Q values are out of 
bounds (indicated by the letter ‘E’ on 
the display).

Circuit basics
Before looking at the circuit opera-

tion in some detail, it is instructive to 
consider the block diagram in Fig.4. 
The central component of the system is 
an Atmel AT90S2313 microcontroller. 
This particular micro was chosen be-
cause it is relatively cheap yet includes 
all of the features needed to minimise 
the total component count.

The micro controls a ‘pulser’, which 
is used to excite a tank circuit. The 

tank circuit consists of the inductor 
under test and a paralleled capaci-
tor. The capacitor can be selected by 
the user and connected externally. 
Alternatively, one of three internal 
capacitor values can be chosen from 
the keypad.

To minimise loading and compen-
sate for circuit losses, the waveform 
from the tank circuit is buffered and 
amplified by an op amp. Following 
this, it is fed into a sample-and- 
hold (S/H) circuit and then into an 
analogue-to-digital converter (ADC).

The ADC functions are contained 
mostly within the micro so they do not 
appear on the block diagram. A ramp 
converter was chosen for its simplicity 
and low cost. For readers not already 
familiar with this type of converter, 
its operation can be summarised as 
follows:

A conversion cycle begins with the 
charging of a capacitor from a con-
stant-current source. As the capacitor 
begins to charge, a binary counter 
starts counting from zero. The increas-

Fig.3: this scope shot 
shows the response of 
an LCR circuit to an 
applied pulse. Decaying 
oscillations give rise 
to a ringing waveform, 
which continues until all 
energy supplied by the 
pulse is dissipated in the 
circuit resistance. The 
frequency of oscillation is 
the same as would occur 
at the peak in the spectral 
response.

Fig.4: the AT90S2313 
microcontroller forms the heart 
of this design. After stimulating 
the tank circuit, it digitises the 
resulting waveform and displays 
the results on an LCD.

Fig.5 (right): complete circuit diagram 
(minus power supply) for the meter. 
A high-speed sample and hold circuit 
made up of a simple counter (IC2), 
analogue switch (IC3) and some 
clever programming allows the 
meter to measure resonant circuits at 
frequencies up to 20MHz.

Reproduced by arrangement with 
SILICON CHIP magazine 2007.

www.siliconchip.com.au
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ing capacitor voltage (the ‘ramp’) is 
continually compared with the input 
voltage. When the two voltages are 
equal, the comparator stops the coun-
ter, whose count is then proportional 
to the input voltage.

Although simple, ramp converters 
have a comparatively long conversion 
time and a somewhat reduced preci-
sion. In this application, precision is 
not of particular concern since it is the 
time characteristics of the signal that 
are of paramount importance.

However, conversion time is im-
portant. Inductors in the order of a 
few hundred nanohenries require 
measurement frequencies of tens of 
megahertz to achieve a sufficiently 
large Q and so an accurate measure-
ment. This is clearly well beyond 
the capabilities of our simple ramp 
converter. Even if the design was to 
use a dedicated high-speed (20MHz 
or better) ADC, the micro would not 
be fast enough to store the results of 
each conversion.

All this overlooks the fact that the 
ringing waveform is repetitive. It can, 
therefore, be digitised at low speed by re-
peatedly stimulating the tank circuit and 
measuring each waveform at progres-
sively larger offsets from time zero.

To achieve the desired 20MHz 
sampling rate, measurements must 
be made at 25ns intervals. This is 
achieved with the aid of a program-
mable sample-and-hold block which 
holds each measurement long enough 
for the low-speed ramp converter to 
complete its task.

Detailed operation
The circuit diagram for the majority 

of the L/Q Meter appears in Fig.5. Let’s 
start at the test terminals, where the in-
ductor under test and capacitor(s) are 
connected to form the tank circuit.

Transistor Q1 is used to pulse the 
tank circuit. It is driven via a 100W cur-
rent limiting resistor from output port 
bit PD5 (IC5, pin 9). A second 100W 
resistor in the emitter (E) circuit limits 
peak pulse current to about 50mA. 
Diode D2 provides isolation between 
the tank circuit and the driver so as 
not to dampen the oscillations.

Installing a shorting link between 
the ‘A’ and ‘B’ terminals links the in-
ductor under test with an internal set 
of capacitors. A 1nF capacitor across 
the terminals fixes the minimum ca-
pacitance. Two other capacitor values 
(10nF and 100nF) can be switched 
into the circuit under program control  

using port bits PD3 and PD4 (IC5, pins 
7 and 8).

Signals from these pins are fed 
through isolating diodes D6 and D7 
to current amplifiers Q3 and Q6 and 
from there to switching transistors 
Q4/Q5 and Q7/Q8. Two medium-cur-
rent transistors are used in parallel to 
reduce the dynamic collector-emitter 
resistance and hence its influence on 
the circuit Q. Even so, the transistors 
contribute about 0.5W series resist-
ance and the influence of this on the 
Q should be borne in mind.

Relays could have been used to 
reduce the series resistance further. 
However, these are slow, prone to 
failure and not really in accord with 
our solid-state approach. In addition, 
the use of high-current audio transis-
tors is precluded by their high output 
capacitance. If there is some concern 
about the contribution of the internal 
circuitry to the Q factor then you can 
leave out the link and use an external 
tank capacitor.

Fast op amp needed
So as not to load the tank circuit, the 

output signal is buffered by an op amp 
(IC4), which is connected in a non-invert-
ing configuration for high input imped-
ance. An AD8055 op amp was chosen for 
the task as it has a high gain-bandwidth 
product and high slew rate and is stable 
when driving capacitive loads at low 
gains. Lower spec op amps are not suit-
able here, as they would severely limit 
the frequency range of the meter.

Ideally, the output from the op amp 
should swing between about 0 to 4V 
maximum, which is the maximum 
input range of the comparator. To this 
end, op amp gain is set to about 1.8 by 
the 1.2kW and 1kW resistors, counter-
acting losses in the circuit.

To maximise dynamic range and 
minimise the influence of noise and 
digitisation errors, the AD8055 and 
analogue switch (IC3) are powered 
from ±5V supplies. Furthermore, 
the inverting input of the op amp is 
biased at 11.8V, meaning that the 
output (pin 6) will swing either side of 
+1.8V. This scheme makes the most of 
available headroom, which is limited 
to about 3.7V. Note that the micro is 
programmed to reject the initial part of 
the ringing should saturation occur.

Hold it a moment
The output of the op amp drives a 

high-speed sample-and-hold circuit 

This is the view inside the completed prototype. The full construction details 
will be published in Pt.2, next month.
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ahead of the comparator (ADC) input 
on pin 12 of the microcontroller. The 
S/H circuit consists primarily of an 
analogue switch (IC3c) and a 680pF 
storage capacitor.

As mentioned earlier, the micro digi-
tises a measurement by repetitively sam-
pling successive waveforms. Samples are 
taken at incremental offsets from time 
zero to build a complete and accurate 
digitisation of the ringing waveform.

Sampling begins by closing the ana-
logue switch (IC3c) at time zero. After 
the programmed delay, the switch is 
opened, leaving the 680pF storage 
capacitor charged to the waveform 
voltage at that instant. Our slow ADC 
then has sufficient time to digitise the 
voltage, after which it is stored and 
the cycle repeats. This is represented 
graphically in the scope shots of Figs.7a 
and 7d.

Unfortunately, the 100ns cycle time 
of the micro means that it is too slow 
to directly control the analogue switch 
(IC3c). With a maximum 20MHz sam-
pling rate, we need 25ns resolution. 
This is provided by external logic, con-
sisting of a 40MHz oscillator module 
(OSC1), timing circuits (IC1 and IC2) 
and a level converter (Q2, D1, IC3d, 
etc), all under control of the Atmel 
microcontroller (IC5).

Level conversion
Let’s look at the level converter cir-

cuit first. It consists mainly of transis-
tor Q2, diode D1 and analogue switch 
IC3d. The sole purpose of this circuit is 
to convert the 0 to 5V levels from the 
NAND gate output (IC1a) to ±5V levels 
to control the S/H switch (IC3c).

Since the minimum sample time is 
only 25ns, Q2 is required to switch 
in nanoseconds and have a slew rate 
in the order of 1000V/ms. This is 
achieved with the use of a high beta 
transistor and 100W resistors in the 
base-emitter circuits, as well as the 
germanium diode (D1) between the 
collector and base. The results can 
be seen in the oscilloscope trace of 
Fig.7a.

Q2 inverts the control signal from 
IC1a, so a spare analogue switch (IC3d) 
is used to invert it again before it is fed 
to the control pin of the S/H switch. 

Timing secrets
The two divide-by-2 sections of a 

dual decade counter (IC2) are cascaded 
to divide the 40MHz clock down to 
10MHz for the micro’s clock input 
on pin 5. The divide-by-5 section of 
the second half of the decade counter 
(IC2b) is used to derive two out-of-
phase 8MHz timing signals.

Fig.6: the power supply section. A conventional +5V regulator (REG2) powers the entire circuit, 
while a switchmode inverter (IC6) generates 15V for some of the analogue circuitry. An LM337 
negative regulator (REG3) is used only to generate a bias voltage for op amp IC4.

Output 3 (bit 2) of the counter (pin 
9) is used by the micro as an 8MHz 
synchronisation signal. It is high dur-
ing only one state of the five states of 
the counter, allowing precise deter-
mination of the instantaneous state 
of the 8MHz clock with respect to the 
10MHz clock.

Output 2 (bit 1) of the counter is 
NANDed with port bit PD0 (pin 2) 
of the micro via IC1a to generate the 
‘hold’ signal for the S/H circuit. As the 
micro’s port outputs are synchronised 
to its 10MHz clock, the difference 
between the rising edges of the two 
signals on IC1a’s inputs allows gen-
eration of 0ns, 25ns, 50ns and 75ns 
delays under program control. This 
can be seen in the simplified timing 
diagram of Fig.8.

Output 2 is also NANDed with port 
bit PD1 via IC1d so that the micro can 
freeze the counter. Note that Output 
2 is used here instead of Output 1 as 
it goes high earlier in the counting 
cycle, thus allowing for the propaga-
tion delay through gates IC1c-IC1d 
and IC2b.

Digitising
The micro program performs ana-

logue-to-digital conversions by using 
the AT90S2313’s internal comparator 
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in a ramp converter. This requires a 
voltage rising at a constant rate to be 
produced at the inverting input of 
comparator IC5 (pin 13). This is pro-
duced by an LM334 constant current 

source (REG1) which is used to charge 
a 4.7nF capacitor.

The LM334 provides temperature 
compensation in this time-critical part 
of the circuit.

Fig.7a: the following series of scope shots were captured 
at progressively longer timebase settings and provide 
an insight into how the ringing waveform is digitised. 
Here, the green trace shows the waveform at the S/H 
output (pin 9 of IC3c), while the red trace shows the 
control signal on pin 6. Note the very fast transitions of 
the latter, which for the all-important trailing edge (hold) 
constitutes 7ns, or 1400V/ms. The waveform is oscillating 
at a 1.8MHz rate and its instantaneous value is captured 
when the control signal goes low. Also, note that the 
voltage at the S/H output doesn’t decay noticeably during 
the hold period (red trace low), when the analogue-to-
digital conversion takes place.

Fig.7b: a waveform is acquired by continuously stepping 
the delay between the pulse applied to the tank circuit 
and the hold signal. The rising plateaus generated by 
successively greater delays capture the rising edge of a 
particular sinusoidal cycle and show how a repetitive 
1.8MHz signal is effectively frozen and reproduced on a 
much larger time scale. Note that the hold period or the 
time interval between successive pulses, reflected in the 
length of the plateaus, increases with increasing voltage. 
This is because the conversion time of the ramp converter 
is proportional to the sampled voltage.

Fig.7c: with a timebase of 200ms/div, the sample-and-hold 
control signal is now just a succession of spikes and is not 
shown. At this time scale, the sequence of flat plateaus 
reproduces a digitised version of the original ringing 
waveform of Fig.7a, occurring at a rate almost 1000 times 
faster.

Fig.7d: this final shot is at the longest timebase setting 
(2ms/div). Each bunch of oscillations is the digitised 
ringing waveform in the previous figure. Between 
acquisitions the micro performs calculations, so the S/H 
circuit is idle and the charge on the 680pF capacitor 
decays.

The input signal (via the S/H circuit) 
is applied to the non-inverting input 
of the comparator (pin 12). The output 
of the comparator is programmed to 
trigger a counter interrupt inside the 

How The Ringing Waveform Is Digitised
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AT90S2313 when the ramp voltage 
exceeds the input voltage.

Note that the LM334 is rather slow 
compared to the speed of the rest of the 
circuit, so current is not switched at 
its input terminal. Instead, switching 
is performed at pin 13 of the micro, 
which is connected to an internal pull-
down transistor. This shunts current 
from the LM334 until the conversion 
commences.

Once enough of the waveform is 
acquired, the microcontroller per-
forms an FFT of the sample and finds 
the spectral peak. The FFT is a com-
plicated mathematical procedure and 
is quite computationally intensive. 
It is therefore usually performed on 
high-speed floating-point proces-
sors, such as Intel’s Pentium class 
and above.

However, speed is not of para-
mount importance in this ap-
plication. More importantly, the 
results must be accurate and this 
was confirmed by comparing the 
results of two FFTs, one performed 
on a Pentium and the other on an 
AT90S2313.

Display and keypad
A 2-line × 16-character LCD 

module, keypad and ISP (in-system 
programming) interface to the micro 
via port B (PB2 to PB7) and one bit 
of port D (PD6). A number of port B 
lines are shared between devices. 
The LCD module is interfaced in 
4-bit rather than 8-bit mode, so only 
its upper data lines (DB4 - DB7) are 
connected.

The keypad has 12 keys, organised 
in a matrix of 4 rows × 3 columns. 
The micro pulses each row in turn 
and polls the columns to determine 
which key is being pressed. Note that 
4.7kW resistors are included in series 
with all the keypad lines to protect the 
port pins. This means that if a key is 
pressed while the micro is updating 
the LCD, no harm is done.

Power supply
The power supply section of the L/Q 

Meter appears in Fig.6. Starting at the 
DC input socket, diode D9 provides 
reverse polarity protection ahead of a 
7805 positive voltage regulator (REG2). 
This regulator provides +5V for the 
entire board.

As explained earlier, 15V is also 
needed for op amp IC4 and the analogue 
switch (IC3), and this is generated from 
the +5V rail by a MAX635 switchmode 
voltage inverter (IC6). As shown, this de-
vice requires only a diode (D8), inductor 
(L1) and filter capacitor to function as 
complete switchmode inverter.

The 15V rail is reduced to 11.8V by 
an LM337 negative voltage regulator 
(REG3). The 120W and 56W resistors 
between the GND and OUT terminals 
set the output voltage to 11.8V, to be 
used as a bias voltage in the op amp 
circuit.

Next month
That’s all we have room for this 

month. Next month, we will give the 
full construction details and describe 
how the Inductance & Q-Factor Meter 
is used.                                         EPE

Fig.8: the time difference between the rising edges of 8MHz and 10MHz 
clock signals are exploited to enable high-speed sampling. The micro 
latches a high on PD1 (pin 3) on the rising edge of its 10MHz clock and 
after a 0, 25, 50 or 75ns delay, the rising edge of the 8MHz clock freezes the 
input voltage at that instant.

The meter measures frequency 
and decay constant, so L and Q 
are derived quantities. This means 
that a Q value will be out of bounds 
when the meter cannot acquire 
sufficient periods of oscillatory 
decay to reliably calculate a decay 
constant.

This can occur for one of three 
reasons: (1) the Q is too low; (2) 
the Q is too high, so that negligible 
decay is observed on the scale of 
several hundred oscillations; or (3) 
the decay occurs on a very large 
time scale outside the range of 
the meter (this can occur when 
the measured frequency drops to 
several tens of kilohertz).

Note that an out-of-bounds Q 
does not automatically indicate 
that L and f are also unobtainable. 
These parameters will continue to 
be displayed, although their preci-
sion generally drops to around 10-
20% of nominal.  If no stable value 
for f can be had, then the L and f 
displays will blank out and a sole 
‘E’ will show in the Q position.

Constructors should also be 
aware that LC circuits can have 
parasitic oscillations. If these are 
large, they can register as an 
incorrect value for L. This occurs 
because some inductors cannot 
be well approximated by a simple 
theoretical L, so there is no unique 
answer to ‘what is the value of this 
inductor?’.

Nevertheless, the value derived 
from the frequency of oscillation 
with a given capacitor is a perfectly 
legitimate result, though if one 
were to make measurements at 
other frequencies, or use V = L x 
dI/dt to get L, a different answer 
could be obtained.

In other words, some thought 
must be given to the details of the 
measurement, rather than relying 
solely on the instrument to pro-
duce the magic number!

Out Of Bounds 
Detection & 
Display
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I
n the last issue we introduced the con-
cept of the Virtual Demonstration
Board (VDB) in the context of adding

speech interaction to a system. This was
achieved using the Proteus VSM develop-
ment tool from Labcenter Electronics
(see back cover). 

This month we will continue in a simi-
lar vein, but we will look at some of the

other capabilities the Proteus VSM tool
can offer. Our theme is Mechatronics,
which involves interaction with sensors
and mechanical components. Tradition-
ally, this is difficult to achieve without
physical hardware. We will, therefore,
look at the implementation of the PIC-
DEM Mechatronics Development Board
in a virtual development environment.

Virtual development
A virtual development board provides a

means to perform system development
without needing hardware. However, the
aim is not to exclude hardware completely,
that is after all the end goal of any design
cycle, but to help reduce the total design
cycle time. If we can reduce the number of

hardware iterations
required to reach a
final design then we
should be able to save
time and crucially cost.

While we are trying
out new ideas, or want
to understand how a par-
ticular function works
before we invest the
time building a proto-
type, we can make use
of the mixed mode sim-
ulation provided by the
combination of MPLAB
IDE and Proteus VSM.
This will often prove
more productive than
creating a breadboard,
soldering wires and
checking connections,
only to find you need to
change a component
during your first test,
moments after building
the board. 

The use of the system
simulator helps to
reduce this cycle as 
the component change
becomes a simple
replacement, or a
change of value in the
schematic capture inter-
face. An example simu-
lation on a PC screeen is
shown in Fig.1.

Once we have a
design and are learn-
ing how the design
functions we can
make use of the virtu-
al instruments, voltage
and current probes
and graph functions
provided by the sys-
tem simulator. These
are all functions
which can be provided

Part Five – A New Dimension by Ian Pearson

Fig.1. PICDEM Mechatronics demo board running a DC motor and back-EMF measurement and control 
(Project 6).



by hardware, but often at significant
expense. In a mixed mode system we may
wish to add an oscilloscope, maybe a
logic analyser, log a voltage against time,
add a protocol analyser for 12C or SPI.
All of these are added quickly and easily
to the design and help us to refine our
system saving time and effort.

This is all very well, but these are all
electronic components and we are creating
a mechatronic system. We want to add a
display, maybe a motor, surely we can’t
simulate these, can we? The benefit of the
Proteus VSM simulator is that it allows
you to add a number of electromechanical
components, sounders, displays and mod-
els of sensors. This allows us to perform a
full system simulation.

A major benefit from a software devel-
opment perspective is the ability to per-
form operations such as range testing of a
sensor. If, for instance, we wanted to test
the full operating range of a temperature
sensor, how difficult is it to create an envi-
ronment in which we can re-create a
−40ºC to +125ºC operating range. 

In the case of the mechatronics board we
have a light sensor, this again would be dif-
ficult in a real world environment to create
and test a specific set point. We can, of
course, bypass the sensor and use a voltage
source, but this requires us to manually con-
vert the voltage source to temperature so we
can cross refer the test. Using the system
simulation method makes this much easier.
Examples are given in Fig.2 and Fig.3.

The virtual instrument and ground ter-
minal can be added from within the
MPLAB viewer by right clicking and
choosing Place -> Instrument -> DC
Voltmeter.

The examples allow us to easily cross
compare an expected reading with the output
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voltage reading from
the ADC. The up and
down buttons on the
sensor are used to
adjust the displayed
value and hence the
output voltage. Once
the values have been
set up, the instrument
can be wired up, all
without leaving
MPLAB.

So, at this point,
the virtues of system
simulation should
be apparent. Let’s
take a look at what
we can do with the
PICDEM Mechatr-
onics VDB.

Using the
VDB

Before we start using the demo board we
need to make sure we have both MPLAB
and the relevant version of Proteus VSM
installed. You will need to use MPLAB
V7.60 or greater and the demo version of
Proteus at V7.1 SP4 or above. You may,
therefore, need to download the latest ver-
sion from the MPLAB page on the
Microchip website at www.microchip
.com/mplab, from where both MPLAB
and the demo version of Proteus VSM are
available.

Alternatively, if you have already
installed Proteus from the CD provided
with your May edition of EPE, then you
can use the update manager to obtain 
the latest release of the demo version.
This update process is necessary 
to ensure you have the latest library and
part models, plus the demo code design

for the PICDEM Mechatronics board.
(The Mechatronics Demo Board and
model of the PIC16F917 were released
in the period between printing of the CD
and release of this article).

So what can we do with a virtual demo
board? This board offers a representation
of a physical system. It differs in that some
of the components we would normally
expect to see on a design, such as power
components and connectors, may be omit-
ted. This can be for purposes of clarity or,
if no annotation to PCB is to be performed,
we can omit components as we need only
include those devices required to perform
our simulation.

If we subsequently decide to improve
the capability of our system and create a
PCB we can add the necessary compo-
nents. The act of omitting components
also helps to improve simulation time as
there is less computation to perform. If we
do decide to add all necessary compo-
nents to create a physical PCB, then we
can set the properties on a component to
exclude it from simulation. This has the
same effect as omission from a simulation
perspective, but provides all of the neces-
sary data for system creation.

In the same vein as exclusion from sim-
ulation, we can also exclude items from
the PCB. This is useful where we have
added components or instruments to aid
simulation which would not be required
on a final system. The examples that fol-
low are all based around the standard
demo package released with the PICDEM
Mechatronics Demo Board hardware. To
this we add the schematic design file for
the Proteus VSM simulator which, com-
bined with MPLAB IDE, allows us to per-
form our system level simulation and
debug. This approach allows us to per-
form a comparison between the function-
ality that can be achieved with a virtual
system and physical hardware.

We can debug in much the same way as
we would with hardware tools using
breakpoints. The physical hardware state
is frozen at the breakpoint, unlike in hard-
ware. This allows us to confirm hardware
operation and step through actions to con-
firm code without losing the hardware sta-
tus. See Fig.4.

Fig.3.The virtual instrument and ground terminal can be added from within the
MPLAB viewer.

Fig.2. The virtual sensors with additional virtual instrument to
compare output voltage with stated value.



All of the software examples are written
in MPASM. It is possible to write your own
applications using the C language because
the Hitech PICC Lite compiler is now bun-
dled in the installation for MPLAB V7.62
and later. At the time of writing, however,
the examples have yet to be ported to the
PICC Lite compiler.

Device options
The device provided on the VDB is the

PIC16F917. This device is a member of the
mid-range architecture family and is one of
the more peripheral-rich devices in this
product group. The benefit that this pro-
vides is that we can use the high function-
ality, large pin count devices to develop our
system. Once we have achieved the func-
tionality we require, it is then possible to
assess if we can use an alternative device in
the family, which may be more suitable
from a cost, size or other requirement.

As devices in the family groups share the
same architecture and instruction set, and
largely the same peripheral set, then migra-
tion to a different device is made signifi-
cantly less difficult. Certainly, the physical
Mechatronics Demo Board is laid out to
accept 40-pin and 20-pin devices from the
mid-range family of devices. The
PIC16F917 allows us to complete all of the
projects, except Project 9, which uses the
more advanced ECCP module of the 20-
pin PIC16F690.

The tasks we can perform in our virtual
simulation take us from basic interaction,
using digital I/O to reading a switch posi-
tion and subsequently illuminating an
LED; through using the ADC to read sen-
sors; output of data to a direct drive seg-
ment-based LCD using the on-board LCD
controller module and the ability to drive a
virtual DC motor with the on-board cap-
ture, compare and PWM (CCP).

When approached from the perspective
of using a more functional device in a 

virtual environment, we can very quickly
achieve success and determine if our sys-
tem is feasible. Once the initial design con-
cepts are achieved we can quickly deter-
mine if we need to add functionality and
move to a better, more functional device
or, alternatively, if we need to, move to a
more cost-optimised device.

The move to a cost-optimised design
may require us to create the equivalent of a
hardware module using software and I/O.
Using the virtual approach, we can quick-
ly make these changes and perform com-
parisons using the built-in analysis tools.
Once we feel we
have narrowed
down the design
we can perform
our first hardware
build. This method
should then save
us a significant
amount of time
and effort and
hopefully allow us
to get our product
to market much
earlier.

The limitations
enforced with the
demo version of
the simulation
system are that we
cannot alter the
schematic. It is
node locked, so
components can-
not be added or
removed. We can
add instruments to
help us perform
our debug but we
are limited to the
equivalent of a
n o n - a l t e r a b l e
piece of hard-
ware.

This restriction aside, we do obtain a
fully functional virtual equivalent of the
PICDEM Mechatronics board. We can use
this to perform all of the standard labs pro-
vided and we can make use of the virtual
instruments and graphs to help us observe
and learn about what is happening on the
circuit, without the immediate need to
invest in hardware tools. 

A further limitation is that the exact part
we require may not be modelled. If this is
the case, then requests for new models can
be made to Labcenter or we can make use
of the approach outlined above using a
more functional superset level device and
choosing the functionality we need on that
device to create our design.

Using the VDB
Once we have both MPLAB IDE and

Proteus VSM installed we need to open our
project. Within MPLAB IDE choose
Project > Open and then navigate to the
PICDEM MC Demo folder in C:\Program
Files\Labcenter Electronics\Proteus 7
Demo\Samples\VSM MPLAB Viewer\
Eval Boards\. 

Here you will find the PICDEM MC demo
and a number of other VDBs which can also
be tried. Alternatively, you can download the
support package from the EPE website
(access via www.epemag.co.uk).

To help you perform the exercises and
use the mechatronics VDB you should
download the user guide for the PICDEM
Mechatronics board, also available from
the EPE website. There is also a quick link
to the mechatronics demonstration kit via
www.microchip.com/mechatronics.

The PICDEM Mechatronics PCB is a
very functional development board and as

Fig.4. Example of a debugging screen.

Fig.5. Jumper settings aide memoire
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such does require a number of jumper
changes to be made to route functions
between a device pin and board function.
To keep the number of design files to a
minimum, this approach has been repeat-
ed on the VDB using an active link. To
help understand which links need to be
used for each project an aide memoire is
provided on the schematic sheet, as
shown in Fig.5 and Fig.6.

The PICDEM Mechatronics Demo
Board User Guide provides a good refer-
ence to work your way through each of the
labs provided, discussing what is being
performed and the board setup to achieve
the function required. 

Development tools
MPLAB V7.62 includes bundled compil-

ers from CCS and HiTech. Of particular
interest is the HiTech PICC Compiler for

the Mid-Range Family of PICs and it
specifically supports the PiC16F917. The
compiler is a lite version and is therefore
limited to a range of supported devices and
also some of the device capabilities are
restricted. All of the base line PICs and a
number of Mid-Range PICs are supported.

For the 16F917 this limitation is to one
page of program memory and two banks of
RAM, thus providing a code space of 2K
words and 176 bytes of RAM. Given the
scope of the demonstrations this quantity
of memory is however more than adequate.
Full details of the PICC Lite C Compiler
can be found on the HI-TECH website at
www.htsoft.com/products/compilers/PI
CCIite.php.

Links
www.microchip.com/mechatronics
www.labcenter.com www. htsoft.com
www.epemag.co.uk

Fig.6. Jumpers are default open as the
demo board is generic to all projects,
to engage a jumper, simply click on it.
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Exclusive board offer 
The Microchip PICDEM Mechatronics

Development Board not only supports all
of the projects featured in this series of
articles but also includes nine example
projects, each complete with source code.

To claim your exclusive EPE 20% dis-
count on the Microchip PICDEM
Mechatronics Development Board contact
ACAL Semiconductors on Telephone: +44
(0)118 902 9702.  Fax: +44 (0)118 902
9614.  Email: sales@acalsemis.co.uk. 
Website: www.acalsemis.co.uk
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THE EPE Chat Zone recently high-
lighted a potential move by the EU 

to ban incandescent lamps, including 
the humble domestic ‘bulb’. In this ar-
ticle the author hopes to confirm what 
is true and dispel some myths, look at 
the potential impacts of this move and 
look at some of the solutions, includ-
ing Compact Fluorescent Lamp (CFL), 
Tungsten Halogen (TH), and Light 
Emitting Diode (LED) technologies.

The author’s background is over 20 
years in the electrical wholesale distri-
bution industry and he hopes you will 
forgive his use of the word ‘lamp’. The 
‘trade’ considers bulbs to be things that 
you plant! Lamps are sources of light, 
and they are installed in luminaires 
(or possibly, light fittings). The word 
‘bulb’ is hereby banned!

History of electric lamps
Firstly, some background. The 

General Lighting Service (GLS) lamp 
(Fig.1) was invented in the late nine-
teenth century, but right from the 
beginning was the subject of some 
controversy. There are two claims to be 
the original inventor and the lighting 
industry is still divided on just who 
is responsible for the massive effect 
artificial lighting has had on social 
and industrial development.

In the American corner, Thomas 
Edison (1847-1931) was an American 
inventor who achieved over 1000 pat-
ents. Although not the first to produce 

light from electricity, he designed 
a practical implementation which 
would become commercially viable.

Joseph Swan (1828-1914) was an 
Englishman who beat Edison to a 
practical design (1860) but was limited 
by the resources available to him at 
the time. Despite the now perceived 
rivalry, both inventors were eventually 
united in the Edison-Swan United 

Electric Light Company, and the brand 
of Ediswan lamps was born.

The operation of the GLS lamp has 
changed little but improvements have 
been made to extend the life and ef-
ficacy (light output for energy input) 
until the limit of the technology has 
been reached. Improvements have 
been made in the gas that replaces air 
inside the lamp and also the material 
used for filaments, from the bamboo 
supports used by Edison to tungsten 
steel used today. 

Today, we see the same technology 
not just in the humble GLS lamp, but 
also in decorative versions of differ-
ent colours, shapes and sizes. The 
candle lamp is the same technology 
but with a nicer shape, and all colours 
are produced by acid etched glass 

By DAVE GEARY

Fig.1. Philips GLS lamp
Fig.2. Philips Brilliantline low volt-
age dichroic

Banning 
The Bulb

An analysis of low energy light bulbs in relation to the 
EU ban on incandescent lamps
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or even just a painted coating. The 
tungsten halogen lamp, most easily 
recognised as low voltage spotlamps 
(Fig.2) in shops and kitchens, is one 
of the later developments which uti-
lises clever chemistry to maximise 
life and light output, with some of 
the newest lamps using infrared filter/
mirror technology to further enhance 
efficiency. Some of this technology 
will continue to be used for many 
years to come.

Legislation and rumour
Commercial users have, of course, 

long since abandoned the old tech-
nology wherever possible to obtain 
the energy savings associated with 
discharge technology. This term in-
cludes all fluorescent lamps/tubes, 
compact fluorescent, sodium (Fig.3 
and Fig.4), mercury (Fig.5) and metal 
halide lamps as used, for example, in 
streetlighting and shops. In addition, 
discharge lamps last longer and the 
cost of labour, including replacement  
access, which in some cases far out-
weighs the additional cost of these 
lamps and the necessary fittings.

Domestically, of course, there is no 
labour cost and generally it’s easy to 
assume that the energy cost associated 
with lighting is small. However, with 
energy costs spiralling this is no longer 
the case, and with the costs of more 
energy efficient replacements coming 
down, the payback period is realistic.

The precise details of the proposed 
EU ban on incandescent lamps have 
yet to be disclosed. Even the Austral-
ian ban, which was announced some 

time ago, refers to ‘less energy efficient 
incandescent lamps’ and is not specific 
to type or wattage. However, various 
sources indicate that it is the higher 
wattage (40W to 100W) types used for 
general lighting which are targeted, 
and not those used for special applica-
tions (oven lamps, refrigerators, etc).

Many have assumed that the only 
allowable replacement will be com-
pact fluorescent, but, in fact, other 
technologies, such as tungsten halogen 
(filament), are likely to be permissible 
as they are more efficient than GLS. 
They also maintain compatibility with 
dimmers and can be switched to full 
brightness immediately, so making 

Fig.3. Philips SON Sodium High 
Pressure Sodium Discharge

Fig.5. Philips HPLN Mercury Dis-
charge

Fig.6. Philips HalogenA Discharge

  Table 1: Generalised Comparison

Type     CFL     TH
Runs    warm   hot
Hours    longest   better than GLS
Colour    to specification  2700K (as GLS)
Starts    slowly-mod fast  instant
Appearance    OK-awful   ‘bulb’ (different shape)
Energy    best    med
Dimmable    no*    yes
Env Impact Mfr  higher   lower
Cost    med-high   med

*some CFLs now have dimming capability, but not with traditional  
dimmers.

Fig.4. Philips SOX Sodium street lamp
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them suitable for security lighting. 
The key here is the measurement of 
efficiency/efficacy – lumens per watt 
(lm/W). The current Part L of the 
UK Building Regulations requires 40 
lm/W.

Tungsten halogen lamps also have 
another key advantage – they are out-
side the scope of the WEEE directive 
(explained later) which will require 
yet more recycling segregation of rub-
bish in future years.

Retrofit replacements
For most of us, there are two op-

tions; Compact Fluorescent (CFL) and 
Tungsten Halogen (TH). A quick and 
very generalised comparison is shown 
in Table 1.

Tungsten halogen
Examples of the tungsten halogen 

option include the Philips HalogenA 
GLS replacement (Fig.6) and the Os-
ram BT, which have been around for 
many years. Recently, there has been 
a dramatic expansion of the range to 
include other shapes and types of 
lamp. For example, the traditional 
reflector (or spot) lamp used in many 
kitchens and task lamps is now avail-
able in a lower energy TH version. 
Philips boast between 10% and 40% 
more light output, twice the life of 
the traditional lamp, and a ‘whiter’ 
light than the older technology. There 
are even replacements for decorative 
‘candle’ lamps.

The difference between tungsten 
halogen and traditional GLS lamps is in 
the gas which fills the glass envelope, 
the filament, and the running tempera-
ture of the lamp. A GLS lamp uses the 
gas to delay the filament burning itself 
out, whereas tungsten halogen uses the 
gas to redeposit vapourised fragments 
of tungsten back onto the filament. 
This recycling extends the life of the 
lamp and provides additional stability 
to allow the filament to have a higher 
designed running temperature, which 
in turn increases light output in the 
visible spectrum.

As can be seen from the comparison 
table, tungsten halogen goes some way 
towards reducing energy consump-
tion, and offers advantages of appear-
ance, compatibility with dimmers, 
and lower environmental impact in 
manufacture. However, they do not 
achieve the extremely long life and 
low energy usage of CFLs. The au-
thor’s understanding is that tungsten  

halogen lamps will not be the subject 
of the proposed ban since their effi-
ciency is enhanced over GLS.

Compact fluorescent
In general, lamps across the in-

dustry are specified on the following 
criteria:

a) Type or range, possibly manufac- 
        turer e.g. Philips HalogenA

b) Power, in watts
c) Cap, e.g. BC for Bayonet Cap
d) Colour, e.g. Clear/Pearl, or Cool 
   White (fluorescent), sometimes      

                 by number such as 840 (explained    
         later)

CFL retrofit lamps add two  
additional factors – life and 
light output per watt. These 
lamps first started life as the 
Philips SL range, which older 
readers might recall as a very 
heavy glass jar containing 
a folded fluorescent tube, 
a starter, and a wirewound 
choke. 

They were excellent in 
many respects, but were rela-
tively expensive for most of 
their product life. As a result, 
domestic use was limited but 
in the world of commercial 
buildings, the SL offered 
significant savings when 

the energy reduction was added to 
the long life and consequent labour 
saving due to not having to change 
lamps so often.

Their weight was also an issue, and 
the author has visited many clients 
over the years where SL lamps were 
installed hanging downwards, in 
downlighters, and towards the end of 
their life it was easy to pick out bits of 
brown resin that had fallen out of the 
choke and were laying on the inside 
of the glass jar! Of course, put them 
in a standard lamp, facing upwards 
(‘base down’ as the industry calls it), 
and the bayonet cap SL lamp would 

Fig.7. Philips SL lamp in latest guise Fig.8. Philips Master PL-E

Fig.9. Two new lamps from Megaman
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swing from side to side, pivoting on 
the pins on its base under its own 
weight! However, it would be wrong 
to underestimate the importance of 
this lamp, especially as it has only 
recently disappeared from sale, albeit 
with lighter, electronic gear installed 
(Fig.7).

Current lamps are much smaller, 
lighter, and more efficient (Fig.8 and 
Fig.9). Cost pressures, particularly 
with consumer demand, have forced 
the development of domestic and 
commercial grades. The consumer 

is making a decision on a handful 
of lamps around the home, and the 
energy saving effect is far lower. In 
addition, there are no labour costs to 
changing a lamp, just the nuisance fac-
tor. For these reasons, the lamp needs 
to have a lower price tag to make it an 
attractive proposition.

Manufacturers have responded to 
this by offering lower priced lamps 
with lower output and shorter life than 
the commercial ranges (Fig.10). It is 
not unusual to find a domestic lamp 
in the Superstore with a rated life of, 
say, 5000 hours, and a commercial 
grade lamp with between 15,000 and 
20,000 hours. The cost difference is 
significant, with some supermarkets 
selling domestic lamps at under £1, 
with commercial lamps being typi-
cally between £5 and £10. This dif-
ference is insignificant if you have to 
pay someone to change a lamp three 
times instead of once.

Light ouput
The lower light output may not 

be critical domestically but com-
mercially it is very important, with 
standards for lighting in buildings 
requiring a given light output. If lower 
output lamps are installed, more fit-
tings will be required and this negates 
any saving. Of course, the context of 
this article is retrofit lamps and it is 
unlikely that any commercial land-
lord would wish to add fittings to an 
existing installation, even if matching 
ones are available.

For the domestic market, while all 
of the major lamp manufacturers are 
producing an ever expanding product 

range, the most diverse is probably 
from Megaman. They are a fairly new 
entrant to the UK market and special-
ise in just retrofit lamps.

Commercial products tend to have 
a higher price tag but also higher 
output and longer life, which makes 
them an excellent prospect. In truth, 
these lamps are a better choice for the 
domestic market as well, but only to 
those who recognise the longer term 
benefits.

Cost comparison
Philips have developed a clever 

Excel- based tool called ‘Cost Of 
Ownership’, which compares an exist-
ing lamp against a potential replace-
ment, taking into account the price 
of the lamp, anticipated life, energy 
costs, and the labour cost each time 
a lamp is replaced. The latter is often 
a massive contributor to cost com-
mercially, but since the scope of this 
text is typically domestic, it should be 
considered nil.

Other manufacturers operate 
similar methods of comparison, but 
of course the mathematics is fairly 
simple. To illustrate, let’s take the 
example of a 60W GLS lamp used for 
four hours per day, seven days per 
week, replaced with an 11W compact 
fluorescent. Table 2 makes some as-
sumptions about energy cost and the 
cost of a new lamp. It also shows a 
typical domestic CFL available from 
the supermarket and a typically more 
expensive commercial grade CFL. 
Pessimistic prices and lamp life have 
been assumed for the CFLs, so this is 
a worst case scenario.

Fig.10. Philips PL-E – note the loops 
against ‘sticks’ on this version

  Table 2: Cost Comparisons
           60w GLS   11W CFL    11W CFL
              Domestic   Commercial

 Hours per day       4    4    4
 Hours per year (based on 365 days) 1460    1460    1460

	 Cost	of	Buying	Lamps
 Lamp life     1500    5000    15000
 No of lamp changes per year  0.97    0.29    0.10
 Cost of new lamp    0.20    3.00    7.00
 Cost of buying lamps per year  0.19    0.88    0.68

	 Cost	of	Running	Lamps
 Lamp power (W)    60    11    11
 Electricity cost £/kWh   0.09    0.09    0.09
 Cost of running lamps per year  7.88    1.45    1.45

 Cost	of	Buying	and	Running  8.08    2.32    2.13
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It is evident from the table that the 
commercial grade CFL is actually far 
better value than the GLS lamp it re-
places, even though it costs 35 times 
as much.

Carbon footprint
Notwithstanding the obvious finan-

cial benefits of CFL, there are impacts 
on the environment associated with 
lighting. Philips state that 19% of all 
energy consumption worldwide is 
lighting related (a figure attributed 
to the International Energy Agency). 
The energy saving aspects of CFLs are, 
therefore, unarguable.

If recycled, the environmental im-
pact of moving CFLs from factory to 
eventual user and then to recycling 
facility is mitigated by the number 
of new lamps being reduced (i.e. 
fewer changes means less movement 
of goods).

Any use of energy has an environ-
mental impact. Osram have provided a 
technical data sheet which uses a com-
parison between the overall impact 
of 15 GLS lamps against one of their 
commercial grade replacements.

The 15 incandescent lamps will use 
some 12.9kWh in their manufacture, 
and 1125kWh in energy during op-
eration. This totals 1137.9kWh. The 
CFL replacement uses only 3.4kWh 
in manufacture, 225kWh during 
operation, totalling 228.4kWh. This 
represents, according to the datasheet, 
a saving of 909.5kg of carbon dioxide 
emissions.

The mercury within the lamp is 
mitigated by the mercury which is 
not emitted during the burning of 
fossil fuels to produce the extra en-
ergy. An Osram CFL uses mercury 
(as all must to operate), but this has 
been reduced through design to 3mg 
per lamp.

Disposal – WEEE Directive
However, these lamps also use a 

cocktail of artificial substances in 
their construction, including mercury 
and phosphorous, and as a result are 
included in the WEEE Directive (Waste 
Electrical and Electronic Equipment) 
requiring the recycling of these lamps 
for commercial users. Domestic us-
ers will be advised and requested to 
recycle, possibly via the retailer from 
which they were purchased.

Later in 2007, it is highly likely that 
prices of CFLs will have to rise to cover 

their eventual recycling/disposal, 
although this will not be sufficient to 
remove the huge running cost advan-
tage over GLS.

The WEEE Directive covers, within 
lighting:

1 Luminaires for fluorescent lamps 
with the exception of luminaires in 
households

1 Straight fluorescent lamps
1 Compact fluorescent lamps
1 High intensity discharge lamps, 

including pressure sodium lamps and 
metal halide lamps

1 Low pressure sodium lamps
1 Other lighting or equipment for 

the purpose of spreading or control-
ling light with the exception of fila-
ment bulbs

Source: www.weeedirectory.com

All items within the scope of the 
WEEE Directive must be recycled, in-
cluding such items as refrigerators and 
televisions. Since these items are fairly 
expensive, the added surcharge for re-
cycling is insignificant and is generally 
being absorbed by the manufacturer. 
In the case of lamps, the unit price 
is far lower and recycling costs are 
more significant. At the time of writ-
ing, there is still some debate within 
the industry as to whether prices will 
simply rise to cover it or, commercially 
at least, there will be a separate envi-
ronmental disposal charge on CFLs 
and some other lamps, as is currently 
the case with tyres.

GLS lamps are not affected since 
their construction is of inert materials. 
There is an expectation of a ‘WEEE 
charge’ of around 30p per lamp or an 
increase in the price of the lamp of 
similar proportions.

A new organisation, Recolight, 
is responsible for collecting these 
charges and administering payments 
to recycling companies, see www.
recolight.co.uk.

Households are under no obligation 
to recycle under the WEEE Directive, 
although it is encouraged, and could 
be required under local bylaws.

To quote www.weeedirectory.com:

Consumers and the WEEE Directive 
– Household:

As a private household you are 
under no obligations to recycle WEEE, 
but, you will receive information en-
couraging you to recycle WEEE.

The precise link is www.weeedirec 
tory.com/Default.aspx?tabid=95

Control gear – lamp electronics
One potential concern with retrofit 

CFLs is that the fittings may not have 
adequate ventilation or other methods 
of cooling. The fitting is not likely to 
suffer any ill effects, since the run-
ning temperature of any incandescent 
lamp is far greater than the fluorescent 
replacement.

Osram point out that all electronic 
ballasts are sensitive to ambient tem-
perature, although so long as this is be-
low around 70ºC, then the normal life of 
the gear will be achieved, i.e. life of the 
overall lamp will be unaffected. Over 
70ºC, and life reduces exponentially,  
so this may be an issue in certain 
installations.

Philips do not believe that life will 
be adversely affected, provided that 
the CFL used is of an equivalent to the 
GLS replaced.

Another issue which touches on con-
trol gear is the warm-up time. Modern 
replacement lamps from the leading 
manufacturers reach full output within 
less then 30 seconds, and this depends 
again on ambient temperature; the 
colder the room, the dimmer the lamp 
will be initially. However, Osram state 
that their electrodeless technology, as 
used on the Dulux EL Longlife Classic 
A 20W, comes on instantly at around 
90% output, then rising to 100%.

The Lighting Association requires 
that, in normal operation, all CFLs 
should reach at least 60% brightness 
in 60 seconds, and the major brands 
discussed here would appear to easily 
meet that criterion. They go on to rec-
ommend that consumers should only 
purchase lamps which bear the logo 
‘Energy Saving Recommended’ and 
avoid cheap, poor quality lamps.

Most older designs of CFL retrofit 
lamps use an electronic version of the 
conventional inductive starter circuit. 
However, the electrodeless Osram 
lamps, and other newer designs, use a 
high frequency (30kHz to 50kHz) con-
trol gear which further enhances effi-
ciency and eliminates visible flicker, 
together with stroboscopic effects.

Over recent years, the overall 
lamp (including control gear) size for 
any given wattage has significantly 
reduced, together with control gear 
losses, and the mercury content of the 
lamps. Conversely, average lifetimes 
have increased.
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The author sought clarity on the ques-
tion of power factor from Philips: ‘The 
stated wattage on the lamp includes the 
effect of the inherent power factor and 
does not further influence energy sav-
ings.’ They go on to make another valid 
point: ‘The marked reduction of current 
with CFL lamps also reduces the distribu-
tion losses in the supply system’.

Special uses and alternative 
approaches

Retrofit lamps have traditionally 
been viewed as uncontrollable, other 
than ‘on’ and ‘off’. However, the Os-
ram range now incorporates extra 
facilities, such as photocell control (to 
allow for automatic simulation of ‘at 
home’ lighting, Dulux EL-SENSOR), 
dimming via conventional dimmers 
(Osram EL-DIM), or dimming with a 
switch on the case of the EL-VARIO.

So far, this text has concentrated on 
retrofit solutions, where the luminaire 
(fitting) is already installed and there is 
no desire to change it. The best solution, 
of course, is a fitting which is designed to 
use a more energy efficient light source 
and, if fluorescent, incorporates the 
required control gear in the fitting. 

This also has the advantage of of-
fering high frequency gear, which 
operates the lamp at around 32kHz, 
eliminating all traces of flicker, all 
stroboscopic effects and reducing 
energy consumption by, typically, 
a further 5% to 10%. Thorn Light-
ing are one of many manufacturers 
offering such luminaries, and while 
much of their range is commercially 
focussed, a trawl on Google will find 
many companies offering excellent 
energy saving fittings which are also 
attractive.

LED technology is still in its rela-
tive infancy and is yet to offer a vi-
able alternative for key reasons: first, 
the light output is not yet sufficiently 
high, and second, the light output of 
an LED degrades over time too much 
to allow the meeting of minimum light 
level requirements to be guaranteed for 
enough of the product life. Osram and 
Philips both contend these issues will 
be solved in the near future.

By way of comparison, efficiencies, 
irrespective of colour appearance of 
the lamp and the aesthetics of the 
lamp, are shown in Table 3 for typical 
Philips versions.

The key factors are always energy 
efficiency and acceptability of aes-
thetics. Hopefully, this article has 
provided some thought-provoking 
information – hard fact – to counter 
the rumours that CFLs are either ‘all 
good’ or ‘all bad’. The author has 
used them very successfully, but only 
where appropriate. Have a look on the 
manufacturers’ websites, there are 
lots of new products arriving to meet 
the challenges – these are exciting 
times!                                          EPE
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times before it settles, then this can be
quite a perplexing problem.

At first, people suffered from this prob-
lem with discrete logic circuits built from
4000 or 74 series or similar devices, but
now PIC and other microcontroller-based
projects also need to take account of
switch bounce. For discrete logic, the
problem is often particularly acute if the
switch is connected to a clock or other
‘edge-triggered’ logic input.

Capacitor cure?
Chat Zone user Tuurbo46 is aware of

the need to debounce switches in his PIC
application, but was asking for advice on
getting it just right.

I’m currently having a little problem with
debouncing a switch. When the switch is
pressed, the non-polarised capacitor
debounces the switch ok, and the I/O pin
goes high. But my problem is the stored volt-
age in the capacitor holding the I/O pin high
for ages. I’m currently using a 100nF capac-
itor. Should I make the value of my capacitor
smaller, or should I use a polarised capaci-
tor or discharge the capacitor?

Fig.1 shows a simple switch and pull-up
resistor arrangement, which could be used
as the input to a logic circuit, or connect-
ed to a microcontroller digital I/O pin
configured for an input. A possible wave-
form for the circuit’s output is also shown
in Fig.1. Here we see the switch bouncing

CircuitCircuit
SurgerSurger yy

frequency is about 170kHz, but remember
this is just an example and other unstable
regulators will behave differently. For
those interested in the mathematical
analysis of stability (which we only
skimmed over in the Circuit Surgery arti-
cles) the same application note also pro-
vides a pole-zero analysis of an LDO reg-
ulator equivalent circuit.

The impact of an LDO oscillating in
this way will depend on the nature of the
circuit being powered by it. In effect, the
oscillations create a high level of power
supply noise. As LDO regulators are typ-
ically used instead of switching circuits in
low noise applications this is quite likely
to be a serious problem. 

If the oscillation frequency of the regula-
tor is within the range of frequencies
processed by the circuit then it is likely that
it will be manifested as a strong noise signal
in the circuit’s output. However, if the oscil-
lation is well outside the circuit’s range, it
may not be so obvious. This does not mean
all is well of course, as there may be other
undesirable effects such as increased elec-
tromagnetic emissions from the circuit
board causing interference elsewhere.

Zeitghost, responding to Gerry’s post
on the forum, provides an interesting
example of a circuit that was apparently
OK, but, in fact, was not functioning
exactly as it should be due to regulator
instability. 

I remember a regulator based on the
7663 that oscillated gently at about
20kHz. This didn’t matter until the power
control for a UHF transmitter changed
from being ground referenced to being
+5V referenced. It went totally unnoticed
until one day I increased the span on a
spectrum analyzer and found two side-
bands at +/– 20kHz re the carrier.

Bouncing switches
The problem of switch bounce has also

been discussed on the EPE Chat Zone
recently. This is an issue which has fre-
quently confused beginners over the
years. 

Typically, someone connects a mechan-
ical switch as an input to a logic circuit,
presses the switch once and finds the cir-
cuit behaving as if the switch has been
pressed two or three times. If you don’t
know that switch contacts bounce, caus-
ing the switch to go on and off a few

Regular Clinic

User Gerry posted a question on the
EPE Chat Zone (via www.epemag.

co.uk) concerning the recent Circuit
Surgery articles on regulator stability.

I’ve been following the recent Circuit
Surgery articles. Although I understood
them, I was wondering what are the symp-
toms of an ‘unstable’ regulator? 

I appreciate that it’ll oscillate, but if it’s
at such a high frequency surely this
wouldn’t show up on a multimeter? Or do
regulators simply not work when they
oscillate? I’ve been using regulators for
years and, to my knowledge, have never
had this problem, but these articles have
me curious now!

Gerry is correct that the key symptom of
instability is (by definition) oscillation,
but unfortunately it is not possible to give
a simple general description of the impact
this will have because there is a wide
range of possibilities. The oscillation will
vary in both frequency and amplitude
depending on the type of regulator and the
impedance of the supply. It is also likely
to be temperature sensitive.

As was noted in the previous articles, it is
LDO (low dropout) regulators that are par-
ticularly susceptible to instability, not stan-
dard regulators. Also, if the instructions on
the datasheet are followed and the correct
types and values of capacitors are used,
there should not be any problems. If this
applies to Gerry then it is not surprising that
he has never experienced problems.

Non-functional?
It is possible that the regulator’s output

will be so far from what it should be that
the circuit would be considered non-func-
tional. Although this might be annoying,
at its least, it is easy to detect and diag-
nose. However, an unstable regulator may
also oscillate at a low amplitude while
maintaining more or less the correct DC
level. You may need to look at the supply
with an oscilloscope to see this.

An application note from Analog
Devices/Analog Integrations Corporation
(AIC) titled Analysis of LDO oscillation
issues (ANO25) (see www.analog.com.
tw/DB/doc/app_note/an025.pdf) gives
an example waveform for an AIC1730-33
3.3V low-noise 150mA LDO regulator
suffering instability. The amplitude of the
oscillation is around 400mV and the

Regulator stability and switch bounce
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Fig.1. Bouncing switch



three times as the contact is closed, but
not as it is opened.

This is not the only possible behaviour –
different switches bounce different
amounts and at different switch positions.
The number of bounces often varies each
time an individual switch is used. The
duration of bouncing also varies with
switch type, but is typically in the range
of hundreds of microseconds up to 10ms
to 20ms (although even longer bounce
times do occur). 

The way in which the user actuates the
switch – hard/soft fast/slow movement –
will also affect bouncing behaviour. A
further complication is that during bounc-
ing, the voltage transitions may not cover
the full supply range and may therefore
take logic inputs into their undefined
region (between 0 and 1).

One of the simplest approaches to
debouncing is to use a capacitor as shown
in Fig.2. This is the arrangement
Tuurbo46 is referring to. The RC time
constant should be a little more than the
switch bounce time. If it is much greater,
then the response of the debouncing
switch may be too slow, and the system
may be perceived as sluggish by the user. 

The slowly rising input signal produced
by the circuit in Fig.2 may be a problem for
some logic families, and particularly noisy
environments may even cause a similar
problem to bouncing as noise pushes the
input over the logic threshold and back
again. This may produce even more unwant-
ed transitions than the original switch
bounce. If it is a problem, a Schmitt trigger
device can be inserted between the switch
and the logic input to produce clean logic
switching (as shown in Fig.2).

Another potential problem with the cir-
cuit in Fig.2 is when high currents flow in
the switch when it is closed. If a relative-
ly large value of capacitor is used, this
may degrade the switch over time. 

Furthermore, when S is closed, R is con-
nected across the supply and will consume
power, so R should be as large as possible to
minimise this. So it is best to use a relative
large resistor value and a relatively small
capacitor value for the RC value required,
taking into account the maximum resistor
value that will provide a reliable pull-up
with the logic technology used. 

Additional resistor
A resistor can be placed in series with

the capacitor to limit the current as shown
in Fig.3, in which case a diode may also
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be required (as shown). If the diode is not
present then both R1 and R2 set the RC
time constant when the switch is open. 

This results in a slower circuit than if just
R1 is used. Resistor R1 could be made
smaller but this increases the current taken
when the switch is closed. A potential prob-
lem with this circuit is that logic input leak-
age current dropped across the resistor may
degrade the logic levels.

All this means that the choice of com-
ponent values for this circuit may be
tricky at times, although it should always
be possible to get it to work.

An RS flip-flop can also be used to
debounce a switch as shown in Fig.4. This
requires a changeover switch and two pull-
up resistors, but does not require any setting
of time constants, and does not suffer from
problems with slowly changing inputs. 

When the switch changes, any bouncing
will simply set or reset the flip-flop mul-
tiple times, but this does not matter as
only the first set or reset changes the state
of the flip-flop. Note that individual
switch contacts bounce open and closed,
but the switch does not bounce all the way
between the two contacts, otherwise this
circuit would not work.

Other techniques
When using a microcontroller, switches can

be debounced using software. Typically, the
code detects a change on the switch and then
waits for a bounce delay before checking the
switch’s state again and acting on the switch
press if the state has
actually changed. 

The code is simple
and examples are
readily available, but
it can be more diffi-
cult to do software
debounce if a large
number of switches
are required. In such
cases, hardware
debouncing using a
debounce IC may be
preferable.

There are special
switch debouncing
ICs available, for ex-
ample from Maxim
w w w . m a x i m -
ic.com). The MAX
6816, MAX6817 and
MAX6818 are single,
dual, and octal
switch debouncers,

respectively. The switch inputs on the these
devices have overvoltage clamping diodes to
protect against damaging fault conditions
and switch input voltages can safely swing
to ±25V with respect to ground. A typical
circuit using the MAX6816 single switch
debouncer is shown in Fig.5.

The MAX6818 monitors eight switches
and provides a switch change-of-state
output, which indicates if any of the
switches have changed state. This simpli-
fies interfacing to a microcontroller,
which does not have to do the work of
checking to see if each of the individual
switches have changed. A typical circuit
using the MAX6818 is shown in Fig.6.

Fig.2. Using a capacitor to debounce a
switch

Fig.3. Improved debounce circuit

Fig.6. Multiple switch debounce using a MAX6818 (Maxim
datasheet)

Fig.5. Switch debounce using a MAX
6816 (Maxim datasheet)

Fig.4. Switch debounce using an RS
flip-flop
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Included in the Institutional Versions are multiple choice questions, exam style
questions, fault finding virtual laboratories and investigations/worksheets.Circuit simulation screen

VERSION 2

ROBOTICS &
MECHATRONICS

Robotics and Mechatronics is designed to
enable hobbyists/students with little
previous experience of electronics to
design and build electromechanical
systems. The CD-ROM deals with all
aspects of robotics from the control
systems used, the transducers available,
motors/actuators and the circuits to drive
them. Case study material (including the
NASA Mars Rover, the Milford Spider and
the Furby) is used to show how practical
robotic systems are designed. The result
is a highly stimulating resource that will
make learning, and building robotics and
mechatronic systems easier. The
Institutional versions have additional
worksheets and multiple choice questions.
� Interactive Virtual Laboratories
� Little previous knowledge required
� Mathematics is kept to a minimum and

all calculations are explained
� Clear circuit simulations

Case study of the Milford
Instruments Spider
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Prices for each of the CD-ROMs above are:
(Order form on next page)

Hobbyist/Student £45 inc VAT
InstItutional (Schools/HE/FE/Industry) £99 plus VAT
Institutional/Professional 10 user (Network Licence) £300 plus VAT
Site Licence £599 plus VAT
Flowcode 10 user (Network Licence) £350 plus VAT
Flowcode 50 user (Network Licence) £699 plus VAT

(UK and EU customers add VAT at 17.5% to “plus VAT’’ prices)

PRICES

VERSION 3 PICmicro MCU
DEVELOPMENT BOARD

Suitable for use with the three software packages
listed below.

This flexible development board allows students to learn
both how to program PICmicro microcontrollers as well as
program a range of 8, 18, 28 and 40-pin devices from the
12, 16 and 18 series PICmicro ranges. For experienced
programmers all programming software is included in the
PPP utility that comes with the development board. For
those who want to learn, choose one or all of the packages
below to use with the Development Board.
� Makes it easier to develop PICmicro projects
� Supports low cost Flash-programmable PICmicro devices
� Fully featured integrated displays – 16 individual l.e.d.s,

quad 7-segment display and alphanumeric l.c.d. display
� Supports PICmicro microcontrollers with A/D converters
� Fully protected expansion bus for project work
� USB programmable
� Can be powered by USB (no power supply required)

ASSEMBLY FOR PICmicro
V3

(Formerly PICtutor)
Assembly for PICmicro microcontrollers V3.0
(previously known as PICtutor) by John
Becker contains a complete course in
programming the PIC16F84 PICmicro
microcontroller from Arizona Microchip. It
starts with fundamental concepts and
extends up to complex programs including
watchdog timers, interrupts and sleep modes.
The CD makes use of the latest simulation
techniques which provide a superb tool for
learning: the Virtual PICmicro micro-
controller. This is a simulation tool that
allows users to write and execute MPASM
assembler code for the PIC16F84
microcontroller on-screen. Using this you
can actually see what happens inside the
PICmicro MCU as each instruction is
executed which enhances understanding.
� Comprehensive instruction through 45
tutorial sections � Includes Vlab, a Virtual
PICmicro microcontroller: a fully functioning
simulator � Tests, exercises and projects
covering a wide range of PICmicro MCU
applications � Includes MPLAB assembler
� Visual representation of a PICmicro
showing architecture and functions �
Expert system for code entry helps first time
users � Shows data flow and fetch execute
cycle and has challenges (washing
machine, lift, crossroads etc.) � Imports
MPASM files.

‘C’ FOR 16 Series PICmicro
VERSION 4

The C for PICmicro microcontrollers CD-
ROM is designed for students and
professionals who need to learn how to
program embedded microcontrollers in C.
The CD contains a course as well as all the
software tools needed to create Hex code
for a wide range of PICmicro devices –
including a full C compiler for a wide range
of PICmicro devices.
Although the course focuses on the use of
the PICmicro microcontrollers, this CD-
ROM will provide a good grounding in C
programming for any microcontroller.
� Complete course in C as well as C
programming for PICmicro microcontrollers
� Highly interactive course � Virtual C
PICmicro improves understanding �
Includes a C compiler for a wide range of
PICmicro devices � Includes full Integrated
Development Environment � Includes
MPLAB software � Compatible with most
PICmicro programmers � Includes a
compiler for all the PICmicro devices.

FLOWCODE FOR PICmicro V3
Flowcode is a very high level language
programming system for PICmicro
microcontrollers based on flowcharts.
Flowcode allows you to design and simulate
complex systems in a matter of minutes. A
powerful language that uses macros to
facilitate the control of devices like 7-segment
displays, motor controllers and l.c.d.s. The
use of macros allows you to control these
devices without getting bogged down in
understanding the programming.
Flowcode produces MPASM code which is
compatible with virtually all PICmicro
programmers. When used in conjunction
with the Version 3 development board this
provides a seamless solution that allows
you to program chips in minutes.
� Requires no programming experience �
Allows complex PICmicro applications to be
designed quickly � Uses international
standard flow chart symbols � Full on-
screen simulation allows debugging and
speeds up the development process.
� Facilitates learning via a full suite of
demonstration tutorials � Produces ASM
code for a range of 18, 28 and 40-pin
devices � New features in Version 3 include
16-bit arithmetic, strings and string
manipulation, improved graphical user
interface and printing, support for 18 series
devices, pulse width modulation, I2C, new
ADC component etc. The Hobbyist/Student
version is limited to 4K of code (8K on 18F
devices).

Minimum system requirements for these
items: Pentium PC running Windows 98,

NT, 2000, ME, XP; CD-ROM drive;
64MB RAM; 10MB hard disk space.
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PICmicro TUTORIALS AND PROGRAMMING
HARDWARE

SOFTWARE

£158 including VAT and postage, supplied with USB cable and 
programming software

£40 OFF Buy the Development Board together with any Hobbyist/Student or Institutional versions of 
the software CD-ROMs listed below and take £40 off the total (including VAT) price.SPEC

IAL
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SPECIAL PACKAGE OFFER
TINA Pro V7 (Basic) + Flowcode V3 (Hobbyist/Student)

Minimum system requirements for these CD-ROMs: Pentium PC, CD-ROM drive, 32MB RAM, 10MB hard disk space. Windows 95/98/NT/2000/ME/XP, mouse, sound card, web browser.

CD-ROM ORDER FORM
��    Electronic Projects
��    Electronic Circuits & Components V2.0
��    Analogue Electronics Version required:
��    Digital Electronics V2.0 ��    Hobbyist/Student
��    Analogue Filters ��    Institutional
��    Digital Works 3.0 ��    Institutional/Professional 10 user
��    Robotics & Mechatronics ��    Site licence
��    Assembly for PICmicro V3
��    ‘C’ for 16 Series PICmicro V4
��    Flowcode V3 for PICmicro 
��    The Amateur Scientist 3.0

��    PICmicro Development Board V3 (hardware)

��    TINA Pro V7 Basic + Flowcode V3 Hobbyist/Student
��    Electronic Components Photos
��    Project Design – Single User
��    Project Design – Multiple User (under 500 students)
��    Project Design – Multiple User (over 500 students)

Full name:  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Address:  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Post code: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Tel. No:  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Signature: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

��    I enclose cheque/PO in £ sterling payable to WIMBORNE PUBLISHING LTD for £
��    Please charge my Visa/Mastercard/Amex/Diners Club/Switch: £

Valid From:  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Card expiry date:  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Card No:  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Maestro Issue No. . . . . . . . . .

Card Security Code . . . . . . . . . . (The last 3 digits on or just under the signature strip)

ORDERING
ALL PRICES INCLUDE UK

POSTAGE

Student/Single User/Standard Version
price includes postage to most

countries in the world
EU residents outside the UK add £5 for

airmail postage per order

Institutional, Multiple User and Deluxe
Versions – overseas readers add £5 to the
basic price of each order for airmail postage
(do not add VAT unless you live in an EU
(European Union) country, then add 17½%
VAT or provide your official VAT registration
number).

Send your order to:
Direct Book Service

Wimborne Publishing Ltd
Sequoia House, 398a Ringwood Road

Ferndown, Dorset BH22 9AU
To order by phone ring

01202 873872. Fax: 01202 874562
Goods are normally sent within seven days

E-mail: orders@wimborne.co.uk

Online shop:
www.epemag.wimborne.co.uk/shopdoor.htm

Note: The software on each version is
the same, only the licence for use varies.

ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS PHOTOS

A high quality selection of over 200 JPG
images of electronic
components. This
selection of high
resolution photos can be
used to enhance
projects and
presentations or to help
with training and
educational material.
They are royalty free for
use in commercial or
personal printed projects, and can also be
used royalty free in books, catalogues,
magazine articles as well as worldwide web
pages (subject to restrictions – see licence for
full details).
Also contains a FREE 30-day evaluation of
Paint Shop Pro 6 – Paint Shop Pro image
editing tips and on-line help included!

Price £19.95 inc. VAT

Please send me:

PROJECT DESIGN WITH CROCODILE TECHNOLOGY
An Interactive Guide to Circuit Design

An interactive CD-ROM to guide you through the process of circuit design. Choose from an extensive range of input,
process and output modules, including CMOS Logic, Op-Amps, PIC/PICAXE, Remote Control
Modules (IR and Radio), Transistors, Thyristors, Relays and much more.
Click Data for a complete guide to the pin layouts of i.c.s, transistors etc. Click More Information
for detailed background information with many animated diagrams.
Nearly all the circuits can be instantly simulated in Crocodile Technology* (not
included on the CD-ROM) and you can customise the designs as required.

WHAT’S INCLUDED
Light Modules, Temperature Modules, Sound Modules, Moisture Modules, Switch
Modules, Astables including 555, Remote Control (IR & Radio), Transistor Amplifiers,
Thyristor, Relay, Op-Amp Modules, Logic Modules, 555 Timer, PIC/PICAXE, Output
Devices, Transistor Drivers, Relay Motor Direction & Speed Control, 7 Segment Displays.
Data sections with pinouts etc., Example Projects, Full Search Facility, Further
Background Information and Animated Diagrams.
Runs in Microsoft Internet Explorer
*All circuits can be viewed, but can only be simulated if your computer has Crocodile
Technoloy version 410 or later. A free trial version of Crocodile Technology can be
downloaded from: www.crocodile-clips.com. Animated diagrams run without Crocodile Technology.

Single User £39.00 inc. VAT.
Multiple Educational Users (under 500 students) £59.00 plus VAT. Over 500 students £79.00 plus VAT.

(UK and EU customers add VAT at 17·5% to “plus VAT’’ prices)

}

The complete collection
of The Amateur Scientist
articles from Scientific
American magazine.
Over 1,000 classic
science projects from a
renowned source of
winning projects. All
projects are rated for
cost, difficulty and
possible hazards.
Plus over 1,000 pages of
helpful science
techniques that never appeared in Scientific
American.
Exciting science projects in: Astronomy;
Earth Science; Biology; Physics; Chemistry;
Weather . . . and much more! The most
complete resource ever assembled for
hobbyists, and professionals looking for novel
solutions to research problems.
Includes extensive Science Software Library
with even more science tools.
Suitable for Mac, Windows, Linux or UNIX.
32MB RAM minimum, Netscape 4.0 or higher
or Internet Explorer 4.0 or higher.
Over 1,000 projects.

Price £19.95 inc. VAT

THE AMATEUR SCIENTIST
3·0
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Over 150 pagesOver 600 images

TINA Analogue, Digital, Symbolic, RF, MCU and 
Mixed-Mode Circuit Simulation,Testing and PCB Design
TINA Design Suite is a powerful yet affordable software package for analysing, designing and real
time testing analogue, digital, MCU, and mixed electronic circuits and their PCB layouts.You can also
analyse RF, communication, optoelectronic circuits, test and debug microcontroller applications.

Enter any circuit (up to 100 nodes) within minutes with TINA’s easy-to-use schematic editor. Enhance your schematics
by adding text and graphics. Choose components from the large library containing more than 10,000 manufacturer
models. Analyse your circuit through more than 20 different analysis modes or with 10 high tech virtual instruments.
Present your results in TINA’s sophisticated diagram windows, on virtual instruments, or in the live interactive mode
where you can even edit your circuit during operation.

Customise presentations using TINA’s advanced drawing tools to control text, fonts, axes, line width, colour and layout.
You can create, and print documents directly inside TINA or cut and paste your results into your favourite word-
procesing or DTP package.

TINA includes the following Virtual Instruments: Oscilloscope, Function Generator, Multimeter, Signal Analyser/Bode
Plotter, Network Analyser, Spectrum Analyser, Logic Analyser, Digital Signal Generator, XY Recorder.

Flowcode V3 (Hobbyist/Student) – For details on Flowcode, see the previous page.

This offer gives you two seperate CD-ROMs in DVD style cases – the software will need registering (FREE) with
Designsoft (TINA) and Matrix Multimedia (Flowcode), details are given within the packages.

Get TINA + Flowcode for a total of just £50, including VAT and postage.

££5500..0000
including VAT

and p&p
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Readers will be aware that interna-
tionally active measures are being 

taken to conserve energy. One such 
source of energy consumption is from 
TVs and other domestic items being 
left in Standby mode. It is perhaps 
human nature that most of us use this 
option, prefering the more instantane-
ous revitalising of the TV rather than 
turning it off when not needed, and 
then having to wait while it warms up 
again. It also saves getting up out of the 
chair to physically switch it off!

PCs are other culprits that are left in 
standby rather than being turned off. 
The reason here is more fundamental. 
A procedure has to be entered each 
time we wish to turn off a PC, and there 
is the fairly lengthy time that it takes to 
reboot back into working mode.

There are other household appli-
ances that have a standby option as 
well.

The unit presented here offers an 
answer to the standby problem of TVs 
and other devices, but not to that as-
sociated with PCs.

Handset options
Basically the design consists of two 

units, one handheld, the other mains 
powered and connected to the TV or 
other appliance between its normal 
plug and the mains socket. Com-
munication between the units is by 
radio frequency (RF) at the UK legal 
frequency of 433MHz, using ready-
made and readily available transmit-
ter/receiver modules. This means that 
a radio transmitting license is not 
required in the UK.

At its basic level, the system 
comprises one transmitting mod-
ule controlling a single receiving 
unit. It is possible, though, to use 
a single controller to control up to 
64 receiving modules, jointly or 
independently. 

This possibility allows households 
with more than one TV etc (but not 
PCs, as mentioned) to be all controlled  
by the same transmitter. The range is 
up to about 70 metres, so will penetrate 
through the rooms and ceilings of most 
houses. The main unit can thus be 

kept in one room 
and appliances in 
other rooms controlled from 
the same place.

Each controlled unit is allocated an 
independent ID code, between 0 and 
63, set by the user with link wires on 
the PCB (printed circuit board), or us-
ing switches. The controller then, by 
means of switches, selects the ID code 
of the unit it wishes to control. 

Receiver units also have an independ-
ent push-switch allowing the transmit-
ted setting to be over-ridden and the unit 
turned on and off directly.

Appliances have their mains 
power switched on and off by means 
of a relay in the receiving unit. The 
receiving unit is plugged into the 
mains supply, and the appliance then 
plugged into the receiver. The relay 
is basically designed to switch up 
to 5A AC, but it may be changed to 
another capable of switching greater 
currents.

By JOHN BECKER

Play your part in reducing
energy use at home

Standby 
Power
Saver
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It is stressed that the assembly 
of the mains aspect of the receivers 
must only be done by someone suit-
ably competant at doing so. Mains 
electricity is potentially hazardous 
and can kill.

Transmitter
The complete circuit diagram for 

the transmitting (Tx) unit is shown 
in Fig.1. It is under control of PIC 
microcontroller IC1. At any time 
the mode under which it operates 
is set by S2 to S4. The individual 
ID code that it transmits is set by 
the bank of six DIL  switches jointly 
labelled S5. 

To control a single receiving unit, 
Apparatus On or Off switch S4 is 
switched appropriately, and S2, the 
Named Unit switch, is pressed.

The PIC sends a basic general ID 
code first. This minimises the risk that 
other transmitters in the neighbour-
hood operating on the same 433MHz 
frequency will interfere. This ID code 
may be selected by the user to be any 
value between 64 and 127 (more on 
this later).

The PIC then sends the ID of the unit 
to be controlled, a user selected value 

between 0 and 63. To this value is added 
the status of switch S4, zero for Turn 
Power Off, or 128 for Turn Power On.

The PIC’s signals are sent to the 
transmitter module, IC2, an RF Solu-
tions type AM-TX1-433 (also available 
from RS Components Ltd as stock 

number 310-9891). Data transfer rate 
is at 4800 Baud.

On receipt of  both ID codes, the 
desired receiver unit then performs the 
task required.

To control all possible 64 units 
simultaneously, switch S3 is pressed 

The completed prototype transmitter (left) and receiver (right) modules that 
make up the Standby Power System. Not shown on the receiver unit are the 
Main ID and Unit On/Off pushbutton switches (S6 and S7)

Fig.1. Circuit diagram for the Standby Power Saver transmitter. There are two power supply options – see text
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and again the PIC sends a main ID 
code and a unit ID which commences 
at 0 and increments up to 63. Any 
unit which receives the main ID and 
its individual ID code, again performs 
the task required.

LED D3 is turned on during trans-
mission, and turned off again at the 
end, so the user knows when the proc-
ess is complete. Even when sending all 
64 codes, the cycle time is only about 
one second.

Receiver
The circuit diagram for the receiving 

(Rx) unit is shown in Fig.2. The circuit 
comprises receiver module IC5, an RF 
Solutions type AM-HRR3-433 (also 
available from RS Components Ltd 
as stock number 250-401), PIC micro-
controller IC6, and a few peripheral 
components, including the 5A AC 
relay, RLA1.

The receiver sends any received 
codes to the PIC, which assesses 
whether or not they have the appro-
priate main and individual unit IDs. 
Both of these are determined by the 
bank of six switches, or link wires, S8 
(more on this later). If the codes are 
valid, the PIC then switches transistor 
TR3, and thus the relay, on or off as 

required. Diode D6 inhibits any back-
EMF pulse generated at the moment 
the relay is switched off.

The relay is a PCB-mounted two-
pole changeover type rated for switch-
ing up to 5A. Both Live and Neutral ap-
pliance lines may be jointly switched 
as required. LED D5 is turned on when 
the relay is switched on.

Switch S7 allows the relay to be 
manually switched on or off as required. 

Switch bank S8 is used when the receiv-
er’s ID is to be set by S6.

Both units
The PICs operate at 4MHz, as set by 

their own internal oscillator. Communi-
cation between transmitter and receiver 
is at 4800 Baud. Both PIC units are 
powered at +5V, derived from a basic 9V 
supply, which is regulated down to +5V 
by regulators IC3 (Tx) and IC4 (Rx).

Fig.2. Circuit diagram for the remote receiver section of the Standby Power Saver

Layout of components, including optional mains power supply, inside  a partially 
completed receiver unit
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With the Tx unit, it is intended that 
a PP9 9V battery is used, although a 6V 
battery could be used instead. In this 
latter case diode D1 reduces that volt-
age to below the maximum allowed for 
the PIC (5.5V) and regulator IC3 is then 
omitted.

For the Rx unit, the power may be 
supplied by a PP3 9V battery, or via 
the simple PSU shown in Fig.3.

Connector blocks TB1 and TB2 al-
low the PICs to be programmed when  
installed on the PCBs if preferred. The 
pins are in the author’s usual configu-
ration. The software is available from 
the ‘Downloads’ section of the EPE 
website.

Rx PSU
The circuit diagram for the simple 

9V DC power supply (PSU) is shown 
in Fig.3. It is intended that the same 
mains supply as is controlled for the 
appliance should be used.

Transformer T1 steps down the 
mains voltage (230V AC in the UK) 
to 6.3V AC. This is rectified by REC1, 
smoothed by capacitors C1 and C2, 
from which approximately 9V DC is 
available for the Rx unit.

Assembly
There are three printed circuit 

boards (PCBs) for this design. They are 
available from the EPE PCB Service, 
codes 639 (Tx), 640 (Rx), 641 (PSU). 
Only one Tx PCB is needed. For the 
Rx units, an Rx PCB is needed for each 
controlled appliance, plus a PSU PCB 
if required.

The circuit board assemblies and 
full-size copper tracking details are 
shown in Fig.4, Fig.5 and Fig.6. As said 
earlier, the mains aspects of this design 
must only be assembled by those who 
are competent to do so.

Assemble the PCBs in order of com-
ponent assembly size, starting with the 
on-board wire links. Use sockets for 
the dual-in-line (DIL) ICs, and observe 
the correct polarity for all electrolytic 
capacitors and semiconductors. Do not 

Parts List – Standby Power Saver

TRANSMITTER
1	 PC	board,	code	639	(Trans)	

available	from	the	EPE PCB 
Service,	size	96mm	×	38mm

1	 plastic	case,	size	and	type	to	
individual	choice

1	 433MHz	AM	radio	transmitter	
module,	type	AM-RT4-433	(RF	
Solutions)	(IC2)

2	 miniature	SPST	toggle		
switches	(S1,	S4)

2	 miniature	push-to-make	SP	
pushbutton	switches	(S2,	S3)

1	 6-way	DIL	switch	or	six	SPST	
toggle	switches	–	see	text	(S5)

1	 12-pin	DIL	socket	–	see	text
1	 18-pin	DIL	socket
Multistrand	connecting	wire;				
battery	to	suit	–	see	text;	
solder	etc.

Semiconductors
2	 1N4148	signal	diodes	(D1,	D2)
1	 3mm	red	LED	(D3)
1	 BC549	NPN	transistor,	or		

similar	small-signal	type	(TR1)
1	 PIC16F627-4	preprogrammed	

microcontroller	(IC1).	(Ready-	
programmed	PICs	are		
available	from	Magenta	Elec-
tronics	–	see	their	advert)

1	 78L05	+5V	100mA	voltage	
regulator	(IC3)

Capacitors
1	 22mF	radial	elect.,	16V	(C1)
1	 100nF	ceramic	disc,	5mm	pitch	

(C2)

Resistors (0.25W	5%	carbon)
6	 10k	(R3	to	R8)
2	 1k	(R1,	R9)
1	 470W (R2)

RECEIVER
1	 PC	board,	code	640	(Rec),	

available	from	the	EPE PCB 
Service,	size	104mm	×	38mm

1	 plastic	case,	size	and	type	to	
individual	choice

1	 433MHz	AM	radio	receiver	
module,	type	AM-HRR3-433	
(RF	Solutions)	(IC5)

1	 DPCO	PC-mounting	DIL	relay;	
5A	AC	switching,	5V	coil	(RLA1)

2	 miniature	push-to-make	SP	
pushbutton	switches	(S6,	S7)

1	 6-way	DIL	switch	or	link	wires	
–	see	text	(S8)

1	 12-pin	DIL	socket	–	see	text
1	 18-pin	DIL	socket
Multistrand	connecting	wire;	9V	
power	source	–	see	text;	solder	etc.

Semiconductors
2	 1N4148	signal	diodes	(D4,	D6)
1	 3mm	red	LED	(D5)
1	 BC549	NPN	transistor,	or		

similar	small-signal	type	(TR2,	
TR3)

1	 78L05	+5V	100mA	voltage	
regulator	(IC4)

1	 PIC16F627-4	preprogrammed	
microcontroller	(IC6).	(Ready-	
programmed	PICs	are		
available	from	Magenta	Elec-
tronics	–	see	their	advert)

Capacitors
1	 22mF	radial	elect.,	16V	(C3)
1	 100nF	ceramic	disc,	5mm	pitch	

(C4)

Resistors (0.25W	5%	carbon)
6	 10k	(R10,	R14	to	R18)
2	 1k	(R11,	R12)
1	 470W (R13)

9V PSU (Optional)
1	 PC	board,	code	641	(PSU),	

available	from	the	EPE PCB 
Service,	size	76mm	×	38mm

1	 230V	AC	mains	transformer,	
with	6.3V	AC	100mA	minimum	
secondary	(T1)

1	 50V	1A	bridge	rectifier	(REC1)
1	 1A	fuse	and	chassis	fuseholder	

(FS1)
Mains	cable,	plug	and	socket	to	
suit;	solder	pins;	solder	etc.

Fig.3. Suggested 
mains  power 
supply circuit
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TRANSMITTER 
BOARD

RECEIVER 
BOARD

Fig.4: Printed circuit 
board topside component 
layout, interwiring details 
and full-size underside 
copper foil master for the 
transmitter unit

Fig.5: Printed circuit 
board component layout, 
full-size copper foil mas-
ter and wiring details for 
a single receiver unit. You 
will, of course, require 
a receiver for each ad-
ditional appliance. Note 
the relay contacts must be 
rated according to the ap-
pliance being controlled
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insert the DIL ICs until the correctness 
of the assembly and the power lines 
has been fully checked.

It is up to the user to decide whether 
Tx switch S5 is a DIL type mounted on 
the PCB, or separate SP toggle switch-
es mounted on the top of the case. All 
Rx units may use link wires to set the 
required ID codes if desired.

The aerials are part of the PCB 
tracks. The aerial for the transmitter 

must not have its length changed in  
order to comply with regulations  
associated with the licence-free trans-
mitter module. The receiver aerial can 
be extended if preferred.

Just an ordinary plastic case was used 
for the prototpe Tx unit. If preferred, a 
more sophisticated handheld case appro-
priate to TV control units may be used.

A plastic case must also be used 
for the Rx unit, ensuring that mains 

voltages cannot appear on external 
surfaces or switches etc. If the PSU 
PCB is used, keep a reasonable dis-
tance beween it and the Rx PCB. Mains 
cable must enter and leave the case 
by suitable locking grommets, and be 
terminated by suitable mains plugs 
and sockets.

If a different relay to the PCB mount-
ing one suggested for the Rx unit is 
used, it must be adequately secured to 
the case side if it is not suitable for the 
DIL PCB mounting holes provided.

Setting ID codes
If just a single Tx/Rx units pair 

is used, it is not necessary to set an 
individual ID code. Just ensure that 
switches S5 and S8 are set so that their 
PIC-connected pins are at 5V. This sets 
the ID code to a fixed value of 0 for the 
Main ID and 127 for the individual 
IDs. If you think that no-one in your 
neighbourhood might have a transmit-
ter whose fequency may interfere with 
your receiver, then the Main ID code 
does not need setting.

However, if you discover that there 
is another transmitter upsetting the 
system. The Main ID code can be al-
tered as follows:

Switch off power to the units and 
allow a few seconds for the smoothing 
capacitors to discharge.

For the Tx module, set the switches 
in S5 to the binary code of the Main ID 
you want between 0 and 63. The PIC 
automatically adds 64 to that value. 

Prototype transmitter circuit board and function switches mounted on the lid of 
the case

Fig.6. Circuit board details for the optional 
mains power supply

MAINS
PSU
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Press S2 and hold it pressed while 
power is switched on. Wait a couple 
of seconds and switch it off again. The 
Main ID code is now stored in the PIC’s 
Data EEPROM for future recall.

For each Rx module, with the power 
off again, set the switches in S8 to the 
same binary code as set into the Tx mod-
ule. Then press S6 and hold it pressed 
while power is reapplied for a couple 
of seconds or so. Then switch it off. The 
Main ID code is again stored in the PIC’s 
Data EEPROM for future recall. Should 
you wish to change the Main ID at a later 
time, follow the same procedure.

For individual Rx modules, their 
specific ID codes can be changed at any 
time without any procedure, simply 
setting the binary switch or linking 
wires to the code required. When 
receiving data, the Rx modules only 
respond to that arriving and having the 
same specific ID.

Similarly with the Tx module, 
simply set the binary switches to the 
value for any particular Rx module. 
That code is then automatically sent 
when the Tx switch S2 is used.

Standby cost to the environment
Searching via www.google.com 

shows many sites relating to the costs 

to the environment of leaving TVs and 
other equipment in Standby mode.

The actual figures quoted vary 
slightly but are typically in the region 
of 24% of total TV and 50% of total 
VCR energy use. The average TV on 
standby consumes about 5W, drawing 
about 90% of normal energy.

Figures include the fact that 1TWh 
(terawatt/hour) of energy is lost an-
nually and 800,000 tonnes of carbon 
are emitted to generate it. CO2 emis-

sions amount to the equivalent of 1.4 
million long-haul flights. The average 
household has up to 12 gadgets left on 
standby or charging at any one time.

It is acknowledged that this design 
also uses energy, but that use is far less 
than that required by an appliance in 
standby mode. Even when batteries are 
used, there is still a cost to the environ-
ment by manufacturing them.

But it still makes sense to minimise 
the use of Standby mode.            EPE

Fig.7. Suggested wiring arrangement linking the receiver unit between the mains 
supply and the appliance to be controlled
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BIGPIC4 Development Board
Complete Hardware and Software solution with on-board

USB 2.0 programmer and mikroICD 

Following tradition
of its predecessor
BIGPIC3 as one of

the best  80-pin PIC development systems on the market, BIG-

PIC4 continues the tradition with more new features for the
same price. System supports the latest (64) and 80-pin PIC
microcontrollers (it is delivered with PIC18F8520). Many of
these already made examples in C, BASIC and Pascal lan-
guage guarantee successful use of the system. Ultra fast on-
board programmer and mikroICD (In-circuit Debugger) enables
very efficient debugging and faster prototype developing.

EasydsPIC4 Development Board
Complete Hardware and Software solution with on-

board USB 2.0 programmer and mikroICD 

The system supports 18, 28 and 40 pin microcontrollers (it
comes with dsPIC30F4013 general purpose microcontroller
with internal 12-bit ADC).  EasydsPIC4 has many features
that make your development easy. Many of these already
made examples in C, BASIC and PASCAL language guaran-
tee successful use of the system. Ultra fast USB 2.0 on-board
programmer and mikroICD (In-circuit Debugger) enables
very efficient debugging and faster prototype developing.

dsPICPRO 3 Development Board
Complete Hardware and Software solution with on-board

USB 2.0 programmer and mikroICD 

The system supports dsPIC microcontrollers in 64 and 80 pins
packages. It is delivered with dsPIC30F6014A microcontroller.
dsPICPRO3 development system is a full-featured development
board for the Microchip dsPIC MCU. dsPICPRO3 board allows
microcontroller to be interfaced with external circuits and a broad
range of peripheral devices. This development board has an on-
board USB 2.0 programmer and integrated connectors for
MMC/SD memory cards, 2 x RS232 port, RS485, CAN, on-
board ENC28J60 Ethernet Controller, DAC etc...

EasyAVR4 Development Board
with on-board USB 2.0 programmer

The system supports 8, 20, 28 and 40 pin microcontrollers (it
comes with ATMEGA16). Each jumper, element and pin is
clearly marked on the board. It is possible to test most of
industrial needs on the system: temperature controllers,
counters, timers etc.  EasyAVR4 is an easy-to-use Atmel AVR
development system. Ultra fast USB 2.0 on-board program-
mer enables very efficient and faster prototype developing.
Examples in BASIC and Pascal language are provided with
the board.

EasyARM Development Board
Complete Hardware and Software solution with on-

board USB 2.0 programmer

EasyARM board comes with Philips LPC2214 microcon-
troller. Each jumper, element and pin is clearly marked on the
board. It is possible to test most of  industrial needs on the
system: temperature controllers, counters, timers etc.
EasyARM has many features making your development easy.
One of them is on-board USB 2.0 programmer with automat-
ic switch between ‘run’ and ‘programming’ mode. Examples in
C language are provided with the board.

Easy8051B Development Board
with on-board USB 2.0 programmer 

System is compatible with 14, 16, 20, 28 and 40 pin micro-
controllers (it comes with AT89S8253). Also there are
PLCC44 and PLCC32 sockets for 32 and 44 pin microcon-
trollers. USB 2.0 Programmer is supplied from the system
and the programming can be done without taking the micro-
controller out.

- All of our products are  
shipped in special 
protective boxes.

- On-line secure ordering 
provides  fast and safe 
way of buying our products.

DEVELOPMENT TOOLS | COMPILERS | BOOKS

EasyPSoC3 Development Board
with on-board USB 2.0 programmer 

The system sup-
ports 8, 20, 28 and
48 pin microcon-

trollers (it comes with CY8C27843). Each jumper, element and
pin is clearly marked on the board. EasyPSoC3 is an easy-to-
use PSoC development system. On-board USB 2.0 program-
mer provides fast and easy in-system programming.

LV24-33 Development Board
Complete Hardware and Software solution with on-board

USB 2.0 programmer and mikroICD

System supports 64, 80 and 100 pins PIC24F/24H/dsPIC33F

microcontrollers (it comes with PIC24FJ96GA010 - PIC24 16-bit
Microcontroller, 96 KB Flash Memory, 8 KB RAM in 100 Pin
Package). Examples in BASIC, PASCAL and C are included
with(in) the system. You can choose between USB and External
Power supply. LV 24-33 has many features that make your devel-
opment easy. USB 2.0 on-board programmer with mikroICD (In-
Circuit Debugger) enables very efficient debugging and faster pro-
totype development.

Uni-DS 3 Development Board
Complete Hardware and Software solution with on-

board USB 2.0 programmer

The system supports PIC, AVR, 8051, ARM and PSoC micro-
controllers with a large number of peripherals.In order to con-
tinue working with different chip in the same development
environment, you just need to swich a card. UNI-DS3 has
many features that make your development easy. You can
choose between USB or External Power supply. Each MCU
card has its own USB 2.0 programmer!

SupportingAan impressive range of microcontrollers, an easy-to-
useaIDE, hundreds of ready-to-use functions and manyaintegrated
toolsAmakes MikroElektronika compilers one of the best choices on
the market today. Besides mikroICD,  mikroElektronika compilers
offer a statistical module, simulator, bitmap generator for graphic dis-
plays, 7-segment display conversion tool, ASCII table, HTML code
export, communication tools for SD/MMC, UDP (Ethernet) and USB ,
EEPROM editor, programming mode management, etc.

Each compiler has many routines and examples such as EEPROM,
FLASH and MMC, reading/writing SD and CF cards, writing charac-
ter and graphics on LCDs, manipulation of push-buttons, 4x4 key-
board and PS/2 keyboard input, generation of signals and sounds,
character string manipulation, mathematical calculations, I2C, SPI,
RS232, CAN, USB, RS485 and OneWire communications,
Manchester coding management, logical and numerical conversion,
PWM signals, interrupts, etc. The CD-ROM contains many already-
written and tested programs to use with our development boards.

S O F T W A R E  A N D  H A R D W A R E   S O L U T I O N S F O R  E M B E D D E D  W O R L D

mikroElektronika Compilers
Pascal, Basic and C Compilers for various microcontrollers

http://www.mikroe.com/en/distributors/

Find your distributor: UK, USA, Germany, Japan, France, Greece, Turkey, Italy,

Slovenia, Croatia, Macedonia, Pakistan, Malaysia, Austria, Taiwan,  Lebanon,

Syria, Egypt, Portugal, India.

BIGAVR Development Board
with on-board USB 2.0 programmer

The system supports 64-pin and 100-pin AVR microcon-
trollers (it is delivered with ATMEGA128 working at 10MHz).
Many already made examples guarantee successful use of
the system. BIGAVR is easy to use Atmel AVR development
system. BIGAVR has many features that makes your devel-
opment easy. You can choose between USB or External
Power supply. BIGAVR also supports Character LCD as well
as Graphic LCD. 

mikroElektronika manufactures competitive development sys-
tems. We deliver our products across the globe and our satis-
fied customers are the best guarantee of our first-rate service.
The company is an official consultant on the PIC microcon-
trollers and the third party partner of Microchip company. We

are also an official consultant and third party partner of Cypress
Semiconductors since 2002 and  official consultant of Philips
Electronics company as well. All our products are RoHS compilant.

PICFlash programmer – an
ultra fast USB 2.0 programmer
for the PIC microcontrollers.
Continuing its tradition as one
of the fastest PIC programmer
on the market, a new PICFlash
with mikroICD now supports
more PIC MCUs giving  devel-
oper a wider  choice of PIC
MCU for further prototype
development.
mikroICD debugger enables
you to execute mikroC /
mikroPascal / mikroBasic pro-
grams on the host PIC micro-
controller and view variable val-
ues, Special Function Regi-
sters (SFR), memory and EEP-
ROM while the program is run-
ning.

PICPLC16B Development Board
Complete Hardware and Software solution with on-board

USB 2.0 programmer and mikroICD 

PICPLC16B is a system designed for controlling industrial sys-
tems and machines. 16 inputs with optocouplers and 16 relays

(up to 10A) can satisfy many industrial needs. The ultra fast
mikroICD (In-circuit Debugger) enables very efficient debugging
and faster prototype development. Features : RS485, RS232,
Serial Ethernet, USB 2.0 on-board programmer and mikroICD

(In-Circuit Debugger) on-board.

System supports 64, 80 and 100 pin PIC18FxxJxx microcon-
trollers (it comes with PIC18F87J60 - PIC18 Microcontroller with
an integrated 10Mbps Ethernet communications peripheral, 80
Pin Package). LV 18FJ is easy to use Microchip PIC18FxxJxx
development system. USB 2.0 on-board programmer with
mikroICD (In-Circuit Debugger) enables very efficient debug-
ging and faster prototype development. Examples in C, BASIC

and Pascal language are provided with the board.

Following tradition of its predecessor EasyPIC3 as one of the best
PIC development systems on the market, EasyPIC4 has more
new features for the same price. The system supports 8-, 14, 18,
20, 28 and 40 pin PIC microcontrollers (it comes with a
PIC16F877A). USB 2.0 on-board programmer with mikroICD (In-
Circuit Debugger) enables very efficient debugging and faster pro-
totype development. Examples in C, BASIC and Pascal language
are provided with the board.

EasyPIC4 Development Board
Complete Hardware and Software solution with on-board

USB 2.0 programmer and mikroICD

LV 18FJ Development Board
Complete Hardware and Software solution with on-board

USB 2.0 programmer and mikroICD 

CAN-1 Board - Interface
CAN via MCP2551.

CANSPI Board - Make CAN
network with SPI interface.  

RS485 Board - Connect
devices into RS-485 network  

Serial Ethernet - Make 
ethernet network with SPI
Interface (ENC28J60).

IrDA2 Board - Irda2 serve
as wireless RS232 communi-
cation between two MCU’s.

CF Board - Easy way to
use Compact flash in your
design.

MMC/SD Board - Easy way
to use MMC and SD cards in
your design.

EEPROM Board - Serial
EEPROM board via I2C
interface.

RTC Board - PCF8583 RTC
with battery backup.               

ADC Board - 12-bit analog-
to-digital converter (ADC)
with 4 inputs.

DAC Board - 12-bit digital-
to-analog converter (DAC)
with SPI.

Keypad 4x4 Board - Add
keypad to your application.      

Accel. Board - Accel. is an
electronic device that meas-
ures acceleration forces .        



THE previous Interface article covered
the use of an eight-bit digital output

plus one or two digital inputs to monitor up
to 16 switches using a conventional diode
gating and scanning technique. It is a tech-
nique that is commonly used as a means of
reading keyboard switches, and it works
well in most cases. 

There can be problems when it is used
with some types of digital input, such as
those that have built-in pull-up resistors.
The inputs of a PC’s printer port usually
have these resistors as a means of making
their MOS-based circuits act more like the
TTL types used in the original PCs. A
‘floating’ TTL input goes to logic 1 (high)
due to the type of input circuit used, and
pull-up resistors on MOS inputs give some-
thing that roughly approximates to the gen-
uine article.

Virtue out of a necessity
There can be problems if the pull-up

resistors are quite low in value, as they can
then interfere with a passive driver circuit,
such as a simple keyboard scanning type

based on diodes and resistors. One way
around the problem is to make a virtue out
of a necessity, and make the pull-up resis-
tors part of the input circuit. This is the
method used in the circuit of Fig.1, which
functions in essentially the same manner as
the basic scanning circuit described in the
previous Interface article.

The basic scheme of things is to set each
bit of the digital output high, in sequence,
and to read the state of the digital input on
each occasion. With this circuit, the pull-up
resistor on the digital input normally takes
it to logic 1. 

However, when the switch for the active
(high) output is closed, transistor TR1 will be
biased into conduction and the input will be
taken to logic 0. The scanning process there-
fore tests the state of each switch, with logic 1
being returned for an open switch, and logic 0
being returned for a switch that is closed.

Strictly speaking, the circuit is not a pas-
sive type, because it uses a switching tran-
sistor. No power supply is needed though,
because the transistor is effectively pow-
ered from the PC’s +5V supply via the

pull-up resistors. The circuit is, therefore,
as convenient as a conventional passive one
that uses diodes, but no form of active
switching device.

Active extension
Like the passive version, the active cir-

cuit is easily extended to accommodate
more switches. It is just a matter of using
an additional circuit that is identical to the
original, and can be driven from the same
eight outputs. It feeds a different input
though, and this input is used to read the
eight additional switches. 

In the circuit of Fig.2 switches S1 to S8
are read via the Select In handshake input,
which is at bit 4 of the printer port’s status
register. Switches S9 to S16 are read using
the Paper Empty (PE) handshake input at
bit 5 of the status register.

There are five handshake inputs available
at the printer port of a PC, which means that
it should be possible to accommodate up to
40 switches in five banks of eight. It does not
necessarily represent the best way of reading
dozens of switches, but it is certainly 
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Fig.1. Simple ‘active’ circuit for monitoring eight
switches

Fig.2. Extending the ‘active’ circuit to accomodate 16 switches
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Listing 1

Private Sub Form_Load()
Out &H378, 0
End Sub

Private Sub Timer1_Timer()
Out &H378, 1
If (Inp(&H379) And 16) = 16 Then Shape1.FillColor = &HFF&
If (Inp(&H379) And 16) = 0   Then Shape1.FillColor = &HFF00&
If (Inp(&H379) And 32) = 32 Then Shape9.FillColor = &HFF&
If (Inp(&H379) And 32) = 0    Then Shape9.FillColor = &HFF00&

Out &H378, 2
If (Inp(&H379) And 16) = 16 Then Shape2.FillColor = &HFF&
If (Inp(&H379) And 16) = 0   Then Shape2.FillColor = &HFF00&
If (Inp(&H379) And 32) = 32 Then Shape10.FillColor = &HFF&
If (Inp(&H379) And 32) = 0   Then Shape10.FillColor = &HFF00&

Out &H378, 4
If (Inp(&H379) And 16) = 16 Then Shape3.FillColor = &HFF&
If (Inp(&H379) And 16) = 0   Then Shape3.FillColor = &HFF00&
If (Inp(&H379) And 32) = 32 Then Shape11.FillColor = &HFF&
If (Inp(&H379) And 32) = 0   Then Shape11.FillColor = &HFF00&

Out &H378, 8
If (Inp(&H379) And 16) = 16 Then Shape4.FillColor = &HFF&
If (Inp(&H379) And 16) = 0   Then Shape4.FillColor = &HFF00&
If (Inp(&H379) And 32) = 32 Then Shape12.FillColor = &HFF&
If (Inp(&H379) And 32) = 0   Then Shape12.FillColor = &HFF00&

Out &H378, 16
If (Inp(&H379) And 16) = 16 Then Shape5.FillColor = &HFF&
If (Inp(&H379) And 16) = 0   Then Shape5.FillColor = &HFF00&
If (Inp(&H379) And 32) = 32 Then Shape13.FillColor = &HFF&
If (Inp(&H379) And 32) = 0   Then Shape13.FillColor = &HFF00&

Out &H378, 32
If (Inp(&H379) And 16) = 16 Then Shape6.FillColor = &HFF&
If (Inp(&H379) And 16) = 0   Then Shape6.FillColor = &HFF00&
If (Inp(&H379) And 32) = 32 Then Shape14.FillColor = &HFF&
If (Inp(&H379) And 32) = 0   Then Shape14.FillColor = &HFF00&

Out &H378, 64
If (Inp(&H379) And 16) = 16 Then Shape7.FillColor = &HFF&
If (Inp(&H379) And 16) = 0   Then Shape7.FillColor = &HFF00&
If (Inp(&H379) And 32) = 32 Then Shape15.FillColor = &HFF&
If (Inp(&H379) And 32) = 0   Then Shape15.FillColor = &HFF00&

Out &H378, 128
If (Inp(&H379) And 16) = 16 Then Shape8.FillColor = &HFF&
If (Inp(&H379) And 16) = 0   Then Shape8.FillColor = &HFF00&
If (Inp(&H379) And 32) = 32 Then Shape16.FillColor = &HFF&
If (Inp(&H379) And 32) = 0   Then Shape16.FillColor = &HFF00&

Fig.3. Typical screen layout for scanning 16 switches.
Red – switch open, and green –switch closed

Fig.4. Connections to the PC printer port are made via a
25-way male D-type connector

possible to do so. A scanning system is
unlikely to represent the fastest method of
reading switches, but the highest possible
operating speed is unlikely to be crucial
when monitoring mechanical switches.

Software
The Visual BASIC listing consists of

eight main sections, with each one provid-
ing essentially the same action. It requires
a form that has 16 shape components,
which act as indicator ‘lights’ (Fig.3) on a
one per switch basis. The colour of the
‘light’ is red when the corresponding
switch is open, and green when it is closed. 

A timer component is also required, and
this should have a low Interval value of
about 20 so that the program scans at a rea-
sonably high rate. The program utilizes
inpout32.dll, which must be available to
the system in order to make the Inp and
Out instructions function properly.

The first section of the program simply
sets the output port with all the outputs ini-
tially low, which is not really necessary
with this simple demonstration program
since it starts the scanning process

immediately. However, it could be impor-
tant in applications that use the scanning
process intermittently. 

The next section is used to read switch-
es S1 and S9, which are the switches that
are read when output D0 is high. The first
line writes a value of 1 to the output port,
and it is assumed here that the port is at
addresses from &H370 to &H37a. The
addresses used in the Inp and Out instruc-
tions must be changed to suit in cases
where an alternative address range is used.

Each switch is read by a pair of
If….Then statements, which operate in the
same basic manner. The first pair set the
colour of Shape1 to red (&HFF&) or green
(&HFF00&), depending on whether bit 4
of the status register is low or high. Bits of
the register other than bit 4 are masked by
using a bitwise And operation with a mask-
ing value of 16. 

The second pair of If….Then statements
are much the same, but they control the
colour of Shape9, and a masking value of
32 is used in the And operations so that bit
5 of the status register is read and the other
bits are masked.

The other seven sections of the program
operate in the same fashion, but they con-
trol the colour of Shape 2 and Shape 10,
Shape 3 and Shape 11, and so on through
to Shape 8 and Shape 16. In a real-world
application, it will usually be necessary to
have the program do something more than
control the colour of a shape component,
but it is simply a matter of using the appro-
priate actions in the If….Then statements. 

It would probably be possible to
reduce the size of the program using a
loop, but it is reasonably compact in its
present form.  Also, with the program in
this form it is easy to make any switch
provide practically any action. If neces-
sary, each switch could have a totally dif-
ferent function.

The simple hardware of this interface is
not particularly fast by the standards of mod-
ern logic, but it is still very fast when com-
pared to a Visual BASIC program when run-
ning on even the best of current PCs.
Consequently, there is no need to include
any delay loops to give the interface time to
respond to changes at the output port. Very
short delays might be necessary if a fast pro-
gramming language is used.

Connections
The connections to a PC printer port are

made via a male 25-way D connector, and
Fig.4 shows the eleven connections that are
needed in this case. As when using any cir-
cuit that interfaces to the PC via a simple
parallel port, the connecting lead should be
no more than about two or three metres
long. Otherwise there is a risk of stray cou-
pling between the leads causing erratic
results.
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Build Your Own

Ever wondered how a seismograph works? 
Here’s one that you can build yourself. It uses 
a horizontal swinging pendulum to detect 
earthquake waves and you can even display 
the results on a PC.

By DAVE DOBESON*

MOST Britains are thankful that we 
are not seriously affected by the 

large earthquakes and volcanoes that 
regularly devastate so many other parts 
of the world. However, few realise how 
easy it is to make your own amateur 
seismograph.

Plate tectonics
Before we take a look at the design 

of our seismograph, let’s first find 
out why major earthquakes occur. In 
particular, we need to have some un-
derstanding of ‘plate tectonics’.

The basics are very simple – the 
crust of the earth is made up of about 
20 major ‘plates’ that ‘float’ on semi-
liquid layers underneath. Earthquakes 
commonly occur at the boundaries 
of the plates, where they collide and 

produce stresses in the Earth’s crust. 
For example, deep ocean faults off 
the coast of Sumatra produced the 
magnitude 9.0 ‘Boxing Day Tsunami’ 
earthquake in 2004 and the related 
Niass 8.7 earthquake in April, 2005.

Of course, many large earthquakes 
go unreported because they occur 
under the ocean or in sparsely popu-
lated areas and have no impact on 
humans.

If you look at the United States Geo-
graphical Survey (USGS) home page 
and click on ‘Latest Earthquakes’ (to 
show the last seven days’ earthquakes 
for the US and the world), you will see 
where many of the larger earthquakes 
occur – see www.usgs.gov. 

The site also has detailed informa-
tion on the tectonic forces causing 

earthquakes, the design and operation 
of professional seismographs, records 
of historically significant quakes and 
links to records in other countries.

If your home-made seismograph 
detects a real earthquake, the event 
should also be reported within min-
utes by the above site.

Designed for schools
This do-it-yourself seismograph 

was originally described in Scien-
tific American in 1979 and has been 
adapted for science teachers to build 
and use in the school laboratory.

Movements of the seismograph, 
which is basically a horizontal pendu-
lum, are detected using a simple light 
sensor circuit. In operation, a metal vane 
attached to one end of the pendulum  

Seismograph
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be no restoring force and it will never 
swing back. We cannot move the top 
pivot too far forward though, other-
wise the seismograph will be very 
insensitive.

This unit is very sensitive to the 
mostly horizontal motion of earth-
quake ‘L-waves’ but is insensitive to 
‘P-waves’, which are mostly vertical. 

By the way, it’s important to remem-
ber that although we often talk about 
the bar (or pendulum) of the seismo-
graph ‘swinging’, it’s really the room 
that moves during an earthquake. The 
bar, because of the inertia of a heavy 
mass attached to one end, initially 
stays still. In effect, the unit and its as-
sociated logger act as a low-pass filter 
which renders the unit insensitive to 
everyday events (footsteps, doors clos-
ing, passing traffic, etc).

The accompanying photos show 
most of the construction details. The 
only critical dimension is that the top 
pivot must be less than 1mm in front of 
the lower pivot. As well as the wooden 

This seismograph plot shows a magnitude 6.5 quake that occurred in Papua 
New Guinea on April 11, 2005. A 6.8 quake near Noumea was detected only 
five hours later. The detector circuit used was the same as described here.

About The Author*

Dave Dobeson is a science teacher 
at Turramurra High School, Australia 
and the University of Sydney Sci-
ence Teacher Fellowship holder 
for 2005.

The mechanical section of the 
seismograph uses parts that are 
readily available from a hardware 
store. It’s based on a swinging 
horizontal pendulum and movement 
is detected using a vane and light 
sensor circuit mounted at one end.

The seismograph described here is 
known as a ‘Lehman’ or ‘Horizontal 
Pendulum’ seismograph. It’s also call-
ed a ‘Swinging Gate Seismograph’, 
because the bar and its supporting 
wire look like an old-fashioned farm 
gate. The ‘hinges’ (actually the pivot 
points) of the ‘gate’ are not quite verti-
cally aligned, with the top hinge just 
forward of the bottom hinge so that 
the ‘gate’ will swing shut. In practice, 
this means that the horizontal pendu-
lum (or bar) swings slowly back to its 
original resting position 

The accompanying photos show the 
basic set-up. As can be seen, it includes 
an 800mm long 16mm threaded steel 
rod that’s fitted with a 2 to 3kg mass 
at one end. The other end of the rod 
is ground to an edge and pivots on the 
end of a 13mm bolt – this forms the 
lower pivot point.

The supporting wire is attached 
to the rod at one end, just before the 
weights, and to a turnbuckle at the 
other end. This then pivots about 25-
35cm above the lower pivot.

If we align the seismograph pivots 
so that the top pivot is less than 1mm 
forward of the bottom pivot, then the 
seismograph bar will always swing 
back to its central position and will 
have a natural period of about 5-10 
seconds. However, if the pivots are 
exactly vertically aligned, there will 

(or bar) partially blocks the light between 
a LED and an LDR (light-dependant re-
sistor). However, when the bar moves 
(ie, during an earthquake), the amount 
of light falling on the LDR is modulated 
by the metal vane.

This signal is then fed to a low-
cost op amp circuit which, in turn, 
feeds into a data logger. Finally, the 
output of the data logger is fed to a 
computer to store, display and print 
the results. A PICAXE-based A/D con- 
verter and a freeware graphing pro-
gram called ‘StampPlot Lite’ can do 
the same job.

Building the seismograph
OK, let’s first take a look at the me-

chanical details of our seismograph 
and find out how it’s built.

Seismograph
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frame shown, the unit could be built 
into any strong cupboard, bookcase, 
shelf or even a strong, metal frame. 
In that case, the brackets and wooden 
frame would not be needed. Any type 
of metal rod could be used (as long as 
it’s strong enough) and the same goes 
for the mass at one end.

Note that you will have to ‘re-zero’ 
the seismograph for the first few weeks 
after building it, as the wire, brackets 
and wood flex under the strain. After 
that, it will be a matter of making rou-
tine adjustments every few months.

Top pivot point
The top ‘hinge’ (or pivot point) is 

made by drilling a 5mm diameter 
hole about half-way through the outer 
section of a large, thick washer – ie, 
to make a ‘dimple’. Smaller washers 
and a nut are used to hold the large 
washer in position, while a nut and 
lockwasher behind the wooden up-
right panel lock the bolt in place.

As shown in the photos, the hook at 
the end of the turnbuckle sits in this 
dimple, so that it can pivot freely. In 
operation, the turnbuckle adjusts the 
tilt of the bar and is set so that the bar 
is horizontal. The securing bolt can be 
screwed in or out to move the top pivot 
point relative to the bottom pivot. This 
is important for the overall functioning 

of the seismograph because it affects 
the natural period of the bar (ie, the 
time for one complete swing from the 
centre to one side, then back through 
the centre to the other side and finally 
back to the centre again).

A period of about five seconds seems 
to work best.

The pivot end of the 16mm threaded 
rod is ground to a knife-edge and this 
sits vertically against the end of a 
13mm bolt. Wind a nut onto the rod 
before you cut and grind it, so that 
the thread is restored when the nut is 
removed. Be sure to use safety goggles 
when drilling, cutting or grinding met-
als – you only have one pair of eyes.

Note that the lower mounting 
point must be directly below the up-
per mounting point. The best way 
to ensure this is to use a plumb-bob 
made from fine fishing line and a lead 
sinker.

The two rear-most vertical bolts 
that go through the support brackets 
are used for tilt adjustment – see 
photo. These both screw into threads 
that are tapped through the wooden 
base and the brackets (nuts under the 
wooden base will do) and each has 
a screwdriver slot cut into its end. 
This allows you to use a screwdriver 
to tilt the seismograph sideways and 
forwards or backwards, to alter the 

position of the bar and thus its period 
and sensitivity.

The far end of the seismograph 
wooden frame has a single central 
support. A sheet of plywood under-
neath will stop the three supports from 
sinking into the carpet when the unit 
is positioned on the floor.

Swinging the weight
Just about any mass of 2 to 3kg will 

provide sufficient inertia to initially 
keep the bar still during an earthquake, 
provided it doesn’t hang too far be-
low the bar. A pair of 1.25kg barbell 
weights are ideal for the job. They cost 
less than £3 each from a sports store 
and come with a ready-made hole 
through the middle. This means they 
can be simply slipped over the end of 
the bar and clamped in position using 
nuts and washers on either side.

Damping
Once earthquake waves set the bar 

swinging, it will keep swinging for 
hours unless it is damped. Perfect 
damping would stop the bar with a 
few swings but in practice, under two 
to three minutes is OK.

You can use either liquid or mag-
netic damping. For liquid damping, 
a 40 × 50mm plastic paddle dipped 
into a rectangular container of water 

DAMPER

LIMITING 
BOLTS

2-3KG MASS

BAR: 16mm × 800mm

TURNBUCKLE

BOTTOM PIVOT 
POINT

TOP PIVOT POINT 
(25-35CM ABOVE 
LOWER PIVOT POINT) 

RIGHT-ANGLE BRACKETS
WITH DIAGONAL STAYS

LIGHT-SENSOR & A/D
CONVERTER CIRCUIT

METAL VANE

STEEL WIRE 1-2MM DIA.

TILT ADJUSTMENT 
BOLTS

This labelled photograph clearly shows how the Seismograph is 
built. This version uses a magnetic damper but liquid damping 
could also be used (see text and photos). Note that the light 
sensor and A/D converter unit shown here is an early prototype.
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will do the job. You can use a small 
bulldog clip to attach the paddle to the 
bar (see bottom right). The water will 
need topping up each week or so.

Magnetic damping involves attach- 
ing one or two super magnets to 
the end of the bar using a U-shaped 
bracket. A thick sheet of aluminium or 
a coil of wire with the ends joined is 
then placed in the magnetic field.

When the bar moves (ie, during an 
earthquake), current is induced into 
the aluminium or wire coil. This in 
turn produces a magnetic field that 
counters the magnets and so damps 
the motion of the bar.

Discarded computer hard disks 
are a good source for super magnets 
but be careful – supermagnets are 
dangerous and the author has been 
badly cut when a pair decided to play 
‘north attracts south, with his hand in 
between’. They can also be a disaster if 
they get too close to your credit cards 
or a computer monitor!

On the other hand, the good thing 
about magnetic damping is that once 
you get it right, it stays right.

Old aquarium air pumps have coils 
of fine wire, which can be used for 
magnetic damping if the ends of the 
wires are joined together. A 400g coil of 
0.7mm enamelled wire with the ends 
joined together and a super magnet 
that moves inside the coil gives almost 
perfect damping.

Use your multimeter to check that 
the winding hasn’t burnt out before 
using the coil.

The perfect location for your seismo-
graph is on a concrete block that’s set 
into bedrock at the bottom of a sealed 
mine shaft! If you don’t have access 
to a mine shaft(!), the seismograph 

should be installed in a closed room or 
cupboard, or in a strong bookcase sur-
rounded by a Perspex cover (to prevent 
air movement over the unit).

Circuit details
Many different seismograph detector 

and A/D (analogue-to-digital) converter 
circuits are available on the net. The 
best-known site is called the Public 
Seismic Network at www.psn.quake.
net (in California). It has designs that 
go from pens writing on rolls of paper 
to very complex circuits with low-noise 
op amps, 16-bit A/D converters and 
damping using negative feedback.

By contrast, the circuit used here 
is quite simple – see Fig.1. As previ-
ously stated, it’s based on a light sensor 
circuit that’s interrupted by a metal 
vane attached to the end of the bar. In 
practice, the unit is set up so that the 
vane normally blocks about half the 
light from the LED to its LDR.

The light detector and its associated 
op amp circuit is exactly the same as 
the one designed for use with some 
school data loggers. The logger output 
is simply taken from the output of IC1, 
as shown. Alternatively, you can add 
your own data logger, based on A/D 
converter stage IC2 (a PICAXE-08M).

In greater detail, power for the cir-
cuit comes from a 9V DC plugpack sup-
ply. Diode D1 provides reverse polarity 
protection, while the associated 100W 
resistor and 470mF capacitor provide 
decoupling and ripple filtering.

The filtered DC rail is used to power 
LED1 via a 1kW current limiting resis-
tor. The LDR and its associated 10kW 
resistor effectively form a voltage 
divider across this supply rail, the volt-
age at their junction varying according 

to the resistance of the LDR. This in 
turn depends on the amount of light 
reaching it from the LED.

The output from the LDR is fed to 
the inverting (pin 2) input of op amp 

The hook at the end of the turnbuckle 
sits in a 5mm dimple that’s drilled 
into a large washer to form the top 
pivot point.

The lower pivot point is formed by 
first grinding the end of the bar to a 
sharp edge. This sharp edge then rests 
vertically against the end of a 13mm × 
40mm-long bolt.

Above and right: these two views show the 
alternative damping methods for the swinging bar. 
Magnetic damping (above) uses a couple of super 
magnets and a coil of wire, while liquid damping 
(right) uses a 40 × 50mm plastic paddle dipped into 
a rectangular container of water.
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TILT ADJUSTMENT 
BOLTS

IC1 (741) via two back-to-back 470mF 
capacitors. These capacitors block the 
DC component at the output of the 
LDR, while allowing signal fluctua-
tions to be fed to the op amp. They 
also block any slow variations in the 
LDR signal due to thermal variations 
in the room.

IC1 functions as an inverting ampli-
fier stage. Its non-inverting input (pin 3) 
is biased to half the supply voltage  using 
two 10kW resistors, while its gain can be 
varied from 0 to 10 using potentiometer 
VR1, which is in the feedback loop. 

Note that although the circuit shows 
a 741 op amp, you could also use an 
OP27 device for improved accuracy.

IC1’s output appears at pin 6 and  
is fed to a voltage divider consisting 

This side-on view clearly shows 
the tilt adjustment bolts. These 
are set so that the base is perfectly 
horizontal (both east-west and 
north-south), so that the pivot 
points are in the same vertical 
plane. The turnbuckle is then 
adjusted so that the bar is also 
horizontal.

of two 3.3kW resistors. The top of this 
divider (ie, at pin 6) can be used to 
directly drive an external data logger. 
Alternatively, the divider output (at the 
junction of the resistors) can be used to 
provide a nominal 0-5V signal, which 
may be required by some loggers.

Pin 6 of IC1 also drives trimpot VR2 
and this is used to set the maximum 
signal level into pin 3 of IC2 (to about 
4V). IC2 is programmed to function 
as an A/D converter, using the simple 
program, Listing 1, in the accompa-
nying panel (more on this later). Its 
output is taken from pin 7 (P0) and fed 
to pin 2 of DBF9 socket CON2.

This socket is in turn connected to 
the serial port of a PC, to provide the 
alternative data logger.

The PICAXE-08M is programmed 
via pin 3 of CON2 socket. The incom-
ing data signal is fed to pin 2 (SER IN) 
of  IC2 via a voltage divider consisting 
of 22kW and 10kW resistors.

Power for IC2 is supplied via a 3-ter-
minal voltage regulator REG1. This pro-
vides a regulated +5V rail to pin 1.

Building the circuit
Building the circuit is easy since 

all the parts are mounted on a small 
PC board, coded 636. Fig.2 shows the 
assembly details.

Note that REG1 and the PICAXE (IC2) 
are required only if you don’t already 
have a data logger. If you do have a log-
ger, these parts can simply be left out, 
along with the DB9F socket, trimpot 
VR2, the 100nF capacitor and the 22kW  
and 10kW voltage divider resistors 
from pin 2 of IC2.

Begin by installing the resistors and 
capacitors. Table 1 shows the resistor 
colour codes but it’s also a good idea 
to check each resistor using a digital 
multimeter before soldering them into 
circuit, just to make sure.

Follow these parts with diode D1, 
the two IC sockets (don’t install the 
ICs yet) and trimpot VR2. Take care to 
ensure that D1 and the electrolytic ca-
pacitors go in the right way around.

LED1 can go in next. Bend its leads 
down through 90° close to its body 
before installing it at full lead length 
on the PC board – ie, the centre of the 
LED should be about 22mm above the 
PC board (see photo). Again, take care 
to ensure that it’s oriented correctly.

In the prototype, the LED and the LDR were brought out through 
holes in the case, with the vane sitting between them – see above. 
By contrast, in the final version, the LED and LDR are inside the 
case and the vane rides in a slot. The vane is positioned so that  
it normally ‘shadows’ about half the LED body.
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mouse. Just cut the cable off close to 
the mouse, then strip the wires back 
and use a multimeter to identify which 
lead goes to which pin on the socket 
– you need to use the leads that go 
to pins 2, 3 and 5 (the rest can be 
trimmed off).

These leads can then be soldered 
directly to three PC stakes mounted 
at the appropriate points on the PC 
board. As a bonus, you don’t need the 

on-board DBF9 socket, which means 
you can save even more money.

Checks and adjustments
Before fitting the two ICs, it’s neces-

sary to make several voltage checks. 
First, connect a 9V DC plugpack sup-
ply and switch on. The LED should 
immediately come on. If necessary, 
adjust it so that it shines directly on 
the LDR.

  Table 1: Resistor Colour Codes

	 o  No.  Value  4-Band Code (1%)  5-Band Code (1%)
	 o   1  22kW  red red orange brown  red red black red brown
	 o   4  10kW  brown black orange brown  brown black black red brown
	 o    2  1kW  brown black red brown  brown black black brown brown
 o    1  100W  brown black brown brown  brown black black black brown

Parts List – Simple Seismograph

1 PC board, code 636, available 
from the EPE PCB Service, 
size 123 x 57mm

1 9V DC plugpack
1 2.1mm DC power socket, to 

suit plugpack (CON1)
1 DB9F connector, PC mount
1 plastic utility box, 130 x 67 x 

44mm 
4 9mm-long untapped spacers
4 M3 x 15mm machine screws
4 M3 nuts
3 PC stakes
1 serial computer cable (see text)
2 8-pin IC sockets
1 100kW rotary potentiometer, 

linear (VR1) 
1 5kW horizontal trimpot (VR2)
1 Light Dependent Resistor (LDR1)
1 3-way pin header

Semiconductors
1 741 or OP27 op amp (IC1)
1 PICAXE-08M microcontroller 

(IC2) www.picaxe.co.uk
1 7805 3-terminal + 5V voltage 

regulator (REG1)
1 1N4004 diode (D1)
1 red or white high-brightness 

LED (LED1)

Capacitors
3 470mF 25V electrolytic
1 100nF MKT (code 104 or 100n)

Resistors (0.25W, 1%)
1 22kW 1 1kW

4 10kW 1 100W
2 3.3kW
Plus 1 x 10kW or 1 x 3.3kW or 1 
x 1kW to match LDR resistance 
– see text

Mechanical Parts
1 800mm long x 16mm threaded 

steel rod
5 16mm nuts and washers to 

suit rod
1 50mm long x 6.5mm bolt
3 6.5mm nuts and washers
1 40mm long x 13mm bolt
1 13mm nut and washers
1 9.75mm washer
1 1-metre length 1-2mm diameter 

steel wire
2 bulldog clips to suit
1 2-2.5kg mass (eg, 2 x 1.25kg 

barbell weights)
1 piece of thin aluminium sheet 

(to interrupt light beam)
1 50 x 50mm piece of aluminium 

or rigid plastic for paddle (see 
text)

2 small bolts and nuts to fasten 
paddle to bulldog clips

2 braced right-angle brackets, 
250 x 250mm

8 6.5mm x 40mm bolts, nuts and 
washers

3 16mm x 100mm round-head 
bolts, nuts and washers

1 wooden base, 900 x 250 x 
20mm

1 wooden back, 400 x 250 x 20mm

That done, you can install the LDR 
but there’s just one wrinkle here. The 
10kW resistor shown in series with 
the LDR on Fig.1 is correct for most 
LDRs. However, some LDRs have a 
lower resistance than others in the 
presence of light and you may have to 
adjust the value of the series resistor 
accordingly.

That’s easy to do – just measure the 
resistance of the LDR in a brightly lit 
room and use a series resistor that’s 
about the same value. The value isn’t 
all that critical. In practice, you can 
buy 1kW, 3.3kW and 10kW resistors 
and use the one that’s closest to the 
measured LDR value.

The LDR is mounted in similar 
fashion to the LED – ie, bend its leads 
down through 90° before installing it. 
It should be mounted so that its face is 
directly aligned with the LED.

Regulator REG1 is mounted with 
its metal tab flat against the PC board. 
To do this, bend its leads downwards 
by 90° about 5mm from its body, then 
secure it to the board using a M3 × 
6mm machine screw and nut before 
soldering its leads. There’s no need 
for a heatsink, as it supplies just a few 
milliamps to IC2.

The board assembly can now be 
completed by fitting CON1, CON2, 
potentiometer VR1 and a 3-pin header 
for the external logger interface.

Serial cable options
A standard serial cable is used to 

connect the PC board to the computer 
(if you’re using a PC as the data logger). 
There are several options here.

First, you could go out and buy a 
serial cable but that’s the expensive 

way of doing things. It’s far better 
to scrounge a cable instead. For 
example, if you have an old 
modem (left over from your 
dial-up days), you can use 
its serial cable (you did keep 
it, didn’t you?) to connect to 
the PC.

Another possibility is to use 
a serial cable from a discarded 
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Next, use a digital multimeter to 
check the voltages on IC1’s socket 
pins. Pin 7 should be at the supply 
voltage (about 9V, depending on the 
plugpack), pin 2 should change when 
the light to the LDR is suddenly inter-
rupted and pin 3 should be at half the 
supply voltage. That done, check for 
+5V on pin 1 of IC2’s socket and for 
0V on pins 2, 3, 7 and 8.

If it all checks out so far, disconnect 
the plugpack and install IC1 (but not 
IC2). You now have to adjust trimpot 
VR2 so that the voltage on pin 3 of IC2 
can never exceed 5V. This is done as 
follows:
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Fig.1: the circuit uses a light detector based on LED1 and LDR1 to detect movement of an interrupter vane placed 
between them. The resulting signal is then amplified by IC1 and fed to the logger output. IC1 also drives IC2, a 
PICAXE-08M chip programmed to function as an A/D converter. Its output can then be fed to the serial input of a 
PC, to provide an alternative data logger.

Fig.2: install the parts on the PC board as shown here, making sure that all polarised parts are correctly oriented. 
IC2, REG1, VR2 and CON2 can be left out if you already have an external data logger.

636

Fig.3: this is the full-size etching pattern for the Seismograph PC board.
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from the lip of the case and should be 
drilled and reamed to 8mm.

Finally, a slot must be cut in the case, 
in line with the light sensor, to provide 
access for the vane that’s attached to 
the bar. This slot should be positioned 
37mm from the end of the case and can 
be about 4mm wide. The unit can then 
be assembled into the case and attached 
to the base of the seismograph.

Position the vane so that it normally 
blocks about half the light between the 
LED and the LDR.

Programming the PICAXE
To program the PICAXE, you 

first have to download the free  

‘Programming Editor’ from www.rev-
ed.co.uk/picaxe.

That done, connect the board to your 
computer via the serial cable (this should 
be done with the computer off) and 
download the simple program shown in 
Listing 1 into the PICAXE chip.

If you increase the logging interval 
to 10 seconds by changing line 5 to 
‘wait 10’, you can keep a continuous 
seismograph record for up to a week. 
You could also hang a piezo transducer 
off the PICAXE and add an ‘Alarm’ 
loop to the program to warn you if b1 
exceeds a certain value.

Once the program is loaded and 
running in the PICAXE-08M (check 

(1) Connect a clip lead across the two 
back-to-back 470mF capacitors (ie, 
short them out)
(2) Set both VR1 and VR2 to their mid-
range positions
(3) Place a piece of thick cardboard (or 
other opaque object) between the LED 
and the LDR (to block the light)
(4) Reapply power and check the volt-
age at pin 6 of IC1. It should be about 
1V less than the supply rail
(5) Monitor the voltage at pin 3 of IC2’s 
socket and adjust VR2 for a reading of 
4V (or slightly less).

Once that’s done, disconnect the plug-
pack and install the PICAXE-08M, with 
its notch facing to the left – see Fig.2.

Final assembly
The PC board is designed to fit inside a 

standard (130 × 67 × 44mm) plastic case. 
It’s mounted on the lid on four 9mm 
untapped spacers and secured using M3 
× 15mm long screws and nuts. 

That done, you have to make a cut-
out in one end of the case to provide 
clearance for the DBF9 socket (CON2) 
and the pot shaft. This cutout measures 
45mm long × 12mm high and is about 
12mm from the lip of the base.

Alternatively, if you’re not using 
CON2, the serial cable can be run 
through a small hole in the case and 
secured using a small cable tie. The 
same applies if you are connecting an 
external logger to the 3-pin header.

You also need a hole directly in-line 
with the DC power socket (CON1). 
This is horizontally centred 17mm 

This view shows the fully  
assembled PC board. Note the 
arrangement for the LED and the 
LDR.

Above: a slot is cut into  
one end of the case to provide 

access for the metal vane that’s 
attached to the seisomograph bar.
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“An earthquake is the way the Earth 
relieves its stress by transferring it to 
the people who live on it.” – Dr Lucy 
Jones, USGS.

EARTHQUAKES occur when ad-
jacent blocks of the Earth’s crust 

slide past each other along a fracture 
we call a fault line.

Most active faults are located 
near the boundaries of the Earth’s 
tectonic plates. These plates move 
in several ways: (1) they can slide 
past each other; (2) they can move 
away from each other (diverge); or (3) 
they can move towards each other 
(converge).

For example, the west coast of 
New Zealand’s South Island – which 
is at the eastern edge of the Austral-
ian-Indian plate – moves north along 
the Alpine Fault. This movement is 
relative to the eastern side of the 
island, which is part of the Pacific 
plate. This area experiences several 
magnitude five quakes every year, as 
well as much larger but less frequent 
earthquakes.

Plate divergence generally occurs 
at mid-ocean ridges, such as the  
Atlantic’s, which rises above sea-level 
to form Iceland’s central rift valley. 
Convergence occurs at ‘subduc-
tion zones’ like the one that caused 
Aceh’s Boxing Day earthquake. Here, 
the northern edge of the Australian-
Indian plate is descending under 
Indonesia, which is part of the Eura-
sian Plate.

While most active faults are located 
near plate margins, about 10% of 
active faults occur well away from 
the plate margins. The earthquakes 
generated in these locations are 
known as intra-plate earthquakes 
and are mostly thought to occur either 
as a response to stress transmitted 
through the plate from its interaction 
with adjacent plates or from ther-
mal equilibration, which can cause  

contraction as the plate cools down 
or expansion as the plate warms up. 
The Australian Northern Territory’s 
Tennant Creek fault is a world-famous 
example of one of these intra-plate 
structures and generates a number 
of generally small earthquakes each 
year.

Several types of vibrations are 
generated as blocks of rock grind 
past each other during an earthquake 
and these propagate around and 
through the planet as different types 
of earthquake waves. The fastest 
(and the first to arrive) are  ‘Primary’ 
or P-waves, which are longitudinal 
compressional waves that propagate 
at speeds of 1.5-8km/s (depending 
on rock density). The next fastest are 
the ‘Secondary’ or S-waves which are 
shear waves (or transverse waves) 
and these propagate at speeds of 
about 3.2-4.8km/s.

Both P and S-waves move through 
the body of the planet and are refracted 
and reflected as they encounter rock 
density and composition changes. 
However, S-waves cannot propagate 
through the liquid part of the Earth’s 
core. In fact, it was by examining the 
geographic pattern of P-waves and S-
waves that led to the formulation of the 
core-mantle-crust model of the Earth.

The slowest waves are surface 
waves, which propagate at speeds of 
about 2-5km/s.  There are two types 
of surface waves: Rayleigh and Love 
(L) waves. It’s the shear and surface 
waves that generally cause the dam-
age associated with earthquakes.

By measuring the time gap be-
tween the arrival of the P and S 
waves, it’s possible to calculate how 
far away the earthquake was from the 
seismograph. This is roughly 500km 
for every minute between their arrival. 
The location of the epicentre is deter-
mined by a form of ‘triangulation’.

To do this, a circle corresponding 
to the calculated distance is drawn 

around at least three different seis-
mograph locations on a map of the 
region. Where the circles intersect 
is the likely epicentre. Most earth-
quakes occur at depths of less than 
100km.

P-waves have higher frequencies 
and are best detected with a ‘Short 
Period (one second or less) Vertical 
Seismograph’, while S, L and Rayleigh 
waves have lower frequencies and 
are best detected by a ‘Long Period 
(10 seconds or longer) Seismograph’, 
such as the design described here. 
Professional seismic stations have 
short, long and wide-band seismo-
graphs mounted north-south, east-
west and also vertically, with both low 
and high-sensitivity detectors.

Analysis and filtering of the seis-
mic patterns allows the arrival of 
each type of wave to be determined 
from the mixture of P, S, L and 
Rayleigh waves, reflections (PP and 
SS waves), refracted waves and 
alternative path surface waves. Our 
seismograph, with a one-second (or 
10 second) sample rate, will prob-
ably only detect S-waves and the 
much larger displacement L-waves 
and Rayleigh waves. If you live very 
close to the action, such as in New 
Zealand or Papua New Guinea, you 
might also detect P-waves.

The Richter value, devised by 
Charles Richter in 1935, is basically 
a logarithmic measuring scale. It’s 
calculated according to the larg-
est ground motion waves that are 
detected 100km from the epicentre 
of the earthquake. Because the 
scale is logarithmic, a magnitude 7 
earthquake has 10 times the ground 
motion (and more than 30 times the 
energy) of a magnitude 6 quake.

The Aceh Earthquake measured 
9.0 on the Richter scale and releas-
ed many thousands of times more 
energy than the 5.6 Newcastle earth-
quake of 1989.

Tectonic Plates, Earthquake Waves & The Richter Scale

by looking at the ‘debug’ screen), 
you must close down the PICAXE 
Programming Editor to free the COM 
Port, so that the StampPlot Lite pro-
gram can use it. StampPlot Lite is 
available free from www.selmaware.
com

Using StampPlot Lite
StampPlot Lite is the logging pro-

gram. Once it’s installed, you need to 
carry out the following steps:
(1) Set the COM port so that it’s the 
same as the port that connects to the 
PICAXE.

(2) Change the Baud rate to 4800.
(3) Click on ‘Connect’ and ‘Plot Data’ 
– the program should immediately begin 
to graph the values sent by the PICAXE-
08M. You can test this by blowing on the 
bar from a distance of about one metre. 
Adjust the Sensitivity control (VR1) for 
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Fig.3: this simulated plot of an earthquake was produced during final sensitivity 
tests of the seismograph. A gentle puff of air aimed towards the seismograph 
masses from two metres away produced the first ‘earthquake’ waves, while 
similar puffs from one metre gave the full scale deflection.

full-scale deflection. The ‘action’ near 
the bottom of the screen indicates that 
data is being collected.
(4) Set the maximum number of points 
to 200,000 or higher.
(5) A ‘Time Span’ of 400 seconds will 
show each swing of the bar during test-
ing but increasing this to 25,600 will 
let you see most of a night’s record-
ing. The UK is normally a long way 
from the action and different types 
of earthquake waves will continue to 
arrive for more than an hour after a 
distant quake.
(6) Click on ‘Save data to file’ so the 
program saves the data as a .txt file.
(7) Click on ‘Clear min/max on reset’ 
and you will be able to see if any 
values have been detected that are 
significantly above the background 
line (ie, an earthquake) and when 
this occurred (approximately). If 
you deselect ‘Connect’ and ‘Plot 
Data’ to stop the recording, you 
can look back at stored parts of the 
graph by moving the bar next to 
‘Enable Shift’. The running graph 
can be seen on the screen and ‘.txt’ 
values can be exported to Excel and 
graphed.
(8) Click on ‘Time Stamp’ so that Excel 
will show ‘Time’ on the graphs.

Good luck and I hope that the Earth 
moves for you.                             EPE

Acknowledgement: thanks to Dr Tom 
Hubble of the University of Sydney for 
his geological knowledge and neigh-
bours Jo and Manfred for computing 
and design assistance.

Program Listing 1
main:
 readadc10 4, b1 'makes an A-D conversion of the value at input 4 and sends to b1
 debug b1           'allows you to see the value at b1 on the Picaxe debug screen
 sertxd (#b1,cr,lf)   'sends the value of  b1 out to the StampPlot Lite program
 wait 1                     'sets the time gap in seconds between readings 
goto main                'makes the program loop back to the start
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SHERWOOD ELECTRONICS

SP1 15 x 5mm Red LEDs
SP2 12 x 5mm Green LEDs
SP3 12 x 5mm Yellow LEDs
SP5 25 x 5mm 1 part LED clips
SP6 15 x 3mm Red LEDs
SP7 12 x 3mm Green LEDs
SP8 10 x 3mm Yellow LEDs
SP9 25 x 3mm 1 part LED clips
SP10 100 x 1N4148 diodes
SP11 30 x 1N4001 diodes
SP12 30 x 1N4002 diodes
SP18 20 x BC182B transistors
SP20 20 x BC184B transistors
SP23 20 x BC549B transistors
SP24 4 x CMOS 4001
SP25 4 x 555 timers
SP26 4 x 741 Op.Amps
SP28 4 x CMOS 4011
SP29 3 x CMOS 4013
SP33 4 x CMOS 4081
SP34 20 x 1N914 diodes
SP36 25 x 10/25V radial elect. caps.
SP37 12 x 100/35V radial elect. caps.
SP38 15 x 47/25V radial elect caps
SP39 10 x 470/16V radial elect. caps.
SP40 15 x BC237 transistors
SP41 20 x Mixed transistors
SP42 200 x Mixed 0·25W C.F. resistors
SP47 5 x Min. PB switches
SP49 4 x 5 metres stranded core wire
SP101 8 Metres 22SWG solder
SP102 20 x 8-pin DIL sockets
SP103 15 x 14-pin DIL sockets
SP104 15 x 16-pin DIL sockets
SP109 15 x BC557B transistors
SP112 4 x CMOS 4093
SP115 3 x 10mm Red LEDs
SP116 3 x 10mm Green LEDs
SP118 2 x CMOS 4047
SP124 20 x Assorted ceramic disc caps
SP126 6 x Battery clips – 3 ea.

PP3 + PP9
SP130 100 x Mixed 0·5W C.F. resistors
SP131 2 x TL071 Op.Amps
SP133 20 x 1N4004 diodes

SP134 15 x 1N4007 diodes
SP135 5 x Miniature slide switches
SP136 3 x BFY50 transistors
SP137 4 x W005 1·5A bridge rectifiers
SP138 20 x 2·2/63V radial elect. caps.
SP142 2 x CMOS 4017
SP143 5 Pairs min. crocodile clips

(Red & Black)
SP144 5 Pairs min.crocodile clips 

(assorted colours)
SP146 10 x 2N3704 transistors
SP147 5 x Stripboard 9 strips x

25 holes
SP151 4 x 8mm Red LEDs
SP152 4 x 8mm Green LEDs
SP153 4 x 8mm Yellow LEDs
SP154 15 x BC548B transistors
SP156 3 x Stripboard, 14 strips x 

27 holes
SP160 10 x 2N3904 transistors
SP161 10 x 2N3906 transistors
SP164 2 x C106D thyristors
SP165 2 x LF351 Op.Amps
SP166 20 x 1N4003 diodes
SP167 5 x BC107 transistors
SP168 5 x BC108 transistors
SP171 8 Metres 18SWG solder
SP172 4 x Standard slide switches
SP173 10 x 220/25V radial elect. caps
SP174 20 x 22/25V radial elect. caps
SP175 20 x 1/63V radial elect. caps.
SP177 10 x 1A 20mm quick blow fuses
SP178 10 x 2A 20mm quick blow fuses
SP181 5 x Phono plugs – asstd colours
SP182 20 x 4·7/63V radial elect. caps.
SP183 20 x BC547B transistors
SP189 4 x 5 metres solid core wire
SP192 3 x CMOS 4066
SP195 3 x 10mm Yellow LEDs
SP197 6 x 20 pin DIL sockets
SP198 5 x 24 pin DIL sockets
SP199 5 x 2·5mm mono jack plugs
SP200 5 x 2·5mm mono jack sockets

22000077  Catalogue available £1 inc.
P&P or FFRREEEE  with first order.
P&P £1.75 per order. NO VAT
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RESISTOR PACKS – C.Film
RP3 5 each value – total 365 0·25W £3.40
RP7 10 each value – total 730 0·25W  £4.65
RP10 1000 popular values 0·25W  £6.60
RP4 5 each value-total 345 0·5W  £4.30
RP8 10 each value-total 690 0·5W  £6.95
RP11 1000 popular values 0·5W £8.95

Buy 10 x £1 Special Packs and choose another one FREE

PLEASE NOTE NEW MAIL ORDER ADDRESS
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WIN AN ATLAS LCR ANALYSER
WORTH £79

An Atlas LCR Passive Component
Analyser, kindly donated by Peak Electronic
Design Ltd., will be awarded to the author
of the Letter Of The Month each month.

The Atlas LCR automatically measures
inductance from 1µH to 10H, capacitance
from 1pF to 10,000µF and resistance from
1Ω to 2MΩ with a basic accuracy of 1%.

www.peakelec.co.uk

Email: editorial@wimborne.co.uk

All letters quoted here have previously been replied to directly.

‘Rapid death if they are allowed to
overheat’, true of all lamps, including
LEDs.

‘CFLs produce light in a narrow fre-
quency range’. No, CFLs are triphos-
phor lamps with a colour rendering
index of around 85%. The ordinary
house lamp is indeed 100%, but I chal-
lenge anyone to notice a practical differ-
ence. However, the colour appearance is
different, which is not the same as show-
ing up colours.

‘The future is SSL – solid-state light-
ing’ – agreed!

Otherwise, I generally agree with this
article. Philips are (privately) very confi-
dent about their LED technology, which
should see real products early 2008.

Osram are already there, but not yet with
practical replacements.

Dave Geary,
via email.

Dave thanks for that. We welcome your
article on Banning the Bulb, elsewhere in
this issue. Mark Nelson responds –

Thanks John for allowing me to com-
ment. Dave Geary and I are not in major
disagreement.

‘Standard CFLs ... dimmer switches’ –
that’s precisely why I used the word ‘stan-
dard’. Versions are indeed ‘becoming
available ... that will’, but that still does
not apply to the standard ones you buy in
the shops now.
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Techno Talk and CFLs
Dear EPE,
I would disagree in part with Techno

Talk Sept ’07:
‘Standard CFL bulbs do not work with

existing dimmer switches’, true, but no
longer true. Versions are available.

‘30 seconds and four minutes to reach
full brightness’, generally not true,
although I could accept two minutes.
Newer designs are faster and getting bet-
ter all the time.

‘Lamp life is reduced when CFLs are
switched on and off frequently.’ True of all
lamps with the possible exception of LEDs.
In this case there are other components with-
in the ‘driver’, as the trade calls it, which may
be affected – I’ve no data on this, however.

�� LETTER OF THE MONTH ��
SMT Rework

Dear EPE,
The email from Edward Chase

(Readout, Aug ’07) brings to mind my
adventures on a naval base in the early
90s. Some training simulator equip-
ment was under development, based on
a VME-bus computer rack, and there
were problems with an interface for
which I was expensively scrambled to
have a look and see what was going on.

VME has an unfortunate feature, in
that one of the bus address signals is
immediately adjacent to a −12V sup-
ply rail. Working with one of the
processor cards on an extender (an
adapter, which lets you have a card run-
ning while accessible outside the rack),
I was quickly probing the signals with a
scope and accidentally shorted the
address signal to the −12V pin, which
promptly blew every card plugged into
the rack at the time (which included,
fortunately, only the ones needed for
my particular debugging, having taken
the precaution of removing the others).
Two out of three processor cards had
address buffers fried, but I needed two
cards minimum to make any further
progress, and it was a weekend so there
was no access to spares or any tools I
didn’t have with me, and neither were
the cards of my own company’s manu-
facture.

I managed to trace the address signal
from the edge connector to the relevant
address buffer chip, which (woe-of-
woes) was a 20-pin SOIC (i.e. surface
mount, 0.05in lead pitch), but there
were also lots more of these particular
buffers used on the card. If I could do it
with the tools to hand, I realised I could
steal a good buffer from one of the dead
cards to repair the other dead card, and
along with the remaining live card be
able to carry on the investigation –
except that the tools to hand were no

more than normal pliers, cutters, screw-
drivers, and a 15W soldering iron.

It has to be said that SOIC is proba-
bly the least difficult SMT package to
deal with. I took a trip out to a local
shop and bought a pack of wedding-
dress pins (very fine, still in my tool kit
to this day and also useful for probing
a wire through its insulation), sacri-
ficed a plastic biro as a handle and
melted a pin into it, forming a tiny
hook on the end of the pin. With the
hook and soldering iron and a little
extra solder to wet the joints, I worked
my way around a dead chip lifting each
lead in turn (practice) to get the chip
off, then I did the same with a pre-
sumed good chip on the other dead
board. The pins on the good chip, and
the solder pads where it was to go, had
to be levelled off by removing as much
solder as possible with desoldering
braid, and finally I was able to tack the
chip into place and solder all round.

I’m proud to say it worked (though
less proud of why I had to do it). I com-
pleted my debugging, and the mainte-
nance people had a load of kit to send
off for repair on the following Monday.

Bear in mind that was SOIC – 0.05-
in lead pitch. Edward Chase is asking
about 0.5mm (0.02-in)! No, that’s not a
mistake, they do exist (and even small-
er). Normal workshop methods for
hand assembly of SMT use hot air, and
solder paste rather than wire. On the
production line, the bare PCB has sol-
der paste screen-printed onto it through
a mask corresponding to the solder
pads only, the components are placed
onto the pads (and held by the sticki-
ness of the solder paste), then the whole
lot goes through an infra-red reflow
oven (which melts the solder and com-
pletes the joints).

The biggest problem with hand
assembly is stopping excess solder

bridging the incredibly narrow gaps
between leads, or getting rid of it if it
does. The really fine-pitched devices
rely on the solder mask (a coating on
the PCB that repels solder) to ‘discour-
age’ the melted solder going where it
shouldn’t, and only the minimum
required amount of solder.

Lead-free solder is another issue. The
higher temperatures required (for less
time to avoid component and PCB
damage) is tricky for hand assembly of
conventional components, let alone
SMT. 

I’m not saying it can’t be done, but
Edward has to make a judgement
whether there is anything to lose in a
failed attempt (that might become
irreparable in the process). Unless he
has access to a professional SMT
rework workstation, I would take on
0.05in, and maybe even 1mm, as long
as the pins are easily accessible, but I
would draw the line there and antici-
pate a long job. Of course, a lot of
SMT chips these days have connec-
tions obscured under the device itself,
and you might as well give up and go
home.

Complete disassembly of an SMT
board is simplicity itself: shine a hot-air
paint stripper at it for a few moments,
turn upside down and give it a sharp
tap!

PS: If selected as Letter of the
Month, donate to charity (yes, it’s me
again)!

Ken Wood,
via email

Thanks for those observations Ken. I
trust Edward and others will find them
useful.

Yes, you are LOM again – so thank
you too for that generous offer. I leave
it to HQ to decide which charity 
benefits.
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Regarding brightness, Dave refers to
newer ones and getting better. I accept this
but I am referring to ones that I bought ten
years ago and will happily send him as
proof! I am happy to accept the delayed
warm-up in return for longer life.

‘Rapid death for all lamps’ – OK, but I
find them even less tolerant of confined
shades.

‘CFL frequency range’ – I should have
expressed myself more carefully but as
Dave admits the colour appearance is dif-
ferent, he supports the point I made quite
nicely. See also the top two graphs at
www.darksky.org/images/light_spec,
which illustrate clearly that the light qual-
ity is different.

Mark Nelson,
via email

CFLs
Dear EPE,
I received my June issue of EPE only

recently. Nevertheless, I would like to
comment on your editorial in that issue on
compact fluorescent lamps. 

First, it isn’t exactly correct to describe
the announcement in Australia as a ‘rul-
ing’. It was an announcement by one cab-
inet minister at one press conference of a
plan to introduce this as a government pol-
icy. Since then, our government has been
spectacularly quiet about the idea.

Probably because...
Second, it seems that the relevant cabi-

net minister didn’t only forget to do his
technical homework, he also forgot to do
his legal homework. Our political system
here is more like that in America than that
in Britain. Our federal government has a
lot of power, but its power is not unlimit-
ed and for some issues, the power is with
the State governments, not with the
Federal government. I expect this initia-
tive to progress here at the speed of a thou-
sand snails.

You and/or your readers might be inter-
ested in my experience with CFLs. When
these first became available, in the early
1990s, partly just because I like to be
modern, I embraced them enthusiastically
and ruthlessly converted almost every
light to use a CFL, even to the extent of
replacing some quite expensive ‘pride and
joy’ light fittings when I discovered that
they couldn’t support the weight or the
size of the CFLs.

While some CFLs worked well, I
encountered many problems. The first
generation lamps were not anywhere near
as reliable as the advertising claimed. It is
significant that some were withdrawn
promptly from the market and became
unavailable.

For a while, the market was split. It
became possible to buy reasonably reli-
able lamps for a reasonable price, but
price was a poor indicator of reliability
and about the only simple purchasing
strategy was: ‘cheap lamps are almost cer-
tain to be rubbish; expensive lamps are not
certain to be worth the price; it is impor-
tant to buy only one, test it, and if it is still
working next year, and still available next
year, it might be safe to buy some more of
them’.

Clearly, this is a cumbersome strategy
for buying something as simple and com-
monplace as a light bulb. Other problems
include:

Your advice that normal CFLs are not
dimmable is honest and accurate. I notice
that some pro-CFL lobbyists claim that
dimmable CFLs are available. This is true-
ish, but only true-ish. The CFLs that work
with dimmers must be special lamps, need
special dimmers, and importantly, need an
electrician to visit to install special wiring

and special light fittings. Once the wiring
has been converted to use a dimmable
CFL, it can’t be used with anything other
than a dimmable CFL.  Dimmable CFLs
are so different from what most people
expect them to be that we probably need
to invent a different word or phrase, per-
haps ‘dimmable’ for the familiar and ‘vari-
able intensity’ for CFLs.

A couple of friends have installed nor-
mal CFLs in circuits with normal dim-
mers. They promise that they always leave
the dimmer set to full brightness, but their
CFLs are spectacularly unreliable, and
sometimes fail within a couple of months.
I haven’t investigated thoroughly, but I
suspect that even at full brightness, the
dimmer needs a few volts itself and deliv-
ers a voltage to the CFL that is sufficient-
ly different from what it expects that some
internal component is overstressed. A
peek inside the base of a CFL reveals that
the electronics are very definitely
designed to ‘domestic’ standards, and
even under ideal conditions totter on the
brink of their stress limits.

Maybe I’m just fussy, but most styles
look industrial and ugly. The current fash-
ion for ‘olde worlde’ light fittings com-
pounds this problem.

In some circuits, some modern lamps
glow in the dark. It probably isn’t a haz-
ard, but it is certainly eerie and annoying.
Probably, the next generation will include
an extra component to fix this.

The colour temperature is not well
explained, even less well understood, and
poorly standardized. In most shops, these
things are sold by shop assistants, not by
physicists or photographers, and even sim-
ple questions can provide minutes of
amusement and entertainment as shop
assistants struggle to pretend that they
know all about these volty and ampy thin-
gies, usually revealing that they’d be much
happier in the gardening section of the
store.

The market has not improved and if any-
thing, is worse now than a few years ago.
While some prices have tumbled, rubbish is
commonplace and buying a lamp worth its
price is very much a ‘lucky dip’. Even the
longish life becomes part of the problem; if
I believed in mysticism, I’d believe that the
lamps know when I throw the receipt into
the rubbish; pine for it, and fail within a few
days so that they can join it.

Currently, I regard CFLs as ‘too tem-
peramental to be worth the trouble’, and I
am gradually converting most of my
lights back to a variety of simple incan-
descent lamps. Although some of these
are also rubbish, at least they are inex-
pensive rubbish.

Keith Anderson,
Kingston, Tasmania,

via email

Keith, we’re sorry to hear of your prob-
lematic experience with these lamps.
Perhaps the newer products Dave Geary
speaks of in his article on the subject else-
where in this issue may prove more 
reliable to you.

Disappointed programmer
Dear EPE,
Having received EPE and PE since the

early 70’s I am now beginning to regret
my renewal for the next two years. The
reason is simple, PICs! I’ve followed
John’s excellent PIC Tutorials V1 and V2
of which I understood every word, and
that includes all his various projects 
published since. From this experience I
even managed to program some of my
own projects. 

However, since the time some readers
versed in C cajoled EPE to take it up, I
rarely understand any of the writers who
followed with their discussions. Not only
has no one bothered to tackle C for begin-
ners, but the present PIC writers some-
times bandy the buzz words without
providing a glossary. What is I2C, SPI, bit
banging or a bit-bashed USART, older
directives, Boren bits, the LPT1OSC con-
fig bit, Bit PBADEN, capture mode. I
could go on but it seems like one particu-
lar author (obviously an expert and very
enthusiastic about his subject) is in a hurry
to cover a lot of ground in minimum time
but his erudition lost me a year ago
because he deals with PIC subjects outside
the bounds of my own experience.

Now I am aware from EPE Chat Zone
that many readers are in the ‘trade’ and
no doubt understand it all, or exactly
where it fits any gaps in their own knowl-
edge, or alternatively have means of ref-
erence. However, I am sure there must be
many more readers like myself who are
‘lone workers’ with no one to refer to
other than the Microchip website (run by
experts for other experts). Incidentally,
while having a moan, the only thing I
learned about Mechatronics was how to
spell it!

Pat Alley,
via email

I sent Pat’s comments on to Mike
Hibbett, who is the author providing EPE
readers with more information on using C
with PICs, and other aspects of PIC pro-
gramming and use. Mike is a professional
software writer, well versed in different
methods for writing PIC software code.
Personally, I have great respect for his
knowledge, and have been learning much
from what he has written for EPE. He
replies:

I appreciate the comments, which are
probably as a result of the attempt I am
making to satisfy a wide range of reader’s
skills. So for example, one month I might
cover ‘how to read datasheets’, and
choose the terminology accordingly, and
then another month discuss a very
advanced topic (such as the 1-wire bus
system this month).

I’ll do my best to give a more reason-
able split in subject complexity in the
future, but if there are any particular sub-
jects that readers would like explained
from a beginner’s view point I would be
very interested to hear – I’m always inter-
ested in new ideas for subjects!

Mike Hibbett,
via email

Pat, there is also the additional fact that
it is not necessary to know C in order to
program PICs, as you have already dis-
covered through my PIC Tutorials. But I
understand the desire of readers to know
about C for PICs when they may already
be partly familiar with C, but not neces-
sarily in the PIC context.

Personally, I have a vague familiarity
with using C, but wish to go on program-
ming PICs through the assembly language
route and am unlikely to change to C. I
acknowledge that there will be many who
disagree with my decision.

Regarding the terms you mention, most
are covered in the datasheets for the PICs
concerned. The intention of PIC ’n Mix and
many other PIC-related articles is not to
give an in depth view of a particular PIC,
and it is expected that readers who are inter-
ested in that PIC will have already obtained
a free datasheet for it from the Microchip
website at: www.microchip.com.
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www.magenta2000.co.uk
sales@magenta2000.co.uk

135 Hunter Street Burton on Trent Staffs DE14 2ST
Tel: 44 (0)1283 565435 Fax: 44 (0)1283 546932

Wide band Low distor-
tion 11W /channel
Stereo 20W Mono. True
(rms) Real Power

Short Circuit & Overheat
Protected. Needs 8 to
18V supply.
(Kit: inc. all parts & heatsink
for stereo or mono) Latest Technology

- Stable, Reliable,
high performance

20W Stereo Amp.

KIT 914- £11.90

Chips, Parts
& Kits for
EPE Projects
Programmed PICs and
chips for most EPE
projects.
Check our website or
‘phone for prices.
We have supplied kits
for EPE* projects for
almost 30 years!!
(& Everyday Electronics)

All Prices Include VAT, Add £3.00 P&P per order, or £7.99 for next
day. Chqs. P.O. & most major cards accepted. Mail Order Only.

Top Kits.
ICEbreaker PIC16F877 in - cir-
cuit emulator - Kit 900.... £34.99
1kV/500V Insulation Tester
Inc. drilled case -Kit 848.. £32.95
Pipe Descaler - High Power
with led monitor - Kit 868..£22.95

Ultrasonic PEsT Scarer ran-
dom 32k pulses Kit867..£19.99

P-I Metal Detector Micro based
design - sensitive Kit847..£63.95

MAGENTA Bat Detectors
Our original famous KIT detector
KIT 861...£37.99 & See the new
built MkIIb and MKIII on the web.



Surfing The Internet

Net WorkNet Work
AAllaann  WWiinnssttaannlleeyy

First steps in broadband
A friend who works from home asked for recommendations for

a broadband supplier, as they wanted to adopt Internet access for
their new business. The bewildering array of choices made it a dif-
ficult question to answer. First, the availability of ADSL (asym-
metric digital subscriber line) broadband depends on whether the
local phone exchange is equipped to provide it, and performance
then depends on the distance the signal travels in terms of copper
wire miles, poor connections and the quality of the wiring.

Much has been highlighted recently about the unfair marketing
practices of broadband suppliers, especially about adverts with
headline-grabbing speeds of ‘up to’ 8Mbps (megabits per second),
when in reality such speeds are often impossible to achieve due to
the limiting factors of distance, congestion and line quality. 

Whether buying broadband as a new customer, or upgrading an
existing service, the first thing to be aware of is the disclaimer that
performance is subject to practical line tests after you place an
order, and second, no ISP is likely to guarantee the transmission
rate that you will actually experience. Websites such as Virgin
Media’s broadband checker http://broadbandchecker.co.uk/
indicate the likely availability in your postcode area, and compar-
ison websites, including www.broadbandchoices.co.uk and
www.uswitch.com, offer alternatives for you to choose from.

Broadband suppliers have their own merits – including cost,
locally-based services, free or premium technical support or free
hardware. Sometimes, an introductory discount is available for the
first few months. Some areas have cable access, so the choice of
supplier is restricted, but for most of us broadband means ADSL,
delivered by your choice of ISP through your BT phone line. In
rural areas, perhaps consider satellite or find out if a local spe-
cialist service is available. One example is the wireless mesh serv-
ice offered by the award-winning company South Witham
Broadband (www.wireless.southwitham.net/), which was built
by local people to deliver broadband to their villages.

There was a time when AOL (www.aol.co.uk/.com) compact
disks were found on every computer magazine (and in every let-
terbox – see www.nomoreaolcds.com). AOL is firmly a family-
orientated service that uses propri-
etary software for mail and brows-
ing: I know of some AOL users who
were aghast at the prospect of firing
up Internet Explorer or Outlook
Express on their AOL connection! 

AOL encapsulates its customers
in a safe environment away from the
wild west of the Internet. Most other
ISPs just provide raw broadband
connections and associated services,
such as anti-spam and antivirus, and
they just leave you, your wits and
your computer to fend for them-
selves out on the Internet.

The need for speed
Casual users will be happy with

2Mbps speeds but most will proba-
bly opt for a rate of (up to) 8Mbps.
The cheapest packages may have a 
monthly ceiling of data transfer but

many tariff packages have no capped usage restrictions, subject to
their interpretation of ‘fair use’ – your connection may be throt-
tled back or even suspended altogether, if you regularly overdo
your downloads.

ISPs may tempt new customers with a free modem or router:
however, as mentioned before in Net Work, only a router properly
set up for security should be considered good enough. A single-
port straight-through modem is insecure and is best discarded.
Wireless networks should also be set up robustly for security, to
prevent unauthorised use of your broadband by your neighbours
or ‘drive-by’ users. Setting up a secure wireless network may
require specialist help, and an hour’s expert labour might be
money well spent. PC World’s The Tech Guys charge from £69.99
(www.thetechguys.com/) for this.

Another consideration might be the sending of own domain-
name mail: some ISPs (notably BT) suffer a major malfunction
when their customers send mail as ‘From: user@myown
domain.co.uk.’ BT has been known to block legitimate mail
because they disputed the domain name details. 

Outbound mailservers can be slow or busy especially if net-
works are overloaded with spam. Rather than rely on the broad-
band supplier’s SMTP server, the classic workaround for sending
outbound (SMTP) mail is to use an authenticated third party
mailservice, notably Authsmtp (www.authsmtp.net), which is a
robust low-cost service that removes the dependence on your
ISP’s SMTP servers. This is also relevant if you intend to send
out bulk Email campaigns regularly. In June 2007 Tiscali users
found to their cost that relying on an ISP’s own SMTP service
was not always wise, as there was an outage lasting for about a
week.

The foregoing factors are some key points to consider when
shopping around for an ISP. It should not be forgotten that some
Internet users have very low usage requirements and are happy
with 56k dial-up access for checking email or for occasional web
surfing, paying say 5p per call added to their BT phone bill. It may
well pay to examine the benefits of always-on high speed broad-
band though: even if it costs more. For some users the time saved
over waiting for dial-up can make broadband worthwhile.

Both dial-up and broadband
users could gain a useful increase
in speed by using the download
accelerator service from Onspeed
(www.on speed.com). For a flat
rate of £24.99 or   39.99 a year,
Onspeed promises a tenfold
increase for dial-up and five
times increase for broadband
users. Web pages, emails and
some file types are compressed
‘on the fly’ using Onspeed’s
patented server-based technolo-
gies, and then uncompressed on
the client’s PC using Onspeed’s
software. It is claimed to work in
most countries apart from certain
African or Middle Eastern areas.

Next month some of the cur-
rent anti-virus software packages
are outlined. You can email Alan
at: alan@epemag. demon.co.uk
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Onspeed offers to accelerate Internet speeds for dial-
up, broadband and mobile users, using a patented 
file-type compression technology

C
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www.stewart-of-reading.co.uk

HP 54616B Digitising 500MHZ 2GS/S 2

Channel.........................................................................£1,100

TEKTRONIX TDS520 Digitising  500MHZ 500MS/S

2 Channel .......................................................................£800

TEKTRONIX TDS360 Digitising  200MHZ 1GS/S

2 Channel........................................................................£650

TEKTRONIX 2232 Dual Trace 100MHZ 100MS/S..........£325

HP 54600B Dual Trace 100MHZ 20MS/S with RS232; 2HP

Probes, Ops Manual, Pouch & Front Cover ...................£325

TEKTRONIX TDS224 Digitising  100MHZ 4 Channel

1GS/S..............................................................................£750

FLUKE 97 Dual Trace 50MHZ 25 MS/S.........................£295

TEKTRONIX 2465B 4 Channel 400MHZ Delay Cursors etc

incl. Tek Probes...............................................................£750

PHILIPS PM3082 2+2 Channels 100MHZ Delay TB etc

Autoset............................................................................£195

TEKTRONIX 2445A 4 Channel 150MHZ Delay Sweep

Cursor etc........................................................................£375

GOULD OS300 Dual Trace 20MHZ..................................£75

PHILIPS PM3217 Dual Trace 50MHZ Delay Sweep.......£125

FARNELL DTV12-14 Dual Trace 12MHZ..........................£40

TEKTRONIX P6139A 100MHZ Probes - Unused..........£140

HP 8563A 9KHZ-22GHZ Synthesised..........................£6,000

HP 8560A 50HZ-2.9GHZ Synthesised Various opts...£1,900-

......................................................................................£3,250

HP 8590A 10KHZ-1.5GHZ............................................£1,400

HP 3580A 5HZ-50KHZ....................................................£295

ADVANTEST TR4132 100KHZ-1000MHZ.......................£750

HP 83731A Synthesised 1-20GHZ...............................£5,000

Marconi 2032 Sig Gen. 10KHZ-5.4GHZ Opt 01/02/06 -

Avionics.........................................................................£3,250

HP 8648A Sig Gen 0.1-1000MHZ...................................£750

Gigatronic 7100 Synth 10MHZ-20GHZ (internal sweep/mod -

130 to +15dBM)............................................................£3,000

Marconi 2024 9KHZ-2.4GHZ - HPIB used/unused.....£1,250-

......................................................................................£1,500

Marconi 2022E Synthesised AM/FM 10KHZ-1.01GHZ ..£500 

Marconi 2019/A Synthesised AM/FM 80KHZ-

1040MHZ................................................................£150-£195

HP 33120A Function Gen. 100 microHZ-15MHZ

used/unused...........................................................£575-£700

T.T.I TG210 Function Gen 0.002HZ-2MHZ TTL etc..........£70

R&S APN62 Synth Function Gen 1HZ-260KHZ Bal/Unbal

Output LCD......................................................................£195

Metrix GX5000 Pulse Gen 50MHZ Programmable.........£150

HP 3325A Synthesised Function Gen 21MHZ................£295

HP 3312A Function Gen 0.1HZ-13MHZ AM/FM

Sweep/Tri/Burst etc..........................................................£175

HP 8112A Pulse Gen 50MHZ..........................................£350

HP 8116 Pulse/ Function Gen 50MHZ............................£750

Gould J3B Sine/Sq Osc. 10HZ-100KHZ Low

Distortion.....................................................................£50-£75

HP 5350B Counter 20 GHZ.............................................£750

Marconi 2440 Counter 20 GHZ.......................................£500

Racal 1998 Counter 10HZ-1.3GHZ.................................£225

Racal 1991 Counter/Timer 160MHZ 9 Digit................... £150

HP 53131A Universal Counter 3GHZ Opt. 001 oven

unused/used...........................................................£995/£750

HP 53131A Universal Counter 225MHZ Oven-In original

boxes - unused/used..............................................£700/£600

HP/Agilent 34401A 6 1/2 Digit................................£500/£550

Solartron 7150Plus 6 1/2 Digit True RMS IEEE with tem

measurement.....................................................................£75

Fluke 77 series 2 3 1/2 Digit Handheld.............................£45

AVO 8 Mk6 In Ever Ready Case with Leads etc...............£75

AVO 8 Mk5 with Leads etc................................................£50

Goodwill GVT427 Dual Ch AC Millivoltmeter 10mV in 12

ranges 10HZ-1MHZ. Unused.............................................£60

MARCONI 2955A Radio Communications Test Set.....£1,000

MARCONI 2955 Radio Communications Test Set.........£625

MARCONI 6960B RF Power Meter with head................£500

MARCONI 893C AF Power Meter Sinad Measurement

Unused...............................................................................£50

HP 4192A Impedance Analyser with 16047A

Text Fixture etc.............................................................£3,500

HP 8902A Measuring Receiver 150KHZ-1300MHZ.....£4,500

HP 85032A Calibration Kits.............................................£400

SEAWARD   Nova Pat Tester..........................................£195

BIRD 43 Wattmeter - Many Elements Available................£75

HUNTRON 1000 Tracker...................................................£75

RACAL DANA 9343M LCR Databridge Digital Auto

Measurements of RCL QD................................................£95

RACAL 9008 Automatic Modulation Meter

1.5MHZ-2GHZ...................................................................£60

MEGGER PAT2 Tester.......................................................£95

FARNELL AP60/50 0-60V 0-50A 1KW Switch Mode......£400

FARNELL H60/250-60V 0-25A........................................£400

THURLBY PL320QMD 0-30V 0-2A Twice Digital............£160

H.P. 6626A Precision High Resolution 4 Outputs............£500

0-7V 0-15MA or 0-50V 0-0.5A Twice

0-16V 0-0.2A or 0-50V 0-2A Twice

FARNELL XA35.2T 0-35V 0-2A Twice Digital....................£95

FARNELL B30/1030V 10A Variable No Meters.................£55

FARNELL LT30-1 0-30 0-1A Twice....................................£60

FARNELL L30.2 0-30v 0-2A............................................£50

THURLBY PL330 0-32V 0-3A Digital (Kenwood badged).£75

THURLBY PL320 0-30V 0-2A Digitial ...............................£55

TAKASAGO GM035-2 0-35V 0-2A 2 Meters.....................£35

Check out our website, 1,000s of items in stock.

DDIIGGIITTIISSIINNGG//SSTTOORRAAGGEE  
OOSSCCIILLLLOOSSCCOOPPEESS

SSCCOOPPEEMMEETTEERRSS

OOSSCCIILLLLOOSSCCOOPPEESS

SSPPEECCTTRRUUMM  AANNAALLYYSSEERRSS

SSIIGGNNAALL  GGEENNEERRAATTOORRSS

MMIISSCCEELLLLAANNEEOOUUSS

DDIIGGIITTAALL  MMUULLTTIIMMEETTEERRSS

PPOOWWEERR  SSUUPPPPLLIIEESS
FFRREEQQUUEENNCCYY  CCOOUUNNTTEERR//

TTIIMMEERRSS

PM3082 - £195 HP 34401A - £500 to £550 HP33120A - £575 to £700 HP 8563A - £6,000

MARCONI 2024 - £1,250 to £1,500

SSTTEEWWAARRTT  ooff  RREEAADDIINNGG
1177AA  KKiinngg  SSttrreeeett,,  MMoorrttiimmeerr,,  NNeeaarr

RReeaaddiinngg  RRGG77  33RRSS
TTeelleepphhoonnee::  ((00111188))  993333  11111111  

FFaaxx::  ((00111188))  993333  22337755
wwwwww..sstteewwaarrtt--ooff--rreeaaddiinngg..ccoo..uukk

9am-5.00pm Monday to Friday

Used Equipment – GUARANTEED.
Most Manuals supplied

Please check availability before ordering 
or calling.

Prices plus carriage and VAT

�Diagnose any car with EOBD �9600 or 38400 baud

�Based on the ELM327 IC �Supported by more software than 

�Supports all EOBD and OBD-II any other OBD interface

protocols �Inexpensive

 ISO15765-4 (CAN) �Full Speed USB 1.1

 ISO14230-4 (Keyword 2000) �Automatic protocol detection

 ISO9141-2 �Package includes cables, software 

 J1850 VPW CD, and Quick Start Guide

 J1850 PWM �Buy from your local UK distributors!

�

�

�

�

�

www.ElmScan5.com/epe

ElmScan 5 USB Scan Tool
All Major 

Credit Cards

Accepted!

NEWSAGENTS ORDER FORM
Please reserve/deliver a copy of Everyday Practical Electronics for me each month

Name and Address ..........................................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................................................................

Postcode .........................................................Tel ..............................................................................
Everyday Practical Electronics is published on the second Thursday of each month and distributed S.O.R. by SEYMOUR

Make sure of your copy each month – cut out or photocopy this form, fill it in and hand it to your newsagent
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EPE PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD SERVICE
Order Code Project Quantity Price
.....................................................................................

Name ...........................................................................

Address .......................................................................

..............................................................................

Tel. No. .........................................................................

I enclose payment of £................ (cheque/PO in £ sterling only) to:

Everyday 
Practical Electronics

MasterCard, Amex, Diners
Club, Visa or Switch/Maestro

Card No ................................................................................

Valid From ....................... Expiry Date ...............................

Card Security Code ............... Maestro Issue No ...........
(The last 3 digits on or just under the signature strip)

Signature ..............................................................................

NOTE: You can also order p.c.b.s by phone, Fax, Email or via the shop
on our website on a secure server:

http://www.epemag.co.uk

EEPPEE  SSOOFFTTWWAARREE

PPCCBB  SSEERRVVIICCEE
Printed circuit boards for most recent EPE constructional projects are available from
the PCB Service, see list. These are fabricated in glass fibre, and are fully drilled and
roller tinned. Double-sided boards are NOT plated through hole and will require ‘vias’
and some components soldering both sides. All prices include VAT and postage and
packing. Add £1 per board for airmail outside of Europe. Remittances should be sent
to The PCB Service, Everyday Practical Electronics, Wimborne Publishing Ltd.,
Sequoia House, 398a Ringwood Road, Ferndown, Dorset BH22 9AU. Tel: 01202
873872; Fax 01202 874562;Email: orders@epemag.wimborne.co.uk. On-line
Shop: www.epemag.wimborne.co.uk/shopdoor.htm. Cheques should be crossed
and made payable to Everyday Practical Electronics (Payment in £ sterling only).
NOTE: While 95% of our boards are held in stock and are dispatched within
seven days of receipt of order, please allow a maximum of 28 days for delivery
– overseas readers allow extra if ordered by surface mail.
Back numbers or photocopies of articles are available if required – see the Back
Issues page for details. We do not supply kits or components for our projects.

Please check price and availability in the 
latest issue. A large number of older boards are
listed on, and can be ordered from, our website.
Boards can only be supplied on a payment with order basis.

� All software programs for EPE Projects marked with an asterisk, and
others previously published, can be downloaded free from our Downloads
site, accessible via our home page at: www.epemag.co.uk.

PROJECT TITLEPROJECT TITLE Order CodeOrder Code CostCost

PPCCBB  MMAASSTTEERRSS
PCB masters for boards published from the March ‘06 issue onwards can
also be downloaded from our UK website (www.epemag.co.uk); go to the
“Downloads” section.

�Keypad Alarm FEB ’06 552 £6.02
3-Way Active Crossover 553 £9.20
Jazzy Heart 554 £6.02
Status Monitor– Transmitter 555

– Reciever 556}pair     £7.61

Power Up MAR ’06 557 £6.82
Video/Audio Booster (double-sided) 558 £12.00
�Telescope Interface 559 £6.50

Smart Card Reader/Programmer MAY ’06 567 £7.61
LED Lighting For Your Car (set of 15 boards) 568 £14.75
Digital Reaction Timer 569 £7.13

Poor Man’s Metal Locator JUN ’06 570 £5.71
�Digital Instrument Display for Cars

– Micro Board 571
– Display Board 572

Widgy Box 573 £7.29
Phone Ring & Test 574 £6.82

}pair     £7.77

�Sudoku Unit JUL ’06 575 £6.66
PC Power Monitor 576 £6.50

Home Theatre Sound Level Checker AUG ’06 577 £6.66
Adjustable DC-DC Converter For Cars 578 £6.50
�Telephone Dialler For Buglar Alarms 579 £6.97
�High Intensity Torch 580 £5.39

� Low Cost 50MHz Frequency Meter SEP ’06
Version 1 581 £6.66
Version 2 582 £6.66
Version 3 583 £6.66

Smart Mixture Display for your Car 584 £6.50
Water Level Gauge – Sensor 585

– Display 586}pair     £6.98

PROJECT TITLEPROJECT TITLE Order CodeOrder Code CostCost

Fridge Door-Open Alarm OCT ’06 587 £5.71
Linear Supply For 1W Star LEDs (Pair) 588a & b £6.50
Through-Glass Alarm 589 £7.61

‘Smart’ Slave Flash APR ‘06 560 £6.18
Programmable Continuity Tester 561 £5.87
PortaPAL

– Microphone Board 562 £6.18
– Auxilary Board 563 £5.87
– Main Board 564 £8.56
– Charger Board 565 £6.66

Omni Pendulum 566 £6.34

Quick Brake NOV ’06 590 £6.50
Studio 350 Power Amplifier 591 £9.51
Micropower Battery Protector 592 £5.71
�Giant LED Message Display – Master 594 £5.55

– Slave 595 £6.50

�Flexitimer – Main Board SEPT ’07 631 £7.29
– Display Board 1 632 £7.29
– Display Board 2 633 £7.29
– Display Board 3                                                    634             £7.29

Pocket Tens Unit                                                                     635             £6.35

�Programmable Robot FEB ’07 602 £6.50
Courtesy Light Delay 603 £5.87
�Deep Cycle Battery Charger

Power Board 604
Control Board 605 £11.10
Display Board 606

�PIC Digital Geiger Counter (double sided) 607 £12.53

}set

IR Remote Checker MAR ’07 608 £6.35
�SMS Controller 609 £7.93
�Lap Counter For Swimming Pools 610 £7.14
�PIC Polyphonium – Main Board 611 £8.25    

PIC Polyphonium – LED Display Interface APR ’07 612 £7.13
Students’ Amp – Amplifier 613 £6.02

– PSU 614 £6.02
Star Power 615 £6.50    

Bass Extender MAY ’07 618 £5.87
Caravan Lights Check 619 £6.18

�Energy Meter – Main Board JUN ’07 616
– Display Board 617

3V to 9V Converter (PCB plus TL499A IC) 620 + chip £7.53
Bat Sonar 621 £6.03    

}pair    £9.83

MiniCal 5V Meter Calibration Standard JUL ’07 622 £6.82
Lead-Acid Battery Zapper 623 £6.50
Video Reading Aid 624 £6.50
Digi-Flash Slave 625 £5.55    

TwinTen Stereo Amplifier                                   AUG ’07         626 £9.83
Printer Port Hardware Simulator 627 £6.66
�RFID Security Module 628 £6.02
�V2 PC Scope – Control Board 629 £7.13

Analogue Board 630 £6.50

Lapel Microphone Adaptor DEC ’06 593 £6.18
RGB To Component Video Converter (double sided) 596 £12.69
USB Power Injector 597 £5.87
�Mind Trainer 598 £6.50    

Balanced Microphone Preamp JAN ’07 599 £6.82
High-Efficiency Power Supply for 1W Star LEDs 600 £6.19
Jumping Spider 601 £5.71

�Simple Seismograph OCT ’07 636 £6.66
�V8 Doorbell

– Main Board 637
– Display Board 638

�Standby Power Saver
– Transmitter 639 £6.34
– Receiver 640
– PSU 641

}pair     £11.42

}pair     £6.97



If you want your advertisements to be seen by the largest readership at the most economical price our classified and semi-display pages
offer the best value.The prepaid rate for semi-display space is £10 (+VAT) per single column centimetre (minimum 2·5cm).The prepaid rate
for classified adverts is 40p (+VAT) per word (minimum 12 words).
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Everyday Practical Electronics reaches more UK
readers than any other UK monthly hobby elec-
tronics magazine, our sales figures prove it. We
have been the leading monthly magazine in this
market for the last twenty-two years.

NATIONAL ELECTRONICS
VCE ADVANCED ICT

HNC AND HND ELECTRONICS
FOUNDATION DEGREES

NVQ ENGINEERING AND IT
DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY

BTEC ELECTRONICS
TECHNICIAN TRAINING

LONDON ELECTRONICS COLLEGE
20 PENYWERN ROAD

EARLS COURT, LONDON SW5 9SU
TEL: (020) 7373 8721

www.lec.org.uk
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

BOWOOD ELECTRONICS LTD
Suppliers of Electronic Components

Place a secure order on our website or call our sales line
All major credit cards accepted

Web: www.bowood-electronics.co.uk
Unit 1, McGregor’s Way, Turnoaks Business Park,

Chesterfield, S40 2WB. Sales: 01246 200222
Send 60p stamp for catalogue

VALVES AND ALLIED COMPO-
NENTS IN STOCK. Phone for free list.
Valves, books and magazines wanted.
Geoff Davies (Radio), tel. 01788 574774.

FOR ½ PRICE VALVE CLEARANCE
catalogue send £1.00 in 1st or 2nd class
stamps FOR COMBINED VALVE &
COMPONENT CLEARANCE list send
£1.50 in 1st or 2nd class stamps. W.
Burcher, 676 Foxhall Road, Ipswich,
Suffolk, IP3 8NQ. Tel: 01473 272218.

Get your magazine
‘instantly’ anywhere in

the world – buy and
download from the web.

TAKE A LOOK, A FREE
ISSUE IS AVAILABLE

A one year subscription 
(12 issues) costs just

$18.99 (US)

Back issues are also 
available

UK & International Suppliers of Electronic Components & Kits

New Look Website - Extended Ranges - Lower Prices 
Capacitors Resistors Transistors Optoelectronics PCBs Breadboard
Solder Switches Cable Batteries Tools CMOS ICs Potentiometers
P&P £2.50 (orders over £25 free P&P) No Min Order. No VAT

ORDER ONLINE AT OUR ALL NEW WEBSITE:

www.rshelectronics.co.uk

THIS SPACE
COULD BE YOURS

FOR JUST £50

Contact Stewart on 01202 873872
stewart.kearn@wimborne.co.uk

Electronics
Teach-In

On Sale Now
at WHS £6.99

N.R. BARDWELL Ltd – est 1948
Electronic Component Supplies

LED’s, Semis, IC’s Resistors, Caps, etc
send 44p for lists. 1000’s bargains at our

secure site: www.bardwells.co.uk
288, Abbeydale Rd. Sheffield. S7 1FL

0845 166 2329 (local rate)
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NEXT  MONTHNEXT  MONTH
TEACH-IN 2008 – Using PIC Microcontrollers
TEACH-IN 2008 takes a slightly different format to previous
Teach-Ins. Whereas the earlier ones have concentrated on
telling you about components and how to use them in general,
Teach-In 2008 takes a specific component, a PIC microcon-
troller, and examines it in detail, providing information on how
to use PICs in your own projects.
Constructional examples will be given in each part and a sim-
ple PIC programmer is described in Part 1.

ELECTROCARDIOGRAPH
An easy-to-build project which will let you take your own elec-
trocardiogram (ECG) and display it on a PC.You can read, dis-
play, save to disk and print the electrical waveform generated
by your heart – or anyone else’s.

VEHICLE MULTI-VOLTAGE MONITOR
Want to monitor the battery voltage, the airflow meter or
oxygen sensor signals in your car? This versatile voltage
monitor can do it all and includes display dimming so the
LEDs are not too bright at night.

NOVEMBER ’07 ISSUE ON SALE OCTOBER 11

Europe’s Largest 

Surplus Store
20,000,000 Items on line NOW !

New items added daily

Established for over 25 years, UK company

Display Electronics prides itself on offering a

massive range of electronic and associated

electro-mechanical equipment and parts to

the Hobbyist, Educational and Industrial

user. Many current and obsolete hard to get

parts are available from our vast stocks,

which include:
� 6,000,000 Semiconductors 

� 5,000 Power Supplies

� 25,000 Electric Motors

� 10,000 Connectors

� 100,000 Relays & Contactors

� 2000 Rack Cabinets & Accessories

� 4000 Items of Test Equipment

� 5000 Hard Disk Drives

www.distel.co.uk
Display Electronics

29 / 35 Osborne Road

Thornton Heath

Surrey UK CR7 8PD

Telephone 

[44] 020 8653 3333

Fax [44] 020 8653 8888

We ShipWorldwide

Surplus Wanted

Rechargeable Batteries With Solder Tags

NIMH

AA 2000mAh  ......................£2.82
C 4Ah ...................................£4.70
D 9Ah ...................................£7.60
PP3 150mAh  ..................... £4.95

Instrument case with edge connector and screw terminals

Size 112mm x 52mm  x 105mm tall

This box consists of a cream base  with a PCB slot, a cover plate to pro-
tect your circuit, a black lid with a 12 way edge connector and 12 screw
terminals built in (8mm pitch) and 2 screws to hold the lid on. The cream
bases have minor marks from dust and handling price £2.00 +
VAT(=£2.35) for a sample or £44.00+VAT (=£51.70) for a box of 44.

866 battery pack  originally intended to be
used with an orbitel mobile telephone it
contains 10 1·6Ah sub C batteries (42 x
22 dia. the size usually used in cordless
screwdrivers etc.) the pack is new and
unused and can be broken open quite
easily £7.46 + VAT = £8.77

Please add £1.66 + VAT = £1.95 postage & packing per order

JPG Electronics
Shaws Row, Old Road, Chesterfield, S40 2RB.

Tel 01246 211202  Fax 01246 550959
www.JPGElectronics.com

Mastercard/Visa/Switch 
Callers welcome 9.30 a.m. to 5.30 p.m. Monday to Saturday

NICAD

AA 650mAh...................... £1.41
C  2.5Ah ...............................£3.60
D 4Ah ...................................£4.95



www.rapidonline.com

Cables & connectors
Connectors:
audio/video
mains/power
multipole
RF/coaxial
single pole

Electrical & power
Electrical products 
& lighting
Fans & motors
Fuses & circuit breakers
Security & warning
devices
Batteries

Electronic components
Capacitors
Inductors & chokes
Filters & suppression
Resistors &
potentiometers
Transformers
Relays & solenoids
Sensors
Switches
Optoelectronics
Discrete
semiconductors
Integrated Circuits
Micros & crystals
Semiconductor
hardware

Tools, fasteners & 
production equipment
Cases
Fasteners & fixings
Storage/packing
equipment
Health & safety
Service aids
Soldering equipment
Test equipment
Electronic/electrical
tools
Mechanical tools
Power tools

Rapid, Severalls Lane, Colchester, 
Essex CO4 5JS

Tel: 01206 751166

Fax: 01206 751188

sales@rapidelec.co.uk

FREE DELIVERY
On all orders over £25
(excluding VAT) 
UK mainland only

SAME DAY
DESPATCH

NO MINIMUM
ORDER
UK mainland only

TECHNICAL
ADVICE

DATASHEETS

CALL & COLLECT

TRADE COUNTER

Velleman 5 in
1 Emergency
tool mini-kit
Order 
code: 
70-4060

224 
Piece Ceramic
capacitor kit
Order code: 
13-0206

Only

£8.95

Pliers 
set 4 piece
Order code: 
86-0662

Only

£8.95 123 Robotic
projects for
Evil Genius
Order code: 
97-6034

Velleman FM
Radio kit
Order code: 
70-4024

Only

£6.50

Only

£10.55

IQ²
Programmable
controller
Order code: 
13-0910

610 
Piece Carbon
film resistor kit
Order code: 
13-0201

200mm Red
cable ties
pack 100

Order code: 
04-0647

4.0MHz 
HC-49/U
Crystal

Order 
code: 
90-0145

Screwdriver set
75 piece

Order code: 
86-0654

L297 Stepper
motor driver

Order 
code: 
82-0198

Only

£6.95

4 Phase
Unipolar
stepper motor

Order code: 
37-0507

16 x 1 Alphanumeric 
LCD display

Order code: 57-0906

All prices exclude VAT

Request your free catalogue by sending your full contact details
and quote reference EPE to marketing@rapidelec.co.uk

Only

£14.99

Only

£5.80

From

15p

L293 
4 Channel driver
Order code: 
82-0192

Only

£3.19

Only

£5.50

Only

£1.40

Only

£14.95

Only

£9.20

Only

£7.00
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DESIGN
SUITE

NEW: Redesigned User Interface includes modeless 
selection, modeless wiring and intuitive operation to 
maximise speed and ease of use.

NEW: Design Explorer provides easy navigation, 
design inspection tools and cross-probing support to 
improve quality assurance and assist with fault  
finding.

NEW: 3D Visualisation Engine provides the means to 
preview boards in the context of a mechanical design 
prior to physical prototyping.

NEW IN DESIGN SUITE 7:
NEW: Simulation Advisor includes reporting on  
simulation problems with links to detailed  
troubleshooting information where appropriate.

NEW: Trace capability within both MCU and  
peripheral models provides detailed information on 
system operation which allows for faster debugging 
of both hardware and software problems.

NEW: Hundreds of new device models including 
PIC24, LPC2000, network controllers and general  
purpose electronic components.

Electronic Design From Concept To Completion

E-mail: info@labcenter.com

Labcenter Electronics Limited
Registered in England 4692454

Registered Address: 53-55 Main Street, Grassington, North Yorks, UK, BD23 5AA

Tel: +44 (0) 1756 753440 Fax: +44 (0) 1756 752857

TIME FOR A CHANGE ?
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